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Cooling off

Lebanese kidnappers may
release hostages this week

Clothes, supplies, schedules... it's time to
think of Back To
School necessities.
Special section

SPORTS:
It was "Run for the
Radiator" time Saturday night at the demolition derby. Page 6
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August 6
WORLD
ANKARA, Turkey — Turkish
troops and warplanes crossed
into northern Iraq and attacked
Kurdish guerrillas at camps the
rebels use to launch crossborder raids, a government official said today. Page 2

FRANKFORT — Two students
at Kentucky colleges have filed
a lawsuit challenging the law
that would require them to have
health insurance before they can
enroll this fall. Page 2

SPORTS
CINCINNATI — Paul Brown's
former players remember the
Hall of Fame coach as a caring,
but demanding coach. Brown,
voted into the Pro Football Hall
of Fame after he achieved winning records at every level of
football, died Monday at age 82.
Page 6

BUSINESS
The Northeast and the South led
the way as sales of existing
homes rebounded from recession in the April-June quarter.
Nationally, sales rose 3.5 percent from a year earlier to a seasonally adjusted annual rate of
3.82 million units, the National
Association of Realtors said.
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chance of thunderstorms. Low
70 to 75. Light southeast wind.
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and 6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30 to 4 p.m. Saturday.
Regular office hours are 8
a.m.-5 p.m. Monday through
Friday, 8 a.m.-noon Saturday.
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Larry Tyson, construction superintendent with Adams Cooling Tower Construction from Moores Hill,
Ind., installs the tower for a new air conditioning system to be used in the Business Building at Murray
State University.
Staff photo by

Cyrus Alma!

BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) — KidMrs. Say — who is active in
nappers holding American hostages efforts to free the 13 Westerners,
Terry Anderson and Thomas including six Americans, held in
Sutherland said today they would
Lebanon — said the United States
send an envoy with "an extremely
had reports through diplomatic
important message" to the U.N. channels of a forthcoming release
secretary-general within the next of an American and a Briton.
48 hours.
At the White House, spokesman
The announcement by the Islam- Doug Davidson said today U.S.
ic Jihad organization came the officials are following news
same day an Iranian newspaper accounts on the hostages but he
close to Iranian President Hashemi had no information this morning.
Rafsanjani reported that an AmeriPresident Bush declined to comcan and a British hostage in Leba- ment today.
non may be freed by week's end.
At U.N. Headquarters in New
The envoy was not named by York, a spokesman for U.N.
Islamic Jihad, and its message did Secretary-General Javier Perez de
not say how he would travel or Cuellar, Fred Eckhard, said he had
further detail his plans. It also did no immediate comment on today's
not say whether the envoy would developments.
be an Islamic Jihad member, a
Today's Islamic Jihad message
third party, or even a hostage.
about an envoy was delivered to a
Anderson's sister, Peggy Say, Western news agency in Beirut
said today the State Department accompanied by an authenticating
had notified families of the U.S. picture of Anderson.
captives on Monday of a possible
hostage release.
(Cont'd on page 2)

Congress to probe whether Bush-Reagan campaign delayed hostage release
WASHINGTON (AP) — More than a decade after the
alleged deal, Congress is going to use its subpoena power to
investigate whether the Reagan-Bush campaign schemed with
Iran to delay release of American hostages.
The House and Senate's Democratic leaders announced
Monday they would assign their foreign affairs committees to
look into "persistent and disturbing" allegations that the
1980 Republican campaign arranged for the 52 captives in
Tehran to be held until after the election.
House GOP leader Robert Michel, R-111., immediately
labeled the probe a politically motivated waste of money.
Besides, he said, "there's nothing there and people back
home don't give two hoots about it."
But House Speaker Thomas Foley, D-Wash., and Senate
Majority Leader George Mitchell, D-Maine, said they had
concluded, "along with former Presidents Carter and Reagan
and President Bush, that these allegations should be laid to
rest once and for all."
Rep. Lee Hamilton, D-Ind., who in 1987 chaired the House
investigation into the Iran-Contra arms and money scandal,
was designated to lead the House probe. Sen. Terry Sanford,
D-N.C., will head the effort in the Senate.

Rabies warning
issued after
case confirmed
On July 30, Calloway County
had its first case of confirmed
rabies in a domestic animal
(dog) in many years. Because of
contact with this animal, five
people are taking anti-rabies
vaccine.
Although it is believed the
dog became infected in another
county and brought to Calloway
County, owners should not
become complacent about having dogs and cats vaccinated
against rabies. The Calloway
County Health Department
strongly urges everyone to have
their dogs and cats vaccinated.

Workers find live
grenade Friday
An apparently live grenade was
found by a Calloway County resident Friday, accoring to a report
from the Calloway County Sheriff's Department.
The grenade was found by workers who were cleaning out a shop
on U.S. 641 south of Murray,
authorities said.
The grenade pin had been
removed and piece of wire had
been stuck in its place, according
to authorities. Tape had been
applied to hold the handle down.
The grenade, which had been
brought to the sheriff's office, was
placed in a safe place and the Kentucky State Police Hazardous
Devices Unit was called to the
scene to remove it, according to
reports.
Don Senf of the KSP Hazardous
Devices Unit said the grenade was
an M-2 or "pineapple" fragmentation grenade that looked to be in
very good condition.
The grenade was rendered harmless, Senf said, and turned over to
the U.S. government.
Ownership of the grenade has
not been determined as several renters have used the building in
which it was found, Senf said.

Michel said he was —convinced that the speaker has committed the House to an investigation.that will spend thousands
of dollars in taxpayer money chasing down 10-year-old
rumors."
He said he believed the probe was politically motivated.
and he vowed to scrutinize it "to insure that the investigation
is conducted in a bipartisan fashion with no majority staff
shenanigans."
Hamilton's bipartisan House task force will not be named
until Congress returns from its summer recess in September.
Sanford's group will be the Near East and South Asia subcommittee, whose members are Sens. Daniel Patrick Moynihan, D-N.Y., Charles Robb, D-Va.: Paul Sarbanes, D-Md.:
Harris Wofford. D-Pa.; Jim Jeffords, R-Vt.: Frank Murkowski, R-Alaska; and Larry Pressler, R-S.D.
Jimmy Carter's presidency was crippled by the hostage crisis, in which personnel at the U.S. Embassy in Tehran were
held for 444 days and released minutes after Ronald Reagan
was sworn in as Carter's successor in Januar,' 1981.
Michel told Foley in a letter last week that -he remained
opposed to an investigation.

Hopkins chides Jones for lacking 'political backbone'
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer

LEXINGTON, Ky. — On the
subject of economic development,
the disagreement between Brereton
Jones and Larry Hopkins is not
where to go, but how to get there.
The two had some gentle part-

ings on Monday when presenting
their cases to the Bluegrass International Trade Association.
Jones, the Democrat, said the
key to successful economic development is continuity without the
politics. He wants to have a committee select his economic development chief.

But Hopkins, the Republican
said that demonstrates Jones lacks
political backbone.
The two also parted company on
the best approach to legislation on
labor-management relations.
Jones has said he would turn
over selection of his secretary of
the Economic Development

Cabinet to a council of business
and labor leaders. who would give
him a list of three people to choose
from.
Because it would take some time
to get that council created, Jones
said an interim chief could be
(Cont'd on page 2)

U.N. intent on keeping embargo despite new weapons disclosures
UNITED NATIONS (AP) — In
the face of Iraq's piecemeal disclosure of its clandestine nuclear and
biological weapons programs, Security Council members say they see
no justification for lifting economic
sanctions.
U.N. officials said Monday that
Iraq has now admitted to secretly
conducting germ warfare research
for years — and produced a small
amount of plutonium, albeit just a
fraction of the amount needed to
make a nuclear bomb.
The disclosures were the latest in
a series concerning Iraq's initially
unreported biological weapons and
nuclear programs. Iraq also has
admitted to having four times as
many chemical weapons as it first
declared.
Security Council members said
Monday that the new disclosures
are unlikely to soften their resolve
to maintain the trade embargo they
imposed on Iraq when it invaded
Kuwait a year ago.
Under the U.N. cease-fire resolution that ended the Persian Gulf
War, Iraq agreed to cooperate in
the disclosure and destruction of its
longe-range ballistic missiles as
well as its :.hemical, biological and
nuclear weapons capabilities.

A 'killed' Iraqi tank sits in the desert in the shadows of still-burning oil wells left by the Persian Gulf war.
"These are disclosures in a long,
long series of failings and cheatings by the government of Iraq,"
said British Ambassador David
Hannay. "The vast majority of the
council have taken the view that
there is no justification for changes
in the sanctions regime."
On Monday, U.N. official Robert

L. Gallucci said field reports from
a nuclear inspection team indicate
Iraq had produced about one tenth
of an ounce of plutonium. At least
15.5 pounds would be required to
make a bomb.
He said that by not declanng that
they had produced plutonium. the
Iraqis were violating terms of the

cease-fire as well as International
AtOmit'Energy safeguards.
While the actual amount of plutonium was insignificant, the fact
that Iraq was engaged in the secret
development of plutonium and had
acquired the technology to do so
was a serious concern, said
Gallucci.

Six Congressmen begin MIA mission in Vietnam
BANGKOK, Thailand (AP) — Six American congressmen, all Vietnam
War veterans, headed for Indochina today to search for missing U.S.
servicemen.
The congressmen's journey was prompted by a controversial photograph purportedly showing Vietnam War servicemen alive in Indochina.
Although the Pentagon has cast doubt on the authenticity of the photo.
it has renewed hopes that Americans listed as missing in action are still
living in Indochina, perhaps held in captivity.
A U.S. Embassy spokeswoman. Gloria Berbena, said the group, led by
Democratic Reps. Thomas R. Carper of Delaware, a former Navy pilot,
and Douglas Peterson of Honda, a former Air Force pilot, passed through
Bangkok and left for Laos on a commercial airliner.
The group was scheduled to leave the Laotian capital, Vientiane, for

•
*

"We have no conclusive evidence of wrongdoing, but the
seriousness of the allegations, and the weight of circumstantial information, compel an effort to establish the facts,"
Foley and Mitchell said.
Both said they accept Bush's assertions that he knows
nothing about any hostage deal.
In identical letters to the investigating panels, Foley and
Mitchell said the probe should include "testimony, under
oath, of individuals involved and the subpoena of all necessary documents and records." Whether to hold public hearings will be left up to the investigators, they said.
Rep. Butler Derrick, D-S.C., who has been among those
pushing for an investigation, said a coordinated House-Senate
probe "can quickly get to the bottom of these rumors."
"There may be people out there with information that has
not come to light thus far," Derrick said. "A congressional
investigation may prompt them to step forward, and I hope
they will."
"If there is legitimate evidence and a real reason for an
investigation, then they ought to get to the bottom of it," said
White House spokesman Marlin Fitzwater. "But if it's just a
political witch hunt of some kind, then it's foolish."

"""---'--- - NL.LL .111.S.

Phnom Penh, the capital of Cambodia, on Wednesday, and then visit
Vietnam's capital, Hanoi, and Ho Chi Minh City and Danang.
U.S. investigators already in Indochina to search for MIAs recently visited a re-education camp in southern Vietnam and did not find any of
American's wartime missing there, Vietnam's official media said today.
Vietnamese state television reported Sunday that U.S. government officials had visited the Tien Lanh re-education camp in Quang Nam-Danang
province and concluded "there was not a single U.S. pilot detained
there."
It did not specify when the visit occurred or give other details about it.
Vietnamese Communists put large numbers of people in re-education
camps, which combine political study with manual labor, after defeating
the U.S.-backed South Vietnam government in Apnl 1975.
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Students sue over health insurance requirement
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Two
students at Kentucky colleges have
filed a lawsuit challenging the law
that would require them to have
health insurance before they can
enroll this fall.
The suit was filed Monday in
Franklin Circuit Court. The plaintiffs are Michael Lewis Kessler 11,
a 26-year-old University of Louisville student; and Julie Pincombe,
20, a full-time student at Ashland
Community College, part of the
University of Kentucky community
college system.
The suit claims the law,

approved by the 1990 General
Assembly as part of a wide-ranging
health-care measure, is arbitrary
and unconstikional because it is
special legislation. Among the
defendants named in the suit are
the state Department of Insurance,
Attorney General Fred Cowan, the
University of Kentucky and the
University of Louisville. David L.
Holton II, a Louisville attorney for
the students, said more schools and
more plaintiffs may be added to the
suit later. The law covers students
at private colleges as well.
Claims made in a lawsuit give

only one side of the case.
A hearing is scheduled for Monday on the students' request for a
temporary injunction to keep the
law from being enforced.
The law requires all full-time
students and part-time students taking nine or more hours a semester
in public and private institutions to
be covered by Sept. I. The required
coverage is at least 14 days' hospitalization, 50 percent of hospital
physicians' fees and emergencyroom costs if the person is
admitted.
The state Council on Higher

Education said plans that cost as
low as $36 a semester are available. A handful of schools already
have a mandatory insurance
program.
Student government leaders and
others have complained about the
insurance requirement since late
last year, arguing they were unfairly singled out by the legislation.
The sponsor of the 1990 bill,
Sen. Benny Ray Bailey, DHindman, has previously defended
the requirement, saying students
should learn the value of having
insurance.

of our imprisoned holy warriors
around the world, especially in
occupied Palestine, as well as the
issue of those we hold ...we shall
send a special envoy carrying an
extremely important message to
U.N. Secretary-General Mr. de
Cuellar within the next 48 hours."
"The issue of the detainees (hostages) and the prisoners in the
world has developed into a deadlock worrying the international
power centers over many years
after many heads and policies
rolled," the statement said.

It said the hostage issue "has
nowadays become a source of manipulation in America's and Israel's
opportunist policies at the expense
of those claiming responsibility for
them."
The black-and-white photograph
showed the 43-year-old Anderson
with a slight stubble of beard,
wearing a dark T-shirt and no eyeglasses. The picture was in profile,
and showed Anderson looking up.
In a picture of Anderson released
by Islamic Jihad on July 18, he had
a full beard and was looking direct-

ly at the camera.
"The pictures are neither
encouraging nor discouraging
because we never know when they
were taken," Mrs. Say said from
her home in Cadiz, Ky.
"I think a report like this one is
the cruelest treatment of the hostages families because we've now
almost come as one, it is part hope,
part joy for whatever family is
going to get their loved one back,
but incredible agony for each family to wait and wonder," she said.

which would outlaw making union
membership a condition of
employment.
Jones told the state AFL-CIO he
would veto right-to-work legislatiqn and Hopkins used that against
him last week before the Kentucky
Chamber of Commerce.
Jones insisted he has not sold out
to labor and accused Hopkins of
fomenting unrest between labor
and management by raising the
issue.
But Hopkins, who said he would
sign but not promote right-to-work
legislation, pointed out that Jones
started the discussion with his
promise to the AFL-CIO.
Both candidates endorsed the
idea of more international trade for
Kentucky businesses and promised
their help in getting it.
Only Hopkins offered some concrete suggestions, such as state
investment in shipping space at a

port like Norfolk, Va., to give Kentucky preferred rates.
Hopkins also raised the idea of
an export loan guarantee program
to encourage capital investment in
smaller Kentucky companies that
want to trade overseas.
State government will spend
$1,116,900 on international marketing efforts this year in the Economic Development Cabinet. The
state has offices in Tokyo and
Brussels, Belgium to help foster
foreign trade and investment.

Hopkins chides Jones.

••

i('ont'd from page 1)
appointed who would be disqualified from the full-time job.
Hopkins took aim at Jones' proposal and similar ones where the
lieutenant governor said he would
rely on independent advisers.
''You just can't go around
appointing committees to make the

tough decisions for you," Hopkins
said.
Jones retorted that he wasn't
ceding gubernatorial authority.
"I'm trying to take the politics out
of economic development," Jones
said.
The two also parted company on
the subject of a right-to-work law,
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TURKEY/IRAQ
ANKARA — Turkish troops and
warplanes crossed into northern Iraq
and attacked Kurdish guerrillas at
camps the rebels use to launch
cross-border raids, a government
official sail:17 today "The Turkish
army is involved in an offensive to
pacify the area," the official told The
Associated Press on condition of
anonymity. He did not elaborate But
Turkish newspapers reported today
that Ankara's troops had pushed
more than 11 miles into northern
Iraq in an operation that was
launched early Monday. It was not
immediately clear whether the operation was continuing, or if there
were casualties.

U.S.S.R.

Lebanese kidnappers may...
(Cont'd from page 1)
Last year, another pro-Iranian
group used a hostage release to
send a message to the United
States. The Organization of Islamic
Dawn released American hostage
Frank Herbert Reed on April 30,
1990 and said he was carrying a
message to the White House. Contents of the message were never
disclosed.
Today's 13-line statement from
Islamic Jihad said:
"In line with our belief in the
need for action to resolve the issue

News of the World
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Two Murray men
face 2nd degree
burglary charges
Two Murray men were arrested
Sunday and charged in connection
with a recent burglary, according to
a report from the Murray Police
Department.
Jerry Suiter Jr., 18, of Southside
Manor, and Walter W. Johnson, 19,
of Rt. 7, Murray, were arrested and
charged with second degree burglary for allegedly burglarizing the
apartment of _Renee Owen Moore
of D-1 Southside Manor Saturday.
Moore was struck by a car and
died at a Nashville hospital
Saturday.
Suiter and Johnson were both
lodged in the Calloway County
Jail.
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The Murray Ledger & Times is published
every afternoon except Sundays, July 4,
Thanksgiving Day, Christmas Day and New
Year's Day by Murray Newspapers Inc., 1001
Whitnell Dr., Murray, Ky. 42071. Second Class
Postage Paid at Murray, Ky. 42071.
• • • •
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In was already
served by carriers: $5.00 per month, payable in
advance. By mail in Calloway Co. and to Benton, Hardin. Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington,
Ky.. and to Paris. Buchanan and Puryear.
Tam.: 857.00 per year. By mail to other destinations: $64.50 per year.
• • • •
To reach all departments of the newspaper,
phone 753-1916.
• • • •
The Murray [Adger & Times is a member of
the Associated Press, Kentucky Press Association and Southern Newspapers Publishers
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Monday's winning numbers
selected by the Kentucky Lottery: Pick 3: 9-3-1 (nine, three,
one)
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The Associated Press is exclusively enutled
to news onginated by The Murray Ledger &
Times
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MOSCOW — More than 600 Soviet
defense plants will be converted to
civilian production by 1995, nearly
doubling the output of consumer
goods such as refrigerators, televisions and videocassette recorders,
the deputy prime minister said
today. The conversion will cost the
cash -strapped government more
than 79 billion rubles ($126.4 billion
at the official exchange rate) and
throw 70,000 people out of work this
year, Vladimir Shcherbakov told the
official Tass news agency. "Economic restructuring in the U.S.S.R.
is unfeasible without implementing
the government program for defense
industry conversion," the deputy
prime minister said. The program
calls for building state-of-the-art
passenger jetliners to replace Aeroflot's aging fleet, constructing more
cargo ships for export and increasing the commercialization of the
space program. Shcherbakov said
the manufacturing of consumer
goods would be nearly doubled by
1995, and more than twice as much
medical equipment would be
produced.

JAPAN
HIROSHIMA — Prime Minister
Toshiki Kaifu praised nuclear disarmament gains today as he joined
more than 50,000 people for a solemn commemoration of the 46th
anniversary of the atomic bombing
of Hiroshima. The city paused for a
silent prayer at 8:15 a.m., the exact
moment in 1945 when a blinding
flash killed thousands in the world's
first atomic attack. "I pay my deep
respects to the citizens of Hiroshima, who have built this city of international peace from the ashes,"
Kaifu told the crowd. "Tragic experience is a warning that must be
shared with the world for the sake of
the human race." Japan's constitution, written at U.S. insistence after
World War II, bans the use of all but
defensive force. Parliament is, however, debating whether the nation's
Self Defense Forces should be
allowed to join international operations like the Persian Gulf War
coalition.

YUGOSLAVIA
BELGRADE — A Serbian opposition
activist has been assassinated by
masked men in Belgrade, a murder
the leader of the republic's antiCommunist opposition accuses the
governing Socialists of being
behind. Branislav Matic-Beli, an
activist of the Serbian Renewal
Movement, the main opposition party in troubled Yugoslavia's largest
republic, was gunned down by two
men in front of his house in downtown Belgrade on Sunday night. The
two masked men fired at least 40
rounds into Beli from machine guns
while he was locking his car, a
police report said. The movement's
president, Vuk Draskovic, accused
Serbia's governing Socialist Party,
renamed Communists, of complicity
in the murder.

CUBA
HAVANA — The government is
opening the exit doors the widest
they've been in a decade, announc-,
ing that Cubans who wish to leave
this struggling island nation and are
over 20 may do so. A report by the
government news agency Prensa
Latina on Monday said the decision
was a part of a process begun last
year to reduce age requirements for
Cubans wishing to travel to the a
United States to visit relatives. In
October 1990, Cuba told U.S. diplo-

mats it would reduce the minimum
travel age from 55 to 45 for men and
from 50 to 40 for women Earlier this
year, Cuba reduced the minimum
age to 35 for men and to 30 for
women. Previous requirements had
blocked the departure of people
near military age, but President
Fidel Castro has said the minimum
may be cut to 18. The loosening of
Cuban bonds comes at a time when
the Bush administration is tightening
its entry requirements for immigration, which has increased sharply
this year because of Cuba's deteriorating economy.

SOUTH KOREA
SORAK MOUNTAINS — If you're
old enough to think camping still
means tents and campfires in the
backwoods, you're too old for the
17th World Scout Jamboree, which
opens Thursday. The 20,000 scouts
from 120 nations arriving in South
Korea's scenic eastern mountains
have hot showers, portable potties,
fast food, a gigantic sound stage
and the largest security force in the
jamboree's 70-year history. "It's the
biggest event since the 1988 Olympic Games in Seoul," said Kim
Chong-hoh, a national legislator and
former scout. Four nations will take
part this year for the first time since
World War II — the Soviet Union,
Czechoslovakia, Hungary and Yugoslavia Organizers say a final count
may include all but three or four of
the 131 nations in the 16-million
member World Organization of the
Scout Movement. Scouts at the
Jamboree live in tents but may nev,
er see a campfire. They cook, when
they do, on portable tabletop stoves
and can eat on one of more than
2,000 picnic tables or grab a ham
burger at a fast-food outlet
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LIMA — Thirty-two rebels and two
soldiers died in a clash in the central
highlands, the army said Monday.
The army said the battle occurred
Friday when a military patrol
attacked 70 Shining Path rebels outside a village in the department of
Huanuco, 155 miles northeast of
Lima. In recent months the army has
reported high rebel death tolls in
battles. But the figures later turned
out to be estimates not based on
body counts More than 23,000 peo
pie have died since the Shining Path
took up arms in 1980

CAMBODIA
BANGKOK, Thailand — Pol Pot sec
retly directed Khmer Rouge partici
'Dation in Cambodian peace talks in
June, proving he still controls one of
history's most murderous groups,
guerrilla and Thai officials said
They said Pol Pot left his hideout at
the Thai-Cambodian border and
went to the Thai beach resort of Pattaya for the peace talks From a
nearby location, he directed his tol
lowers negotiations at a hotel where
the guerrillas met with the
Vietnamese-installed government
Pol Pot's presence at Pattaya was
first reported Monday in the Asian
Wall Street Journal Weekly. Khmer
Rouge spokesmen could not be
reached by telephone for comment
on the reports of Pol Pot's involvement in the talks. Previously, they
said he resigned all his official
duties in 1989. Pol Pot is accused of
directing the massacres of hundreds
of thousands of people during the
Khmer Rouge's 3'.5 years in power
in the late 1970s before the government was overthrown by the
Vietnamese invasion.

MPD investigating
weekend burglaries
The Murray Police Department
is investigating two weekend burglaries, according to a report.
Entry was made sometime over
the weekend into the office at Hutson Ag on Railroad Ave., according to police. An undetermined
amount of money was stolen.
Tracy Foutch of Cherry Street
told police that sometime Saturday
someone broke into her vehicle and
took approximately $140 in cash
and a gold bracelet, police said.
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If you're tired of being confused and intimidated by
claim forms, computer-generated bills and letters, instructions that don't make sense, and "help" that
doesn't help at all, just call us and say,
"I'M TIRED OF BEING RIPPED OFF!"
We'll be glad to tell you how Medical Claims Service can help you
get all the health insurance benefits you deserve. We'll give you a
complete picture of who you owe and who owes you.
At last, you can get all the benefits you deserve — and not a penny
less. Now, pay the medical bills you owe — and not a penny more.
Have you had enough double-talk? Are you sick of being bamboozled by computers and the runaround? Then call 753-7750 and
say,

"I'M TIRED OF BEING RIPPED OFF!"
Say the words, and find out what real help can be.

Served with slaw. hushpuppies or fresh
baked bread & choice of potato

MEDICAL CLAIMS SERVICE of MURRAY
Suite 10, Olympic Plaza

Etiert
Open

4 p.m.

etts

Hwy. 641 N..753-4144

753-7750
Member, MCSA Network ofIndependent Services
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TED DELANEY
General Manager
'Where there is no vision, the people perish.'
PUBUSHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS. INC.

Letters to the editor
Reader's flag stolen, pole destroyed
Dear Editor:
This happened to me this weekend.
Who are you?
Saturday night, August 3rd, you came into my front yard. I had a nice
American flag on my flag pole, anchored in concrete.
You stole my flag, broke my flag pole and went away. You should be
ashamed of yourself.
I love my country, I respect my country, I was in the service for my
country, and I respect our flag, which is a symbol of our great, wonderful
country.
You, who stole my flag, have no respect for your neighbors, your country or yourself. You are a criminal — shame on you.
Martin L. Winkowski
809 N. 18th St., Murray

Church and state meet at Fancy Farm
The satirist Juvenal remarked in
the second century A.D. that, when
it came to politics, Romans seemed
to care most about bread and circuses. If the I I lth picnic at Fancy
Farm — Kentucky's bloodless
equivalent of gladiator contests for
candidates seeking public office —
is any indication, we're not far
removed from the ancient Romans.
One difference between past and
present is that men, women and
children don't have to live by bread
alone at Fancy Farm. There are
hamburgers, hotdogs, ice cream,
and two kinds of barbecue — pork
and mutton. Besides that, there are
funnel cakes so mouth-wateringly
sweet that even the ascetic St. Jerome, were he alive today, would be
tempted to sample some of the
divinely down-home confections.
(St. Jerome's Catholic Church
hosts the yearly spectacle.)
As far as the circus element
goes, Fancy Farm is right up there
with the Ringling Brothers and Ben
Hur. Factions representing different
candidates snake through the

Instant Check screens convicts
Dear Editor:
Common sense. Violent crime is appalling and we need to do something about it. Drugs, knives, illegal guns and gangs each play a considerable role in rising crime rates. It's not just the big cities suffering the
impacts of violent crime, but also our suburbs and even our rural neighborhoods. I believe the U.S. Congress has an opportunity right now to do
something to improve our community safety by protecting the rights of
honest Americans beset by violent rampages from career felons.
There's a proposal under consideration right now which claims to
address how to keep criminals from purchasing handguns from licensed
firearms dealers. Provisions in S.1241, the Biden Crime bill, would
require a 5-day waiting period prior to the purchaser taking possession of
a handgun. That 5-day waiting period is rich in symbolism and poor in
substance and should be defeated.
Everyone agrees felons shouldn't be able to possess guns. But experience proves that schemes like waiting periods and bans have little impact
on violent criminals. The U.S. Attorney General has confirmed that the
vast majority of criminals get their guns on the black market.
That's why waiting periods and semi-automatic rifle bans fail to reduce
violent crime. California, Washington D.C., New York, Connecticut, Illinois, Maryland, Massachusetts, and New Jersey have harsh gun laws, yet
in each area the violent crime rates have failed to be reduced and, in fact,
these rates have actually increased ... sometimes faster than the national
average.
But if a criminal is desperate enough to try and purchase a handgun
through a legitimate dealer, waiting periods will likely fail to catch him.
According to the U.S. Attorney General, a waiting period — even with a
background check — has only a 50-50 chance of accurately screening out
felons. Waiting periods will do more to deny honest Americans access to
a potential self-defense handgun. Waiting periods have,yinually nothing
to do with deterring felons from committing horrible and violent crimes.
The Daviess County Fish & Game Association, Inc., believes there is a
better way. The Instant Check system, like the one working in Virginia,
Florida and Delaware, makes checks mandatory, quick and fair. It also
updates our country's criminal history files, making them accurate and
computerized and bringing the records into the 21st century.
More needs to be done about protecting our neighborhoods, stopping
illegal drug smuggling, cutting out easy prison parole and ending courtroom injustice if we want to reduce violent crime. But S.1241, with its
waiting period and other restrictive gun provisions, is a sham — it addresses none of the complex questions on how to restrict criminal access of
firearms by convicted felons. Only the Instant Check system, currently
working in several states, effectively screens out convicted felons from
purchasing handguns from legitimate dealers while protecting the rights
of honest Americans purchasing handguns for protection, recreation or
hunting.
Joseph L. Coomes
Daviess Co. Fish & Game Assoc., Inc.
P.O. Box 1565, Owensboro, KY 42302-1565
SENATOR FOR I<ENTLCKY

Kentucky received good news this week concerning our state's
children. The state will receive $253,821 in start-up funds to expand
the school breakfast program. With the millions of government
dollars flowing to all kinds of assistance programs, this amount might
first seem insignificant. But these funds mean that 12 Kentucky counties who did not have any school breakfast program now have the
ability to start one. Additional funding also means that schools now
have the resources to promote the program and educate potential
users of it.
The money going to Kentucky is part of a total $5 million going
to school districts in 30 states, the culmination of a bill I introduced
in May 1989 to amend the Child Nutrition Act of 1966.
It is my belief that there is no greater responsibility than ensuring the health and well-being of our Nation's children. Students
should be given every advantage to learn, without going hungry. This
bill is one way I have expressed this belief, resulting in a relatively
small amount of money that will help feed a whole lot of children.
Before this legislation took effect, only one-third of children
living in poverty had access to the school breakfast program. It is
now available to more than 45,000 schools, and enables 4 million
children to participate every day. The number of children eating
school breakfast has already increased 15 percent.
In Kentucky, Allen, Boyle, Campbell, Estill, Fayette, Lee, Livingston, Madison, McCracken, Montgomery, Nelson and Scott
counties have received some of these school breakfast funds.

Just drop us a line... „
Readers and residents are welcomed and encouraged

at all times to
express their opinions on our "Viewpoints" page by writing letters to
the editor. we print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply
with the following guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer,
with the writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). The
Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right to condense or reject any
letter.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, the Murray Ledger & Times, P.O. B
Murray, KY 42071.

St. Jerome's parrish is the patron
of the annual picnic, so it seems
appropriate to imagine how the
scholarly Jerome might have
reacted to the circus at Fancy Farm
each year. What-might he think of
Constance Alexander
the non-stop Bingo game, as
hushed as a high Mass until someLedger & Times columnist
one hits a winner? And how would
he react to the young cheerleaders
crowds, chanting campaign slogans up, protect jobs, improve
educain
ther scanty little skirts, kicking
and trading insults with members tion, champion
farmers, win the up their tanned legs and exposing
of opposing camps. It's like a war against drugs
and crime, solve their golden thighs all for the cause
fraternity party with lots of people the problem of
affordabl
e heath of a candidate?
who should be old enough to know
care,
and
generally
When I was a child, I pictured
keep
Kentucky
better.
on the right course without chang- Saint Jerome — famed for his
After months, and sometimes ing
anything that might upset any- translation of the Bible into everyeven years, of raising campaign one.
And, no matter where they're day Latin — hunched over a desk.
funds, eating bad banquet meals, from,
they
and kissing moist and squalling in West wish they'd been born The meager light from his halo was
Kentucky.
the only illumination in the quiet
babies, Kentucky candidates know
In last Saturday's Fancy Farm cell where he worked. Now, that
they are really running for office speeches by
when they toss their platitudes to Larry Hopkins,Brereton Jones and I've been to Fancy Farm I see St.
the lively crowds at Fancy Farm. about the same they both said just Jerome in another light entirely.
thing. The only dis- He's tapping his sandalled foot to a
Like raw meat to ravenous lions, cernible differenc
their promises are swallowed was subtle, very e between the two Hank Williams' medley that ends
subtle. Jones wore with "Your Cheatin' Heart." and
whole by the frenzied electorate. khaki pants, blue
shirt and burgun- he's hootin' and hollerin' like he's
Gubernatorial candidates pledge dy tie; Hopkins wore khaki
pants, at a pep rally. I wonder if he's
to hold taxes down, keep benefits white shirt and
burgundy tie.
registered to vote.
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Manly announcer should be clubbed

A fascinating new figure has
appeared on the American sports
scene, but the sports reporters have
failed to tell us anything about him.
He has become vaguely familiar
to millions of golf fans, yet we
know nothing about him. Not even
his name.
If you watch golfInrnaments on
television, you haven't seen him,
but you have heard his voice.
One of the golfers — usually
someone in or near the lead — will
be preparing to hit his tee shot.
There will be absolute silence.
The golfer will swing. And at
almost the precise instant the clubhead meets the ball, a loud, braying
voice is heard? "You duh
maaaaaan!" (Translated, that
means: "You are the man."
Depending on the importance of
the tournament, that sound — "You
duh maaaaaan!" — can enter tens
of thousands or millions of
households.
It's not a pleasant noise. It's
what I imagine a cow in heat might
sound like. And there is no defense
against it, unless you are alert and
use your TV zapper during all tee
shots.
Other fans also make noise. But
they wait a moment or two to be
sure that the ball isn't sailing toward a pond or over a fence before
they emit only the traditional
"000hs' or "aaaahs.'
But not this person. He doesn't
care where the ball is going. It
could dribble only five feet, or

rocket into the gallery and strike a
spectator a fatal blow to the brow.
and he would still howl: "You duh
maaaaaan!"
He's even gone international,
turning up on the final day of the
British Open. When he let fly with
this first "You duh maaaaaan," the
very dignified and understated
English announcer moaned softly
and, with obvious disgust, muttered: "He must have come over
here on one of the inexpensive
flights."
What surprises me is that some
enterprising golf reporter hasn't
tracked him down and written a
story about who he is and why he
does what he does.
Here we have a person who is
apparently devoting considerable
effort and money to traveling from
golf tournament to golf tournament
for the sole purpose of standing
near a tee area so the nation's golf
fans can hear him cry out: "You
duh maaaaaan!"
I for one would be interested in
knowing when he decided to make
this his major recreational activity.
Or possibly even his life's work.

Did inspiration just strike him
one day, causing him to spring
from his parlor chair and say? "Listen to them. Nothing but '000hs'
and •aaahs,' and an occasional
'nice shot. But nobody is saying,
'You duh maaaaaan!' This country
needs somebody to shout, 'You
duh maaaaaan!' And if nobody else
will do it, I shall. It is my destiny."
Maybe he has a wife .and children who sit alone on weekends.
And when people ask where he is,
they say? "Daddy has gone to a
golf course to yell: 'You duh
maaaaaan!' for TV.' Or maybe
they're too embarrassed to admit it.
Wouldn't you be? Imagine the
embarrassment of someone saying,
"There's that you-duh-man jerk
again.' and you having to admit?
"That's no jerk; that's my father.'
He could also be asked to
explain how he developed his
incredible sense of timing. Athletes
talk about hand-eye coordination.
But this man has remarkable eyetongue coordination. He never
yells, "You duh maaaaaan!" during
the golfer's backswing, which
could get him tossed off the course.

(Or if there was we justice in our
society, dropped into one of the
water hazards with lead weights on
his ankles.)
Nor does he wait until the golfer
is in his follow-through, and the
ball is well on its way. If he did
that, his "You duh maaaaaan!''
could be drowned out by the gallery's cheers. He'd be just another
voice in the crowd.
No, he seems to inhale during
the backswing and lets his voice rip
just as club meets ball. Unless it is
a God-given talent, it must have
taken considerable practice. Possibly hours of playing videos of golf
swings. Slow backswings, fast
backswings, medium backswings, it
doesn't matter. His technique is
always perfect. As they say in golf:
"He has all the shouts."
If his voice is going to continue
coming into our homes by way of
TV, we have a right to know something about him. He could be
influencing young children, tomorrow's golfers. They might grow up
believing that instead of "fore."
they should shout: "You duh
maaaaaan!"
So I would hope that the sports
reporters who cover golf tournaments will track him down and ask
who he is, how he came to this
avocation, and whether he hopes it
will lead to bigger things. Possibly
a commercial endorsement?
Or if they don't want to do that,
maybe they can just look him up
and tear out his tongue.

World editorial roundup
draw from the occupied Arab lands, recognize the legitimate rights of the
July 30; AI-Yaum, Dammam, Saudi Arabia:
Palestinians, pull out of Jerusalem or stop the building of settlements.
The Moscow summit should view the Middle East problem within the
Israel wants to prevent the Palestinians from participating in any peace
context of its serious dimensions. It should exert fair pressure on Israel to
conference despite the fact that the Palestinian problem is the crux of the
make it respect the international norms and laws which the Arabs have
Middle East conflict.
accepted.
The Moscow summit should view the crisis in its true perspective and
The two leaders must realize that, through their flexible attitudes and
dimensions. It should exert fair pressure on Israel to make her accept the
their acceptance of the American initiative, the Arabs have erased many
international legitimacy which the Arabs respect.
obstacles which were facing peace.
July
30; La Depeche du Midi, Toulouse, France:
The Arabs today, more than any other time in their history, are willing
—
Nice
-sounding statements of principle won't dissipate the clouds which
to enter into direct negotiations with Israel.to end the Middle East crisis
despite the fact Israel is still occupying Arab territories and is still conti- darken the international horizon.
Yugoslavia, particularly, where conflicts are threatening the future
nuing its settlement policy.
of
The two leaders should be aware that Israel is still adamant in its rejec- central Europe. ...
Next, in the Middle East. still hestitating on the edge of a peace
tion of all peace projects including the American initiative.
which
Israel is trying to compel the Arabs to accept peace according to its has yet to be defined.
Can the two superpowers make it put these imp=.and attain
own terms and without any price. It wants peace without having to witha real
meeting of minds?
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MURRAY TODAY
Wells and Johnson wedding planned

CALENDAR

JO's DATEBOOK

-44
Tuesday, Aug. 6
National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
AA and A-Ion/13 p.m./American
Legion Hall, South Sixth and
Maple Streets.
Itenticky Barkley Bass n' Gal/1
p.m./Louie's Restaurant.
Douglass Reunion of classes/7:30
p.m./North Branch of Peoples
Bank.
First Christian Church final setting for church directory/3:30-9:30
p.m.
Murray Art Guild/open 10 a.m.-4
p.m.
Wednesday, Aug. 7
Jackson Purchase Doll Club/12
noon/Sirloin Stockade.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.
(Cont'd on page 5)
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Mrs. Barbara Wells of Barlow
announces the engagement and
approaching marriage of her
daughter, Janell Wells, to Larry
Johnson, son of Bob and Carolyn
Johnson of Sturgis.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Nell and Hinkle Bondurant of Barlow.
Miss Wells is a 1985 graduate of
Ballard Memorial High School and
a 1990 graduate of Murray State
University where she received her
Bachelor's degree in Social Work.
She is case manager for Western
Kentucky Mental Health/Mental
Retardation Board.
Mr. Johnson is a 1982 graduate
of Webster County High School
and a 1991 graduate of Murray
State University. He is employed
as vocational instructor at Huey
Sandiford Opportunity Work Training Center, Henderson.
The wedding vows will be
exchanged on Saturday, Aug. 31, at
11 a.m. at First Baptist Church,
Barlow.
A reception will immediately
follow at the Barlow House.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend both the wedding
and the reception.

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
Former residents of the state of Colorado now residing in this area are
making plans for a special get-together at a time and place to be
announced later. They are following the tradition set by those residents of
California in planning a social to meet and socialize together. Any one
from the state of Colorado residing in this area and interested in this special event is asked to call Karen Chapman, 753-5470.

Ty Christopher Holtgrewe born
Mr. and Mrs. David Holtgrewe of Rt. 4, Paris, Tenn., are the parents of a
son, Ty Christopher, weighing eight pounds eight ounces, measuring 21
inches, born on Sunday, Aug. 4, at 1:35 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. The mother is the former Barbara Bell. They have two other sons,
Josh, 8, and Todd, 5. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Bell and Mrs.
Virginia Holtgrewe and the late Joseph H. Holtgrewe, all of Paris. A greatgrandmother is Mrs. Maybelle Bell of Paris, Tenn.

Tennis play on Thursday
Thursday Ladies Tennis Group of Murray Country Club will play Thursday, Aug. 8, at 8:30 a.m. at the club courts. The line-up is as follows: Court I
- Sue Overbey, Kay Mack, Shirley Homra and Jeanetta Williams; Court II Peggy Billington, Sheryl Gressler, Rainey Apperson and Ellen Harrell; Court
III • Alice Rouse, Marion Posey, Norma Frank and Frances Hulse. For a
substitute, call Lois Keller, 759-9748.

Downs Cemetery cleaning Saturday
The annual graveyard cleaning at Ed Downs' Cemetery in Land Between
the Lakes will be Saturday, Aug. 10. All interested persons are asked to
come and bring tools for cleaning. Each one is asked to bring lunch which
will be served at 12 noon near the Buffalo Range at the former Model, Tenn.

,10,

Vinson reunion on Sunday

Jane!! Wells and
Larry Johnson to marry

.rieldr7
(4,
We are pleased to
announce That Ginger
Griffin, bride-elect of
Cliff Pittman has
made her houseware
selections from our
bridal registry.
Ginger and Cliff
will be married Sept.
6, 1991.
MURRAY HOME
& AUTO
753-2571

Chestnut St.

Ii

BRIDAL
REGISTRY

Babies, dismissals, expirations released
Three newborn admissions, dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
for Friday, Aug. 2, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Todd baby boy, parents, Patricia
and David, At. 1, Box 50A, Buchanan,
Tenn.,
Quinton baby girl, parents. Teresa
and Gary, At. 5, Box 346, Paris,
Tenp.:
PikCleod baby girl, mother, Karen
Lamb, Rt. 9. Box 350, Benton.
Dismissals
Matthew Fulkerson, Rt. 1, Almo;
Mrs. Nell Hendon, 1654 Calloway, Apt.
4, Murray; Mrs. Mable Jones, At. 3,
Box 358, Murray;
Mrs. Clara Estelle Lee, 812 North
19th St., Murray; Roy Peal, 257 StalIons Rd., Cadiz; Mrs. Mada Perry,
1209 Poplar St., Murray;
Wilford Oliver, Box 822, Calvert
City; Mrs. Mary Sheridan, Rrt. Rt. 1,
Box 269B, Murray; Mrs. Haven Veros,
At. 1, Box 98, Murray;
Mrs. Peggy Williamson, At. 2, Box
533, Dover, Tenn.; Mrs. Vickie Calhoon and baby girl, P.O. Box 249,
Hardin;
Mrs. Brenda Lamb and baby girl, At.
1, Box 76A, Kirksey; Mrs. Lyda Miller,
West View Nursing Home, Murray.

We are pease. to announce that Christine Dick,
bride-elect of Timmie Morton, has made her domestic
and household selections
through our bridal registry.
Christine and Timmie
will be married September
14, 1991.

24-hour Program Information
(502) 753-3314

Linda's
Weddings &

'Things

Now Taking on Consignment
First Quality Formal Wear
Prom • Pageant
Wedding Attire

WAL-MART
Hwy. 641 North
Murray

641 S. at Puryear
901-247-5665
Open Tues.-Sat. 10-

Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-6
;„ •
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Expiration
Oury Lovins, HC Box 301, New
Concord

Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Callowa-y
County Hospital for Saturday, Aug.
3, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Dale twin baby girls, parents, Lone
and Ricky. 325 South 15th St .
Mayfield.
Dismissals
Mrs. Peggy Bobber, At. 7, Box 576,
Murray; Mrs. Louise Cochran, 1545
Mockingbird, Murray; Woodrow Collins, West View Nursing Home,
Murray;
011ie Hall, 708 Goodman, Murray;
Mrs. Vera Heater, 1604 Hermitage Dr.,
Murray; Mrs. Felesia Kimbro, At. 4,
Box 138-Al, Murray;
Guy Luther, At. 3, Box 130, Murray;
Mrs. Mary Spann, At. 7, Box 400,
MUrray; Miss Hope Jordan, 710
Anderson Dr , Mayfield;
Mrs. Dawn Cornwell and baby boy,
At, 3, Box 183F3, Murray; Mrs. Jennifer Gregory and baby boy, At. 10, Box
392, Benton.

Four newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray -Calloway
County Hospital for Sunday, Aug.
4, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Eaton baby girl, parents, Diane and
Wilbur, At. 7, Box 392, Benton;
Thompson baby girl, parents, Cathy
and Gary, Rt. 1, Box 129, Benton;
Byrn baby boy, parents, Susan and
Jeffrey. At. 3, Box 136-A, Mayfield;
Holtgrewe baby boy, parents, Barbara and David, At. 4, Box 410L. Paris, Tenn.
Dismissals
James Ahart, At. 1, Box 218, Dexter; Mrs. Eva Bowlin, At. 1, Box 124,
Mayfield;
Ms. Karen Lamb and baby girl, At.
9, Benton; Forrest Dennis, 1113
Bridgette St., Paris, Tenn.:
Welton Crews, At. 1, Wingo; Mrs
Teresea Quinton and baby girl. At. 5,
Box 346, Paris, Tenn

Dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
for Monday, Aug. 5, have been
released as follows:
Dismissals
Mrs. Tilda E. Oakley, 2167 South
Rd , Cadiz; Mrs. Naomi Farris, West
View Nursing Home, Murray;
Mrs. Louanna Trimble, At. 3, Box
330E, Murray, Mrs Bobbie West, At.
1, Hazel, Mrs Katie Watson, Rt. 5,
Box 422, Benton;
Huie Duncan, At 1, Box 614, Dexter: James Atkins, At 1. Box 117, Cottage Grove, Tenn.:
Miss Alice England, Puryear, Tenn.;

Mrs. Lala Braddy, At. 2, Box 45,
Buchanan, Tenn ;
Mrs. Lucille Holland, 609 Wells
Ave.. Fulton; Mrs. Kathy Drake, 2014
College Farm Rd., Murray;
Ray Bennett, Box 354, Kuttawa;
Mrs. Margaret Morton, At. 1, Box 114,
Murray.
Expiration
Mrs. Ruth Hill, 810 Hurt Dr., Murray

Regional Division
of Art Education
zvill meet Thursday
The Purchase Pennyrile Regional
Division of the Kentucky Art Education Association will meet Thursday, Aug. 8. at 10 a.m. in the lunchroom area at Kentucky Dam
Village.
The meeting will cover plans for
art education for the upcoming
school year and will offer an
opportunity for area art educators
to meet and exchange knowledge
and resources.
All those interested in the quality
of art education in Kentucky are
invited to attend this informal
meeting.

Summer Art in Park
Program scheduled
here on Wednesday
The last class for the Summer
Art in the Park Program will be
Wednesday, Aug. 7, from 9 a.m. to
12 noon at the courthouse pavilion
in Murray-Calloway County Park.
Activities will include the making of a group piece by the students using sculpture, collage,
assemblage and painting techniques
learned throughout the summer.
Drop-ins are welcome but are
asked come 10 minutes earlier at
8:50 a.m.
For more information call Lynn
Warren at 489-2751.

SNAP

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

1-800-432-9346

The Vinson family reunion will be Sunday, Aug. 11, at Paris Landing State
Park Inn. All friends and relatives of the family are invited and encouraged
to attend, a Vinson family spokesperson said.

Scotts Grove holding revival
Scotts Grove Baptist Church, located on Highway 641 North near the city
limits, is holding revival services this week. The Rev. Terry Sills, director of
missions for Blood River Baptist Association, is the speaker for services at 7
p.m. nightly through Friday, Aug. 9. Tommy Hoke is directing the song service. The pastor, the Rev. Heyward Roberts, invites the public to attend the
services.

Samantha Jean Smith born
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn W. Smith of At. 3, Box 80, Benton, are the parents of
a daughter, Samantha Jean, weighing six pounds 15 ounces, measuring 20
inches, born on Sunday, July 28, at 11:08 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. The mother is the former Johnna Edwards. They have one son,
Matthew Scott Smith, and another daughter, Ashley Dianne Smith. Grandparents are F. Gayle Edwards, Hardin, and Jean Lee and Johnny R.
Edwards, Benton. Great-grandparents are John and Pauline Edwards of
Benton and M.T. and Faye Richards of Vero Beach, Fla. '

Singles will meet tonight
The Singles Organizational Society will meet tonight (Tuesday) at 7 p.m.
at Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce building. Jeanne Fleming will present a program on 'How and Where To Meet Singles. This will
be dues night. This is a nonprofit6 support and social group for all singles
adults whether always single, separated, divorced or widowed. For more
information call Pamela, 753-7638, or Jeanne, 753-0224.

Wadkins reunion on Sunday

Thursday-Friday-Saturday
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SAFE-T DISCOUNT PHARMACY
We Can't Afford To Be Less Than The first"

Charlie Adams Pharmacist
753 4175
Glendale At WhItnell (Across From Ledger & Times)

MEAN'S

varieties • on the square
753-9569
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Hardin homecoming Sunday
Hardin Baptist Church will have its annual homecoming on Sunday, Aug.
11. The Rev, James Hale, pastor of the church for 17 years, will be the
speaker for services at 8:30 and 10:30 a.m. A basket potluck lunch will follow the 10:30 service. A gospel singing featuring The Neighbors Quartet
and the King's Sons will follow at 1:30 p.m. No evening service will be held,
according to the pastor, the Rev. Ricky Cunningham, who invites the public
to attend.

Need Line needs items
School items and pantry items are needed by Murray-Calloway County
Need Line Church and Cooperative Ministry, Inc., at the office on the lower
floor of Weaks Community Center, Poplar and South Seventh Streets, Murray. Last year more than 100 children were served by helping with school
supplies. Items needed include crayons, scissors, school boxes, writing
tablets for grades 1 to 3, spiral notebooks, pocket folders, loose-leaf binds,
new or used backpacks, kindergarten mats, etc. For the food pantry, items
especially needed include cereal, peanut butter, canned meat, macaroni
and cheese, etc. Persons may bring them to the office or call 753-6333 for
more information.

LBL homecoming on Sept. 1
The annual homecoming of the Land Between the Lakes will be Sunday,
Sept. 1, at the Walter Bilbrey place, across from the Buffalo Pasture. Anyone is welcome to attend including those people from Land Between the
Lakes community (Model, Blue Springs, Nevils Creek, Tharpe, Crockett's
Creek, Fort Henry, Bethlehem and any other settlements in the vicinity).
Some people bring a picnic lunch and usually eat around 1 p.m.; others eat
before coming. No fees or registration are necessary. The number of chairs
furnished will be limited, so each one should bring your own lawn chairs,

Sugar Creek Baptist Church is continuing with its summer revival tonight
(Tuesday) through Saturday, Aug. 10. Services will be at 7:30 p.m. each
evening with the Rev. Russell Miller, pastor of Union Ridge Baptist Church,
as the evangelist. Special music is planned for the services, according to
Jack Miller, church music director. Patty Harris will be pianist. Everyone one
is invited to attend the revival, according to the Rev. Gerald Owen, pastor,

Center will be closed
The Adult Leaning Center at Murray State University will be closed Wednesday through Friday, Aug. 7-9, in order for staff members to attend a
training conference in Central Kentucky. Chuck Guthrie, ALC director, said
the normal school-year schedule of 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday for the facility in Room 206 of Stewart Stadium will be resumed on Monday, Aug. 12.
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The Wadkins family reunion will be Sunday, Aug. 11, at Murray-Calloway
County Park. A basket lunch will be served at 12 noon. All family members
and friends are invited to attend, a family spokesperson said.

Sugar Creek holding revival

Our Sidewalk Sale
Continues!
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Mentally Ill Group will meet
Murray Alliance for the Mentally Ill will meet Thursday, Aug. 8, from 6 to 8
p.m. in pnvate dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The prog-

ram will be on 'Therapeutic Touch. This is open to all interested persons
For information contact Melody Myrand, 436-2518
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Ruth Day, vice chairman of Disaster for 11 western counties of
Kentucky, recently received the
Volunteer of the Year award from
the American Red Cross.
The award was to honor Day for
her volunteer work during the past
year. It was the first time the award
was given to anyone outside the
Louisville metropolitan area.
Day visited all 11 counties and
has become acquainted with officials of each county. She attended
meetings, helps with disaster plans,
gives speeches, and teaches .sas-

As the saying goes, "the more
things change, the more they stay
the same." This summer every time
I passed a hay field, I was
reminded of Monet's 1890's painting of hay that I had seen hanging
in the exhibit in the Chicago Institute of Art. Here it is 1991, and the
hay in the fields looks exactly the
same. Strange, but true.
Why do golfers yell "Fore" when
warning other golfers of a wild
shot coming in their direction?
"Fore" started as an English military term. When troops were in the
firing lines and heard the command
"ware before," the front line knew
to kneel so that the second line
wouldn't blow their heads off.
"Fore" is an abbreviated form of
the "before" in "ware before."
Sleeping on the Job
"People are biologically wired
for one nap a day, typically in
midafternoon." So says University
of Ottawa neurologist Roger
Broughton, a sleep researcher."
Americans would have a hard
time putting this little item into
practice.
Wayne Bates and Fred Shepard
have their works featured now until
Sept. 7 in the Kentucky Art and
Craft Foundation Gallery.
The exhibit is titled "Platters"
and is sponsored by Brown-Forman
Corporation of Louisville. If you
are in Louisville, drop by the Gallery at 609 West Main St.
Platters are traditionally thought
of as dinnerware on which families

for generations have served their
main course. In addition, platters
historically have been used as
decorative pieces, sometimes illustrating important events.
This summer over 30 new artists
join the Kentucky Art and Craft
Foundation to explore and challenge the definition of platters in a
colorful exhibition simply entitled
"Platters." Although the majority
of the platters will be ceramic,
viewers will also see platters in
wood, glass — even fiber and mixed media. There will be utilitarian
platters and platters with social and
political commentary.
I am passing along to you a wonderful tidbit that I picked up, concerning attitude.
Attitude is more important than
facts. It is more important than .the
past, than education, than money,
than circumstances, than failures,
than successes, than what other
people think or say or do. It will
make or break a company...a
church...a home.
We have a choice everyday
regarding the attitude we will
embrace for that day. We cannot
change our past...we cannot change
the fact that people will act in a
certain way. We cannot change the
inevitable. The only thing we can
do is play on the one string we
have, our attitude.
Life is 10 percent what happens
to me and 90 percent how I react to
it.
We are in charge of our
attitudes.

Local artist and teacher
receives Kentucky grant
Lynn Pesoat Warren, artist and
teacher of Calloway County
Elementary Art Program, has been
awarded a grant from the Kentucky
Department of Education to attend
a weeklong course at the Art Institute of Chicago, Ill. She is one of
20 teachers in the state of Kentucky to receive a grant.
Offered in conjunction with the
special exhibition, is the "The Gold
of Africa," a collection of 19th and
20th century ornaments and
jewelry.
Ms. Warren attended a tour and
lecture on the exhibition and classes on the metal arts of Africa that
examined the historical and cultural
contexts as well as the sophisticated techniques of artists from

Ghana, Mali, Senegal and the Ivory
Coast.
Classes also included curriculum
development, guest presentations of
music and dance native to the
societies who created the work, as
well as a presentation of metal
casting techniques used by the
modern artists of society.
Ms. Warren will be recognized
at a meeting of Calloway County
Board of Education on Thursday,
Aug. 8. She will present a short
report on the trip at the 10 a.m.
regional meeting of the Kentucky
Art Education on Thursday, Aug.
8, at Kentucky Dam Village
Restaurant. The public is invited to
attend.

Frank Wilson Sr., son of Mrs.
Jennie Wilson of 602 La Follette,
Murray, was recently elected Post
Commander of American Legion
Post *37, McAllen, Texas, to serve
from July 1991 to July 1992.
Post 37 has 905 legion members,
llth largest membership post in
Texas.
While Wilson was the Post
Adjutant in 1990, he was awarded
by national headquarters, the
Department of Texas "New Member Recruiter of the Year" award
for recruiting 140 new members.
He was number one in Texas over
91,000 other Legionaires.
Wilson was one of 10 second
place winners in the United States
and received an American Legion
watch awarded by the national
commander.
He was elected vice commander

Wednesday, Aug. 7
Calloway County Public Library
Board/4:30 p.m.
LBL events include Planetarium
Show/2 p.m./GPVC; Industry/10:30
a. m .
and
1 : 30
p.m./Homeplace-1850.
Bereavement Support Group/9:30
a.m./Hospice Office, 3rd Floor/
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Info/762-1389.
Health Express/Murray-Calloway
County Hospital/Dees Bank of
Haze1/8:30-11:30 a.m. and Puryear
Minit Mart/12:30-2:30 p.m.

ter training courses. She completed
a disaster plan for Earthquake prepardness that can also be used for
other disasters.
When the office of a territory is
based in a large city (Louisville),
the outlying areas are often forgotten, Day said.
"After a month in North Carolina, working in the aftermath of
Hurricane Hugo, both on the barrier islands and in remote areas and
seeing the difference in service and
the problem of working in a rural
area, with no disaster plans, I saw
the need for a basic plan for caring

in July 1990. He also received the
Gold Brigade Award by National
Headquarters in 1990 and repeated
the accomplisluunent by winning
the award in 1991. Wilson joined

Wednesday, Aug. 7
First Christian Church events
include Evangelism Committee/12
noon/Pagliai's; final setting for
church directory/3:30-9:30 p.m.
"Liberty" musical/7 p.m./First
Baptist Church.
First Baptist Church events
include Bible Study/9:45 a.m.;
Youth Summer Supper/6 p.m.;
Library open/6:30 p.m.; Prayer
meeting/6:45 p.m.; Sanctuary
Choir/7:45 p.m.

Murray Country Club Ladies
Golf Play/8:30 a.m.
Oaks Country Club Betty Shepard
Invitational Golf Tournament/9
a.m.

Memorial Baptist Church events
include prayer service/7 p.m.;
Sanctuary Choir/8 p.m.

To:
Suite 283W
West Wing
Medical Arts Building
300 South 8th Street
Murra, Kentuck). 42071
(502) 753-2062

We are pleased to
announce that Karin
Fandrich, bride-elect
of Dean Shoemaker,
has made her domestic and household
selections through
our bridal registry.
Karin and Dean
will be married August 17, 1991.

NAVY SEAMAN WILLIAM
B. HEATH, son of William B.
Heath of Mayfield, graduated with
honors from training at Recruit
Training Command, San Diego,
Calif.
During the eight-week cycle,
Heath was taught general military
subjects designed to prepare him
for further academic and on-the-job
training in one of the Navy's 85
occupational fields.
Heath was recognized for outstanding performance in all phases
of training, which included instructions in seamanship, military regulations, close order drill, first aid
and Naval history. After completing this course, he was eligible for
three hours of college credit in
physical education and hygiene.
A 1988 graduate of Graves
County High School, Heath joined
the Navy in March 1991.

306 Main St.

disasters, according to Peggy Billington, executive secretary of Calloway County Chapter of American
Red Cross..
The Days are retired and reside
in the Pine Bluff Shores Subdivision near Hamlin.

Hwy. 641 North
Murray
Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-6

759-4979

Schumacher
*Seabrook
Sun-Wall
*Seabrook Ends 8-17-91

Elm Grove Baptist Church events
include Midweek Bible Study,
Acteens, RAs, GAs and Mission
Friends/7 p.m.
Westside Baptist Church prayer
service/7 p.m.

Senior Citizens' Golf League/8
a.m./Miller Memorial Golf Course.

Murray Art Guild/open 10 a.m. to
4 p.m.

Murray Overeaters Anonymous/
beginners/5:15 p.m. and
regular/5:30 p.m./Ellis Community
Center.

Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.

Bible Classes/7 p.m./University
Church of Christ.
Bible Classes/7 p.m./Glendale
Road Church of Christ.
Reading Room open/12 noon-3
p.m./Christian Science Church.

South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church events include
Cordelia Erwin Circle/1:30 p.m.
and Shepherd Program Orientation
meeting/7 p.m.

Ask about our
• Recreation Program
• Golf & Honeymoon
Packages

rush FREE brochures and discount
FI .—Please
Information to

First United Methodist Church
events include Covenant Prayer
Group/10 a.m.; Finance
Committe/6:30 p.m.; Administrative Board/7 p.m.

We are pleased to announce that Ginger Griffin,
bride-elect of Cliff Pittman,
has made her domestic and
household
selections
through our bridal registry.
Ginger and Cliff will be
married September 6, 1991

Hwy. 641 North
Murray
Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-6

1

Dept 291

I

NAME
STREET

1-800-874-7420 I

Cm'
STATE
ZIP
Oceans Eleven Resorts L.
2025 South Atlantic Avenue, Daytona Beach Shores, FL32118

West Fork Baptist Church
service/10:30 a.m./West View
Nursing Home.

r
announces the relocation
of her practice in

Mel and Ruth Day are always
traveling together, helping others
and have worked in 11 national

the American Legion in February
1988.
Wilson is the brother of Joe H.
Wilson of Belleville, Ill., and stepbrother of Troy Ahart Jr. of
Browns Grove in Calloway County.
Joe and Troy are members of Post
37 in McAllen, Texas.

Grace Baptist Church events
include Youth Choir/6:15 p.m.;
business meeting/7 p.m.; Weekly
Workers' meeting/8 p.m.

Calloway County Public Library
events will include Parents and
Twos/9:30 a.m.; Story Hour/10:30
a.m.

for the people of Western Kentucky after a disaster strikes," Day
added.
Day is a local volunteer continuing in American Red Disaster
Work after moving to Kentucky
with her husband, Mel, who has
been very supportive. They are the
ARC disaster team captains for
Western Kentucky, National Volunteers, and members of the
D.S.A.R. system.

Lose Weight For YOURSELF
And Your LOVED ONES Because
They Want You Around For
A LONG TIME. Call Today And
Join The Thousands Who Have
Successfully Lost Weight
The "Hollywood" Way, One Of The
Nation's Fastest Growing
Weight Loss Clinics.

[EASY LOW PAYMENT PLANS
FREE CONSULTATION
Monday-Friday 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Saturday 9 a m
p.m.

Professional Building Suite 3
204 S. 5th St.. Murray. KY
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Derby takes center stage at County Fair
Drivers hooked on legalized
demolition of older vehicles
By STEVE PARKER
Murray Lodger & Times Staff Writs,

The crowds came in droves.
Traffic was backed up to the highway getting to the grounds. Once
there, fans were faced with standing room-only viewing. The "Derby" always draws large crowds.
However this "Derby" isn't like
the tradition-rich "Run for the
Roses" at Louisville's Churchill
Downs. This is more like the "Run
for the Radiator."
Every summer, the demolition
derby is the highlight of the
Murray-Calloway County Jaycee
Fair. Attendance at four-wheel racing, motorcross and mock trials is
out-numbered 10 to one compared
to the masses that jam the bleachers on Saturday night.
"This is the premier event of the
county fair," said Joe Kelso, a Jaycee and announcer at last Saturday
night's derby. "The crowd for this
is ten times bigger than the crowds
for other events."
For more than three hours, citizens from all walks of life laugh,
cringe, and clap, and they stay until
the final car is still able to run. But
what's the attraction?
Perhaps, it's because the demolition derby goes against aLt that
every automobile operator haS been
taught: how to care for and drive a
car.
Indeed, the demolition derby is a
contradiction.
Drivers spend months searching
the scrap yards for the perfect derby demo. They spend good money,
usually a week's salary to buy and
fix up the car. Then, when they get
it as good as it will ever be, they
haul it to the nearest derby and

Par 3 Golf Course 3.00
3.00
Golf Carts
Lighted Driving
Range
2.00
1.75
Miniature Golf
Softball &
Baseball

50C

Lessons By Appolnsment
Jimmy Sullivan 1
rn
Lynn Sullivan

753-1152
MURRAY, KY

Demolition Derby driver Randy Swift makes some last minute adjustments to his pink Chevy station
wagon, Saturday night at the Calloway County Fair.
radiator get hit" - but for the most
part, it all depends on luck.
Eugene Gafford, a 23-year-old
from Paris, won Saturday night's
feature in his 1975 Chevy Caprice.
Having wrecked for only two
years, Gafford wasn't expecting to
come out of the Feauture with the
top prize.

"I really surprised myself
tonight," Gafford said. "I know
Chevy vehicles were tough, but I
didn't expect it to hold up with two
wagons."
Like a majority of the entries
Saturday night, Gafford loves
working on old cars. Now, however, he's found wrecking them to be

equally as fun.
"I got real nervous and real
shaky just before my first heat,"
admitted the winner. "Until tonight
I've really been disgusted: after
tonight I'm hooked."
Another driver that is hooked
after Saturday's derby is David
(Cont'd on page 7)

Brown dies at 82; leaves mark on NFL

SULLIVAN'S
PAR 3 GOLF &
SPORTS CENTER

Batting Cages

crash it - on purpose. That's not
all. Between heats, drivers limp the
battered car back to the pit area, fix
it, then get it back out there to
wreck again.
The average demo car costs
about $300. It's money well spent
to the many hundreds of derby
enthusiasts in western Kentucky.
For many, this is their Friday night
football game, or their regional
basketball tournament. They get
the butterflies and jitters just like
any athlete.
"Right before that flag drops,
your adrenaline gets going and
your heart starts pounding," said
Murray's Randy Swift, a 20-yearold in his fourth year of demolition. There is nothing like it.
"To us, this is the same thing as
NASCAR. This is our Daytona
(500)," Swift added.
Swift, one of 60 drivers entered
into Saturday's derby, said that
about half of the drivers were there
just to wreck cars. The others were
there to win - money.
The total purse offered Saturday
night was $1,900. While the prize
money just barely covers the cost
of the car, it's still a major
consideration.
"You don't ever make anything
from it if you do it right," said
David Hester, of Kirksey, referring
to the high cost of putting together
a quality machine. Hester, who finished third on Saturday night, won
the first race he ever entered. It's
not just a game to him.
'I try to take care of my car,"
said Hester, an 11-year veteran. "If
I can, I'll run it again in Paris next
week."
There are secrets to being successful in a derby - "don't let your

CINCINNATI — Paul Brown, one of football's brightest innovators and most successful
coaches, died Monday at age 82.
Brown helped form the Cleveland Browns
and later the Cincinnati Bengals, for whom he
was still part owner and general manager. His
colleagues and former players remembered
Brown for helping shape the National Football
League and the way football coaching is done.
"He was a stickler for detail, a wellorganized person and — like any successful
man — he was able to delegate responsibility
to his assistants," said Lou Groza, who played
for Brown in high school, college and the pros.
Brown died early Monday at his suburban
Cincinnati home of complications from pneumonia. Funeral services are Wednesday in
Massidoe, Ohio, the city where Brown coached
Missilltie Washington High School's football
team to six state championships and four
national titles from 1932 to 1940.
Former NFL commissioner Pete Rozelle credited Brown with encouraging Rozelle to

become commissioner when he was asked in
1960 at age 33.
"Whether they know it or not, nearly everyone in the game of football has been affected
by Paul Brown. His wealth of ideas changed
the game," Rozelle said from his San Diego
home. "When I was approached about becoming NFL commissioner, I expressed some initial reservations because I was so young, but
Paul Brown reassured me and said, 'Don't worry. You'll grow with the job."
Paul Tagliabue, who succeeded Rozelle as
NFL commissioner, said: "He brought innovation and meticulous organization to every level
of the game and was a true founder of the
NFL's modern era ... What he taught everyone
in football would fill volumes."
More than 50 of Brown's former players and
assistants have been NFL coaches, including
Sam Wyche, Chuck Noll, Bill Walsh, Don
Shula, Bruce Coslet and Weeb Ewbank. Two
of Brown's sons are Bengals administrators:
Mike, as assistant general manager, and Pete,

as director of player personnel.
"I feel privileged to have played under
him," said Shula, coach of the Miami Dolphins, who was a Cleveland defensive back in
1951-52. "He had a profound impact on my
development as a coach, and I know he will be
missed by his many friends in and out of
football.'
Wyche credited Brown with instituting modern football standards such as use of facemasks, pass pa'—rns, playbooks, full-time position coaches
housing a team together the
Brown was born in Norwalk, Ohio, on Sept.
7, 1908. His overall coaching record of
351-134-15 from 1930 through 1975 includes
high school, college, wartime and pro jobs. He
was 170-108-6 in 21 NFL seasons and
222-112-9 overall as a pro coach.
Brown started coaching in 1930 at Severn
Prep in Maryland, where his teams compiled a
16-1-1 record. At Massillon, his Tiger teams
were 80-8-2 and won six state titles and four
national crowns.

A Rya A A\ AAA AS: Giants defeat Bills in rematch
FOR THE LOWEST
PRICES IN TOWN.
Installation and Service

D&W Auto Glass Shop
512 South 12th (641 South)

753-4563

Remember the 10th
For City Newspaper Carriers

The 10th of each month is a very important day to your city
newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive your payment by
the 10th of the month in order to pay their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business men and
women. They buy their papers fri3m us at wholesale cost and
sell them to you at the retail delivery rate. When you don't pay
them by the 10th they have to dig down into their own pockets
to make up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of each
month. They depend on you to write their pay checks.
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and your
carrier.
So...paying by mail is a simple way to avoid the bother of
monthly collection.
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EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J. —
One game does not make a coach
or a team, according to New
York's Lawrence Taylor.
So don't read too much into the
New York Giants' 23-17 preseason
victory over the Buffalo Bills on
Monday night in the rematch of
Super Bowl XXV. All it did was
make Ray Handley's preseason
debut as Giants coach a success.
There is still a season to go.
"Hey this is a preseason game,"
Taylor said. "PRESEASON. If we
had lost, would that have made him
a bad coach? We won the game, so
does that make him a great coach?
This is preseason. Right now Ray
is just getting himself ready for the
season."
The Giants beat the Bills at
Giants Stadium in August the same
way they did at Tampa Stadium in
January — by controlling the ball.
New York, which held the ball for
more than 40 minutes in winning
the Super Bowl, had it for 38:09 in
its exhibition opener while giving
Phil Simms and Jeff Hostetler plen-

ty of opportunity to compete for
the No. 1 quarterback job.
Simms, the Giants' starter since
1984, hit 6 of 11 for 46 yards and
led New York to 10 points. Hostetler, who led New York to the Super
Bowl after Simms was hurt in
December, was 10 of 13 for 136
and helped the Giants to 13 points.
"Who pleased me the most?„
Handley asked rhetorically. "No
comment. This is a three-week
evaluation."
Bills coach Mary Levy also
downplayed the game, which drew
a crowd of 76,121 to Giants
Stadium.
"One of the reasons we play
these games is to pick a team,"
Levy said. "We played everyone
on the roster. I don't relate this at
all to last year's Super Bowl
game."
Hostetler's big play was a
48-yard, third-quarter pass to fullback Maurice Carthon that gave
New York a first down at the Buffalo 4. Two plays later, Lewis Tillman, who had 11 carries for 61

yards, scored from 3 yards out to
break a 10-10 halftime tie and
ignite a 13-point New York run.
Field goals of 31 and 26 yards
by free agent Philip Doyle
stretched the lead to 23-10 early in
the fourth quarter.
Buffalo (1-1) narrowed the gap
to six points just 25 seconds later
on a 69-yard pass play from Gale
Gilbert to Carwell Gardner on
which the Giants missed three
tackles.
However, the Bills, who played
without Jim Kelly (hamstring),
never got beyond midfield again.
Buffalo took a 3-0 on its second
series as fullback Jamie Mueller
carried six straight times for 53
yards to set up a 40-yard field goal
by former Giant Bjorn Nittmo.
A Simms-engineered 15-play,
84-yard drive that Ottis Anderson
capped with a 2-yard touchdown
run early in the second quarter put
New York ahead 7-3.
New York tied it on an 18-yard
field goal by Matt Bahr on the final
play of the first half.

Sports Writer
By Steve WILSTEIN
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HAVANA — "Yankee go
home," that old anti-imperialist
war cry, takes on new meaning
when the Yankee is George
Steinbrenner and the ones
saying it are Americans.
Steinbrenner endeared himself
to no one on the U.S. Pan
American Games team with his
harrumphings Sunday about the
athletes who stayed away; his
not-so-subtle suggestion that
those who came are losers; and
the implication that America
shouldn't send a team at all if
it can't send its best.
This time, though, the banished boss of the New York
Yankees and vice president in
good standing of the U.S.
Olympic Committee can't just
fire someone, call in a new
manager, buy ballplayers and
carry off a hoard of gold.
He can sue, which he is
threatening to do to one of the
athletes on his own Florida
Clippers track team — high
hurdler Tony Dees, who agreed
to come here but withdrew to
compete in a meet in Europe.
But that won't solve anything,
and Steinbrenner knows it.
The problem is not that
Steinbrenner is wrong about the
quality of the American team
struggling in the heat of Havana
— no one can deny that most
of America's top athletes chose
to skip this show to attend
others — but that he speaks
too truthfully.
Unpleasant though it may
sound to those happy to be
here, the Pan Am Games just
aren't real important to a lot of
U.S. athletes. And to an
American public that gets
excited about track and field,
swimming and diving, gymnastics, amateur baseball and boxing only once every four years
during the Olympics.
To the athletes, the Pan Ams
are fifth-rate theater, trailing the
Olympics, world championships,
the Goodwill Games, U.S.
championships and anywhere
they can get good money for
showing up.
To American television
viewers and sports page readers,
the Pan Am Games offer either
a slaughter by U.S. athletes if
the best show up, as they did
in Indianapolis in 1987, or a
boring melange of mediocrity,
as some believe it is this year.
Should, then, the United
States bag the whole deal, let
the other countries in the hemisphere compete every four years
if they want and just join them
when Europe and the rest of
the world also are invited to
make it a little more
interesting?
That's not so simple.
011an Cassell, executive director of The Athletics Congress,
governing body of U.S track
and field, acknowledges that the
idea of the United States
pulling out of the Pan Ams has
been discussed seriously, but
says it is unacceptable.
"If the U.S. fades out, there
are no Pan Am Games," Cassell said bluntly Sunday. "But
there are bigger considerations
than just the games. There are
political and economic issues
involved. It's difficult, living in
this hemisphere, to withdraw.
We are talking about removing
trade barriers with Mexico and
Canada, and it's important that
we broaden our sports and cultural ties with them. Sports is
not an island by itself, though
some people wish it were."
President Bush and Congress,
seeking to build better relations
with America's neighbors for
economic and security reasons,
would no doubt take a dim
view of a Pan Am pullout by
the USOC, and could exert
pressure to prevent it.
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COMPAREOnMY RATES

•

-Life -Health -Annuities
-Nursing Home -Cancer Policies
-Medicare Supplements

"Where the price and service,
makes the pill easier to swallow."

Charlie's Sale-f
Discount Pharmacy
Glenda* at Whitnall
753-4175
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30
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Actions& Reactions
SPECIAL OLYMPICS

BOXING

Murray's Eugene HoWield was one of
6,000 athletes to participate in the 1991
International Special Olympic Games,
July 19-27 in Minneapolis, Minn HoWield
recieved a fifth place ribbon in bowling
with a three-game total score of 531 He
is employed by the Murray WATCH
Program and has been involved with
Special Olympics for over 10 years

INDIANAPOLIS - A special grand jury
investigating allegations of rape against
former heavyweight champion Mike
Tyson will be selected Aug 13, accord
ing to the Marion County prosecutor s
office An 18 year old contestant in the
Miss Black America Pageant alleged that
Tyson raped her in a downtown hotel
July 19 Tyson was in Indianapolis during
Indiana Black Expo, a week long celebra
bon of black culture The investigation
into the charges began July 20, but was
not confirmed by prosecutor Jeffrey Mod
isett and Indianapolis police chief Paul
Annee until July 26

FOOTBALL
KIRKLAND, Wash - Pro Bowl fullback John L Williams ended an 18-day
contract dispute with the Seattle Seahawks by reporting to training camp. Williams was attempting to renegotiate the
remaining three years of his contract
He's slated to earn $900,000 this year,
$1 1 million in 1992 and $1 2 million in
1993, though part of that money is
deferred
PHILADELPHIA - The Philadelphia
Eagles signed Antone Davis, selected
with the seventh pick in the NFL draft, to
what apparently is an interim contract to
get the offensive tackle into training
camp Eagles president Harry Gamble
said the former Tennessee star signed a
one-year contract with an option year
Gamble said the deal was subject to
further negotiation Financial terms were
not disclosed

TENNIS
MASON, Ohio - Tenth-seeded Andrei
Cherkasov defeated Todd Woodbridge
7-6 (7-5), 6-1, and 11th-seeded Jakob
Hlasek beat Jimmy Arias 6-1, 6-1 in the
first round of the ATP Championship. In
another first-round match, Anders Jarryd
beat 16th-seeded Jonas Svensson 6-7
(7-2), 7-5, 6-4.
TORONTO - Tenth-seeded Laura Gilderneister defeated Ann Henrickson 7-5,
5-7, 6-4 and 13th-seeded Marianne Werdel beat Audra Keller 6-2, 6-7 (3-7), 7-6
(7-2) in the first round of the Players
Challenge
KITZBUEHEL, Austria - Third-seeded
Karel Novacek defeated fourth-seeded
Magnus Gustatsson 7-6 (7-2), 7-6 (7-4),
6-2 in the final of the ATP Head Cup

TRACK AND FIELD
MALMO, Sweden - Sergei Bubka
became the first pole vaulter to clear 20
feet outdoors with a mark of 20-V. in the
Dag Galan meet. The 28-year-old Soviet,
who holds the indoor mark of 20-1,
topped his outdoor record of 19-11Y. set
in Formia, Italy, on July 8. In other
events, Leroy Burrell took the 100 meters
in 10.06 seconds, and Greg Foster won
the 110 hurdles in 13.12

PAN AM GAMES
HAVANA - After seeing its streak of
international victories end at 42 games
Sunday against Brazil, the U S women's
basketball team beat Argentina 97-40 to
guarantee a spot in the medal round
Katrina McClain scored 20 points and
Teresa Edwards added 18 for the U S In
men's basketball, the U S beat Venezuela 91-66 The U S baseball team beat
the Dominican Republic 6-1 behind Jeff
Ware's six-hitter

GENERAL
NEW YORK - Richard H Evans,
president and chief executive officer of
Madison Square Garden, has resigned
after five years as head of the firm which
owns the NBA's New York Knicks and
the NHL's New York Rangers Evans, 49,
issued a statement saying he left of his
own accord to "pursue other interests,"
although there was a report that he had
actually been tired by MSG's parent company, Paramount Communications

SOCCER
KANSAS CITY, Mo - The Major Soccer League and the players' union have
agreed to a lower salary cap in an effort
to save the league, Earl Foreman said
Foreman said the union agreed to team
salary caps of $525,000 for 16 professional players and another $25,000 that
either could go to professional or developmental players

BASEBALL
NEW YORK (AP)- Frank Thomas of
the Chicago White Sox, who hit 542 with
five homers and 13 RBIs for the week
ending Sunday, was named American
League player of the week. Wes Chamberlain of the Philadelphia Phillies, who
hit 478 with three three-run homers for
the week ending Sunday, was named NL

Demolition derby...
(Cont'd from page 6)
Hill. Running in his first derby
ever, Hill is following in the footsteps of many of his family members who are long-time derby
drivers.
"I'm very nervous," Hill said
just before his first heat. "I don't
know what to expect."
And afterwards, Hill was feeling
just like his family members told
him he would. "Wild," he said two
hours after his ride. "Right before
it was about to start, I was
scared...it was the second biggest
thrill of my life."
Hill's-4e_ derby lasted only 10
minutes, but it seemed like forever.
As with the rest of Saturday's field.
Hill can't wait for the next derby.
Some drivers wonder if there
will be a next derby. It may not be
for several years, but the day is
coming, drivers feel, when demolition derbies are only memories.
Local scrap metal and junk car
dealers are the main suppliers of
derby cars. Now that auto makers
are steering away from heavy metals to build car frames and bodies,
derby drivers are getting nervous.,
"In ten years or so there won't
be any more derbies," Swift said
almost angrily. "More and more
cars are being made of fiberglass
and you won't be able to find any-

more like this (wagon)."
Fiberglass to demolition derbies
is what steroids are to football they both will ruin their respective
sports.
It's not just the drivers that will
be effected, either. County fairs
around the region depend on
demolition derbies to counter the
previous night's losses. Fans save
their money for the fair's main
event, and count on their annual
dose of legalized auto accidents.
America, or at least western
Kentucky, wouldn't be the same
without the "Derby."

Tilghman star ineligible;
Wells stays at Kentucky
LEXINGTON, Ky. - A top
1991 Kentucky football recruit will
sit out his freshman year after failing to score high enough on college
entrance exams.
Emerson Wells, a graduate of
Paducah Tilghman High School,
said he still plans to enroll at Kentucky instead of attending a junior
college, where he would be eligible
to play as a freshman.
"It's unfortunate that I didn't
(qualify), but I'll be there next
year," said the 6-foot-3, 225-pound
linebacker, who turned down offers
from Colorado and Miami, among
others, to sign with Kentucky and
coach Bill Curry in February. "I'm
just going to work out, hit the
weights and go to school. I think
it'll give me a chance to get into
the books.
"Next year I'll just have to
come back strong."

"He'll still be a member of our
family," Curry saidi "We don't
look at this as any kind of a stigma.
He is not a casualty; he's a
person."
Wells met the minimum standards for grade-point average and
core curriculum, which led Curry
to blast the reliance on standardized tests as a requirement for
eligibility.
"He's a victim of a system that
isn't fair," he said. "To take a
standardized test that is written in
another part of the country and
have it as the only thing Emerson
didn't do to qualify, for that to be
the sole determinant is
indefensible.
"I'm not saying there should not
be stern requirements. ... But to
me, that's a flaw in our system."

Sports Writer...
(Cont'd from page 6)
Steinbrenner sees sports in
simpler terms, distinguishing
only between winning and losing. He puts his money and
time on the line, waves a tiny
American flag and expects his
team to win.
Yet, he looks at the track
and field team and doesn't find
the big names - Carl Lewis,
Leroy Burrell, Jackie JoynerKersee, Greg Foster, Michael
Johnson, Mike Powell, Renaldo
Nehemiah, Evelyn Ashford all of whom qualified for Havana but chose instead to train
for the world championships or
compete in Europe.
He looks at the men's basketball team and can't find Shaquille O'Neal and Alonzo
Mourning, two giants who could
have come and made the team
invincible but decided not to.
The boxing team is poorer
for the absence of three of
America's best - lightweight
Oscar de la Hoy, junior lightweight Ivan Robinson and world
champion flyweight Eric Griffin.
Missing from the swimming
team are America's swiftest Janet Evans, Matt Biondi, Tom
Jager, Summer Sanders - who
are pointing instead to the Pan
Pacific meet later this month.
"Anytime the U.S. sends a
team somewhere, like the Pan
Am Games, we should send our
best," Steinbrenner said. "It's a
matter of national pride."
Cassell is more sympathetic
with those who stayed away.
"This is not the NBA or

NFL, where we can demand
that the athletes show up," he
said. "Look at the schedules
around the world. We have a
world championship in 10 days
in my sport, and some athletes
didn't want to take a chance on
coming to Cuba and getting
sick.
"Sometimes I disagree with
George, sometimes I agree with
him. Track and field is not
ducking the Pan Am Games.
We in the U.S. are on the
horns of a dilemma. If we
bring the best, we win everything and the countries get
upset. If we don't, they think
we're slighting the host country.
So what do you do?"
If it were up to Steinbrenner,
the U.S. would bring its best,
blast everyone in every sport
and go home happy Yankees.

Learn How To Avoid...
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SCOREBOARD
"See me for_all your family insurance needs."
305 N. 12th
(Next to Century 21)
State Farm Insurance cormanles
Horne Office: Bloomington, Illinois

Like a good neighbor, State Farm Is There,

Jane Rogers 753-9627
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Ear Division
W
L. Pct, GS
Toronto
566
60 46
Drrtsl
55 50
524 4V.
Boston
50 55
476
New York
48 54
471 10
lerauks.
45 60
429 14'h
Baltimore
42 62
404 17
CirelanO
35 69
337 24
West Division
W
L Pct. GB
Minnesota
64 43
598 Chicago
59 45
567
314
Oakland
59 48
551
5
&sante
57 40
538 6'.4
Tear:
529 7'4
54 48
Kansas City
53 51
510 91,
California
495 11
52 53
Monday's Games
Mireukes 6 Baltimore 5
New York 7 Dailial 5
Kansas City 5 Boston 3
Cleveland 9 Texas 0
Oakland 3, Sean* 0
Mnnesola 7 California 4
Only gantee scheduled
Tuesday's Games
lelivaukise at Baltimore 635 pm
Detroit at Toronto, 6 35 p m
his. York at Chicago 705 pm
Boston at Kansas City 735 pm
Cleveland at Texas, 735 pm
Seattle at Oakland, 905 pm
lAnnesota at Callorrua. 935 pm
Wednesday's Games
Seattle (Holman 9-10) al Oakland (Welch 9-6)
215 p
lAnnesota (Morns 13-8) at Cakforwa (Abtort 9-8).
3 05 p m
1.4hvaukse (Navarro 8-9) at Baena(' (McDonald
5-5) 6 35 p m
Detroit (Tanana 8-7) at Toronto (Ju Guzman 3-2)
6 35 p m
New York (Leary 4-8 or Plaid 1.3) at Chicago
(McDowell 13-6). 705 pm
Bairn (Clemens 12-7) at Kansas City (Appor
8-7). 735 pm
Cleveland (Nichols 1-9) at Texas (Borianon 0-1)
7 35 p m
Thursday's Gaines
New York at Chicago. 205 pm
IANiaukes at Baltimore. 635 pm
Orton at Toronto, 6 35 p m
Only games scheduled

Pittsburgh
St Louis
Nevi York
Chicago
Phi ladeeinia
Montreal

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Ear Division
W L
61
42
56 48
55 49
52 52
46 58
43 61

Pct
GB
592 538 54
529 6.4
503 94
442 154
413 184

West Darren
W L
Pct,
GS
58 46
558 55 44
534 27.
52 51
505 5,,
50 54
481
8
50 55
476 8.
45 59
433 '3
Monday's Genre
Cinannan 10 Los Angeles 6
Atlanta 5 San Francisco 2
Chicago 7 New York 2
Houston 2. San Diego I 12 innings
Only game' scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Los Angeles at Cinannas 635 pm
Chicago at Phiedierphia 635 pm
San Franasco at Atlanta 6 40 p m
Prtuiturgh at Now York 640 p m
San Diego at Houston. 735 pm
Montreal at St Lae, 7 35 p m
Wedneeday's Geese
Los Angeles (Okra 8-8) at Cinannan (Went 5-8)
6 35 p m
Chi
o (Bisialciti 11-7) a1Pla1491401ptia 11.4u8iollaiX1
10-10) 6 35 pm
San Francisco (Black 8-91 at Atlanta (Lebrandt
9-10), 640 p
Pittsburzli (Z Smith 10-8) at New Y04 I G0004M
11-6). 6.
p.m
San Diego (Hirst 13-5) at Houston U Jones 6-7)
7 35 p m
Moninkal (Gardner 5-8) at St Louis (Orates 4.3)
7 35 p m
Thursday's Games
Chicago at Phtedistria, 11.35 p.m
Los Angeles at Circulate. 11-.35 pm
Pittsturgh at Ni. York, 1240 pm
San Francisco at Atlanta, 440 pm
San Diego at Houston 7 35 p m
Montreal at St Louts. 735 p
Los Angeles
Atlanta
Cincinnati
Sea Fianasco
San Diego
Houston

STATS
George Brett doubled Naas Monday night and
reached 1 001 carer extra-base Pets Hs is 19th on
the al-bm• oth Honus Wagner nert in Ins at 1,004
Brett has 2 789 Reams hits, the 33rd best in history
STREAKS
Minnesota s Kern Tenn has not waked a Newer
his last four starts covering 29 2-3 innngs Tre
marsioLgutelrecord bv
conimuttylo
Icitcu
t
oh
innin
oc
ci rithCtil
g
ah
, held
Bill Fischer
San Franasco had he a home run in
12 straigM games until tiring to got one Monday
Houston, with its victory Monday oven San DINO
won three stragM games by 2-1 scores in arra
inn rigs
ri

SWEEPS
The Chicago Cuts on Monday Nght comPlated
then first lour-garna sweep at Shea Stadium Inca
August 1965 The *Armors In that sweep were Larry
Jackson, Bill Hoeft Lindy McDaniel and Taro
Abernathy

Jane Rogers Insurance
305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9827

LOST

FAIN INSURANCE

Small black purse between Wildcat Beach
& Murray on Sunday
around 7:30 p.m.

AGENCY
Auto
Home
40.
Business

Life
Health
Annuities

A tradition in service
since 1981

_ 7
r753-06
32

'100 REWARD

(502)

Contact Robert Vought
753-7670 or 753-4663

Tracy D. McKinney

614 South 4th Street Murray, Ky.

KA-BOOM!

Free Seminar
Revocable Living Trust
1. Probate Court
4. Public Disclosure
2. Attorney Fees
5. "Spend Down"
3. Conservatorship
Minimize Estate Taxes

TUESDAY, AUGUST 6, 1991

YOU JUST GOT HIT BY
THE POWER OF

Thursday, August 8, 8 p.m.

NEWSPAPER

Holiday Inn, Murray
Bill McCormick,
Vice President
Executive Planners, Inc.
P.O. Box 575 Eddyville Ky.
502-388-7948
1-800-441-6581

You never saw it coming.
You were thumbing through the
paper, minding your own business.
When suddenly, this ad caught
your eye.
And your interest.
Newspapers don't read themselves, you know. It takes two,a
newspaper and vou.

FREE FIRST CLASS!! FREE FIRST CLASS!!
New

9 out of 10 Kentucky adults
read the newspaper every week.•

Murray State

University is an

ABC Grants for Adults allow you to:
equal education and employment
institution.
sample college life;
gain self-esteem;
set new goals;
try something new without
worrying about setbacks.
Guidelines for the grant include:
high school diploma orGED•eligible for in-state tuition•first time student
I at MSU•out of school for several years•attended no other college.
The Center for Continuing Education/ Academic Outreach(CE/ AO)
has heard all the reasons not to attend college. You can't tell us any
thing new. But we can offer you services toovercorhe those obstacles
if you truly have the desire for more education.
Call or stop by today for more information on ABC Grants for Adults.
762-4159 or 1-800-669-7654

r-- •
ro • P.•• fte .10 - ••• -•• • • •-• •

treo

That's why newspaper is such a
powerful advertising medium.
It requires your full attention and
complete concentration.
The radio can be playing to
nobody in particular, and the TV can be
on in an empty room.
But when people turn to their paper,
they turn there with interest. Which means that's
where your advertising message needs to be.
With all the choices available, it's
difficult deciding how best to advertise your
business.
But everything becomes a little
simpler when you remember one rule.

Mtirray Ledger & Times
•I 489 Spring Survey, The Preston Group, Lexington, Kentucky
Sponsored by the Kentucky Press Assocumon, Frankfort, Kentucky

YOU
GOTTA BE
IN THE
PAPER.
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Communities around nation
give crime a going away party
WYNNEWOOD, Pa. (AP) —
New Orleans planned a jazz-style
mock funeral and Phoenix residents
signed a giant card for criminals as
communities around the nation got
ready to give crime and drugs a
going away party tonight.
More than 23 million people
throughout North America, all U.S.
territories and military bases worldwide were expected to take part in
tonight's eighth annual National
Night Out, sponsored by the
National Association of Town
Watch.
Town Watch Director Matt A.
Peskin said National Night Out,
once a few thousand people sitting
on porches with lights turned on

PAROLE BOARD
The following is a list of local
inmates who have become eligible
for parole in October, according to
the Kentucky Parole Board:
• Jeremy Caudle, 9644-CI (R).
91CR027.

this year will be characterized by
crime prevention parties in 8,300
communities nationwide.
This year's theme — "Give
Neighborhood Crime and Drugs a
Going Away Party" — will be
highlighted by thousands of block
parties, cookouts, ice cream socials
and parades, Peskin said.
In Minneapolis, a dance and
more than 700 block parties were
scheduled.
Other activities planned included
a trolley patrol by police in Richmond, Va., a Detroit prayer ceremony, and a "Hands Across the
Border" rally linking Buffalo,
N.Y., with its neighbor in Canada.
Town Water, based in the Philadelphia suburb of Wynnewood,
on Monday held a pre-party celebration that drew about 2,000 people
from Pennsylvania, New Jersey and
Delaware, Peskin said.
National Night Out began with
about 400 communities in 1984 as
a way for residents to get together
with police to combat neighborhood crime.

Dr. Stuart Naulty
Dr. Mary Bolton
Podiatrists specializing in the medical and
surgical treatment of foot problems.
South 12th St.
Mon. thru Fri.

BelAir Center
Hours by Appt.

Murray, KY
753-0666

INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary
753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

Roger Allan Herndon
The funeral for Roger Allan
Herndon will be Wednesday at 2
p.m. at Glendale Road Church of
Christ, Murray. John Dale, Gary
Wright and Capt. David Reagan
will officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home after 4 p.m.
today (Tuesday). The body will be
taken to the church at 11 a.m.
Wednesday to lie in state until the
funeral hour.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to Roger A. Herndon
Memorial Fund at Calloway County School Board Office. Donations
should be mailed to the board
office at 2108 College Farm Rd.,
Murray, Ky. 42071.
Mr. Herndon, 21, a cadet in his
senior year at the U.S. Military
Academy, West Point, N.Y., died

4a..

*I have a variety of prices. 9 can fit the coverage and price for each
individual.

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET GEO, INC.
6 TO CHOOSE FROM

1991 GEO PRIZM
Power Steering and Brakes
uto. Trans., AM/FM Stereo
Premium Interior, Air

s498.w

$195.

Down

'Based on 48 Month
Closed End Lease
w Approved Credit

MO.

Includes Tax

641 South

753-2617

Roger A. Herndon
Memorial Fund
Calloway
County Schools

in an airplane crash near New
Paltz, N.Y., Friday.
He was an exchange student to
Austria in 1988, a Governor's
Scholar in 1987, a delegate to Boys
State in 1987, and a member of
Glendale Road Church of Christ.
He is survived by his parents,
Woody and Donna Herndon, Murray; his grandparents, Clarence
Woodrow Sr. and Katie Herndon,
and Mrs. Virgil Ruth Grogan; one
sister, Mrs. Melissa Graves and
husband, Jeff, Murray, all of Murray; his fiance, Brenda Cooper,
Lynn Grove; one niece, Aimee
Graves; one nephew, Nathan
Graves; two aunts, Mrs. Nancy
Herndon Whittaker and husband,
Dennis, Aurora, and Elizabeth
Herndon, Louisville; two uncles,
Bob Herndon and wife, Jen, Newburg, Ind., and Dr. Ed Grogan and
wife, Carolyn, Lone Oak; several
cousins.

Funeral rites for Mrs. Ruth Hill
will be today at 3 p.m. at South
Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church. The Rev. Jim Alford will
officiate. Music will be by the
Church Choir.
Pallbearers will be Tim Scruggs,
Johnny Miller, Allen Keel, Terry
Housden, J.W. Jones and David
Hill.
Burial will follow in the church
cemetery ,. with arrangements by
Miller Funeral Home of Murray
where friends may call.
Mrs. Hill, 78, of 810 Hurt Dr.,
Murray, died Monday at 1:05 a.m.
at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

She was preceded in death by
her husband, William Ben Hill, and
one daughter, Charlene Hill.
Survivors include two daughters,
Mrs. Brenda McClain and husband,
Larry, and Mrs. Linda Hutson and
husband, Joe Pat, all of Murray;
four sisters, Mrs. Alice Miller and
husband, Hardiman, and Mrs. Robbie St. John and husband, B.L., Rt.
2, Hazel, Mrs. Nell Scruggs and
husband, Tom, Murray, and Mrs.
Marelle Treas, Evansville, -Ind.;
four grandchildren, Mrs. Jennifer
Henderson and husband, Harry,
Celina Hutson, Heather Hutson and
Mitchell McClain.

James (Jim) Daniel Page
James (Jim) Daniel Page, 82,
Trigg County, died Monday at
11:30 a.m. at Regional Medical
Center, Madisonville.
An Army veteran of World War
II, he was retired from Kenlake
State Park. He was a member of a
Baptist church.

Houston crime
wave spreads to
candidate's office
HOUSTON (AP) — A mayoral
candidate's pledge to fight crime
didn't stop a burglar from breaking
into his campaign office and stealing a television, police said.
A burglar broke into the headquarters of state Assemblyman
Sylvester Turner during the
weekend, breaking two windows
after an aide forgot to switch on
the burglar alarm, Turner's staff
said.
"Basically what it says is no one
is immune," said Turner, a Democrat who has focused his mayoral'
campaign on fighting crime. "It's
just another indication we do need
to increase police presence in this
city."
Violent felonies in Houston have
increased 19 percent this year compared to the first half of last year.
Turner is running against Mayor
Kathy Whitmire in the Nov. 5 nonpartisan election.

He was the son of the late Wiley
F. Page and Lydia C. Berkley Page.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Alda Tucker Page, and one brother,
Arthur L. Page, Akron, Ohio.
The funeral will be Wednesday
at 10 a.m. in the chapel of Goodwin Funeral Home, Cadiz. Rodney
Cheatham will officiate.
Burial will follow in Pleasant
Hill Cemetery, Trigg County.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 4 p.m. today (Tuesday).

FDA concludes
packaged popcorn
poses no problems
WASHINGTON (AP) — Ever
notice burn-through marks on the
outside of the popcorn bag after
microwaving?
Some scientists at the Food and
Drug Administration who'd been
munching microwaved popcorn at
'nome noticed and wondered if the
marks meant the popcorn was
absorbing some of the package.
They brought their popcorn bags
to work and began a study to discover if any components of food
packaging get into food during
microwave cooking.
After more than a year of
review, nothing has been found
that would cause immediate, shortterm harm, says Dr. Edward
Machuga, consumer safety officer
at FDA.

tvITte

Given by
street

city

state

o4o4
19
40j,. 4
-rce

and Special Cuts

zip

Amount of gift enclosed
Mail this form with a check made payable to the

Dixieland Center

Calloway County School Board
2108-A College Farm Road
Murray, KY 42071

ON
CHESTNUT

Services for Mrs. Renee Owen
Moore will be today at 4 p.m. in
the chapel of Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home. The Rev. Dennis
Norvell will officiate. Music will
be by Poplar Spring Baptist Church
Choir.
Pallbearers will be Jimmy Owen,
Michael Copeland, Scott Cook,
Don Walker, Roger Kimbro and
Terry Moss.
Burial will follow in Murray
City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to a favorite charity.
Mrs. Moore, 20, Southside Manor Apts., Murray, died Saturday at
6:35 p.m. at Vanderbilt Hospital,

753-MEAT
Gary
Baumeister

I,'

Nashville, Tenn.
She is survived by her husband,
Tony Moore, and one son, Dustin
Wayne Moore, at home; her father.
James Owen and wife, Wimma,
Lexington; her mother, Mrs.
Audrey Berry and husband, Frank,
Rapid City, S.D.; two half sisters,
Mrs. Felesia Kimbro and husband,
Roger, Rt. 4, Murray, and Suzanne
Owen, Lexington; stepsister, Mrs.
Lea Walker and husband, Don,
Murray; three half brothers, Randy
Montgomery, Murray, Michael
Montgomery and wife, Tami,
Hazel, and Jimmy Owen, Lexington; her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Kenneth Owen and Mrs. Dorothy
Wagar, Murray; greatgrandparents, Mr. and Mrs. A.W.
Owen, Somerville, Fla.
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Donald Martin Smith
Final rites for Donald Martin
Smith were Sunday at 2 p.m. at
Bethel Baptist Church, Huntingdon, Tenn. The Revs. Clarence
Carter, Johnny Boyd and Harold
Eubanks officiated.
Pallbearers were Terry Rich,
Glendon Rich, Gordie Rich, Billy
Mac Rich, Hal Nance, Gary Nance,
Tracy Smith, Andy Smith and
Steve Smith.
Burial was in McLemoresville
Cemetery with arrangements by
Dilday Funeral Home of
Huntingdon.
Mr. Smith, 63, Huntingdon,
Tenn., died Friday at Baptist

Memorial Hospital there.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Kerry Ann Smith; three sons, Jackie Smith, McLemoresville, Tenn.,
Tim Smith, Gleason, Tenn., and
Mark Smith, McKenzie, Tenn.; two
stepdaughters, Mrs. Susan Butler,
Charleston, S.C., and Mrs. Angie
Menne, Memphis, Term.; three sisters, Mrs. Nell Rich, Huntingdon,
Mrs. Kathy Woollums, Roscoe, Ill.,
and Mrs. Ann Bennett, Belvidere,
Ill.; three brothers, Joe W. Smith,
Murray, Carl Smith, McKenzie,
Tenn., and Paul Warren Smith,
Huntingdon; nine grandchildren.
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Riley Carter
Riley Carter, 89, formerly of
Calloway County, died Friday in
Phoenix, Ariz., where he had
resided for several years.
Born in December 1902, he was
the son of the late Mr. and Mrs. I.
Anderson Carter. One daughter,
Lorecla Canady, also preceded him
in death.

Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Margaret Etheridge Carter; one
daughter, Ms. Karen Carter, Memphis, Tenn.; one son, Gale Carter,
Phoenix; several grandchildren and
great-grandchildren.
Funeral and burial services were
conducted at Phoenix.

Alberto-Culver plans to pull
products with 'friendly' label
CHICAGO (AP) — AlbertoCulver says it will no longer label
aerosol hair products "ozonefriendly" under an agreement with
10 states that had challenged the
designation as misleading.
While the products labeled "No
chlorofluorocarbsons, ozonefriendly" contain no ozonedepleting chlorofluorocarbons,
"they do contain other propellants,
such as propane and isobutane,
which can harm the atmosphere,"
Missouri Attorney General William
Webster said Monday.
It was not immediately clear
which products were affected.
Alberto-Culver, based in suburban
Melrose Park, markets products
under the names Alberto, AlbertoCulver Strictly Professional, V05,
Command, Consort, TRESemme
and TDB.
But the company voluntarily
removed most of its products
labeled "ozone friendly" from
store shelves in March 1990, said
spokeswoman Nancy Shields.
The company said it would sell
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Mrs. Renee Owen Moore

Mrs. Ruth Hill

Independent General Insurance Agent
Representing
8 Insurance Companies

"Free help in filing claims
for my clients"
*1 have a variety of coverage in all types of Health & Life Insurance.
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off existing supplies of the products within two months under the
agreement with California, Florida,
Massachusetts, Minnesota, Missouri, New York, Tennessee, Texas, Washington and Wisconsin.
'This kind of 'green-collar
fraud' undermines consumer confidence and threatens the future of
environmental marketing," said
Minnesota Attorney General
Hubert H. Humphrey III. "Consumers need to have truthful, accurate information so they can make
the right decisions for the
environment."
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Investments Since 1854

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM
Company

Price

Chg

Dow Jones Ind.
DJIA Previous Close........2989.04
Air Products.....-.-.-...- 6511. unc
A.T.C. Class A........... 43B 431/2A
A T & T...........-.-.—.- 39sts unc
Bank of Murray'.......-.-.....200B
.47s/s + Vs.
Bell South.
Briggs & Stratton.......- 39 +
Chrysler.....-..............--.12'/1 • V2
+
Dean
Fisher
- s/s
Ford Motor....._.............._.32 unc
General
unc
General Motors................. 40 unc
1/3

37 -

Goodyear

1/4

Questions? Phone (502)762-3737
Roger Allan Herrdon Memorial Fund
Calloway County Schools
This fund is established in memory of Roger A. Herndon,class
of 1988, who died in a plane crash August 2, 1991, while in his
final year as a cadet at the United States Military Academy at
West Point.
Interest from this fund Will be available to assist Calloway
County school students to pursue school-related opportunities
that because of family and financial circumstances might not
be possible otherwise; for example, to help students participate in the Austrian Exchange program at Calloway County
High School which Roger and his fiancee Brenda Cooper both
enjoyed in 1987. Funds would be available to meet such needs
as purchase of shoes to enable students to play football,
basketball, or other sports; to participate in related camps or
training activities; to purchase books or school supplies; or to
provide scholarship assistance for those wishing to go to
college.
_
The fund will be administered by representatives of the
faculty; administration and counseling staff at Calloway
County with the input of the family as appropriate. Taxdeductible donations may be made to Calloway County School
Board,designated for the Roger A. Herndon Memorial,2108-A
College Farm Road, Murray, KY 42071.

announces the opening

Ingersoll
+ I/4
K-Mart--...................-...44Vs • 3/4
Ky.
20/e unc
• I/s
Kroger
L G &
+ Ite
McDonalds..-.-............31s/s +
J.C.
49 + Vs
Quaker
• VII
Schering•Ploug h
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Sears .......-.....
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Time Warner....-....... 86V4 +
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Karen Fischer, M.D.
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Psychiatric Medicine
Suite 174W
Medical Arts Building
300 South 8th Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071
(502)753-2062
Monday - Friday 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
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Barn-raisings remain
Mennonite tradition
By CATHY D. CAVANAH
Kentucky New Era

FAIRVIEW, Ky. — Holding fast
to tradition, a group of neighbors
came together recently for an event
that time has almost forgotten — a
barn-raising.
"It's just sort of a one-day
event," said Luke Hoover, a Mennonite farmer who lives just outside Fairview in Todd County.
Hoover's family and other neighbors of Mennonite and Amish faith
gathered July 18 to help him build
a tobacco barn. And while the large
building — with wood frames and
metal siding — is somewhat more
modern looking than ones of earlier
decades, it has been built the oldfashioned way.
"Everybody comes together, and
the women have a quilting and
such while the men work," the
Mennonite continued, explaining
that barn-raisings are also a time
for some socializing.
Barn-raisings used to take place
quite frequently in most farming
communities. But that was back in
the early part of the century — in a
slower-paced world when it was
not uncommon for neighbors of all
faiths to participate in such events.
Today, the raisings — like many
traditions of yesteryear — are virtually unheard of. That is, except
among the Mennonites and Amish,
whose religion shuns change and
modernism in favor of forefathers'
ways.
"They (barn-raisings) have just
remained part of our custom,"
Hoover said as his helpers rested
under a shade tree after enjoying a
large noon meal served by the
wives of Hoover and other
workers.
In addition to cooking, the
women had a quilting in the home,
with tradition dictating that the finished quilt would belong to the
hostess. Quilting is common at
barn-raisings, the women said,
because it allows them to talk with
each other as they sew.
Other times they might bring
clothing to mend or do work in the
garden.
Outside, the children played and
watched their fathers work. Some
of the young boys rode their olderstyle bicycles to a nearby pond for
some fishing.
In all, about 30 Mennonite and
Amish families live in Christian
and Todd counties. And about 25
to 30 of the men came to lend a
hand and hammer at the Hoover
farm.
The Mennonites, a Protestant
group, have existed since the early
1500s. In the 1690s, the Amish
split away from the Mennonites
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Wife charged with setting husband on fire

Aluminum coil
falls off truck,
kills four, hurts 1

Horoscopes

Appearance:

Religion:
*Luxuries go against the faith because they are not necessities. Therefore many members do not have gas-powered vehicles, electricity,
indoor plumbing, televisions and telephones.
'Teachings emphasize simplicity, nonconformity and humility. (I John
2:15, I Cor. 6:17)
*Emphasis on New Testament, particularly Sermon on the Mount.
(Matt. 5-7)
"No work performed on Sunday. Church services conducted every
other Sunday. Communion of bread and/ wine taken twice a year.
*Easter and Chrism:tat church services offered, but many families choose not to exchange gifts.
*Members do not celebrate the Fourth of July or take the Pledge of
Allegiance, because the faith does not allow pledges or oaths.

Family Roles:
"The husband is the head of the family and oversees farming
operations.
'The wife is submissive to her husband (Eph. 5:22-23), and oversees
household matters and young children.
*Close control exercised over children in order to keep them in the
faith.
*Courting is allowed at age 16. Many boys are given a courting buggy
and horse when they reach this age.
*Weddings traditionally take place on Tuesday and Thursday mornings. The most common month for Amish weddings is November, after
harvest season.

Searching for answers to all
those who/what/where questions
about your new city?
As
WELCOME
WAGON
Representative, Ft's my job to help
you get over the hurdles of being
a newcomer
By bringing you some useful
gilts. Community Info. Advice on
MIMI* business in your new
INIIIkleorhood. And more. CaM
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RACTOR- MAUR TRADING CFATI

*Clothes are made by women. Styles dictated by code of church discipline and therefore don't change. Jewelry considered inappropriate (I
Tim. 2:9).
*Amish and Mennonites are pacifists and as adults wear no buttons,
which have a military origin. Instead, hooks and eyes, and safety pins
are commonly used.
'Neckties and bow ties are taboo for men.
*Beards. Amish men grow beards, but not all Mennonite men do.
'Men wear hats with wide brims and women wear white prayer bonnets at all timcs (I Cor. 11:5).

Hello Stranger!
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Notice
because of a disagreement concerning discipline of those who left the
AS SEEN ON T V
church.
1991 MEDICARE
For Lease
LEARN
Basically, the Amish were more
TO DRIVE
Excellent retail space
INFORMATION
TRACTOR-TRAILERS
strict in their beliefs that excomin Bel Air Center 2000
The Medicare CataNO EXPERIENCE
municated members should be
strophic Coverage Act
& 3000 square feet
NEEDED
has been repealed Your
Corner location
"shunned," or completely avoided,
ALLIANCE
need has never been
while the Mennonites still socialCall 753-4751
greater for •comprehen
LIIIIANI0111. TN
ized with them and considered
sive Medicare Supplement plan Deductibles,
them part of the family though not
co-insurance and 'nonapof the church.
proved' charges
Storage Buildings
can
Despite this difference in church
cause your out-of-pocket
88 $600. 8x12 $750, 8x16
expenses to mount up.
discipline, the Amish and Menno/30 Variety of sizes &
The Port A deductible
nites share the same basic religion.
G .e s a CJ .I & 0.0
you, or your insurance,
competition roll fall.
must pay has been in1 800 334-1203
Hoover explained that he and a
creased to 8628 in 1991
couple of hired Mennonite boys
L E Williams
For more information
489-2663
had laid the concrete block foundacall:
/
tion in advance of the barn-raising.
McConnell
Also, the wood frames for the barn
Insurance Agency
GLASS Replacement
were built a few days before the and mirror, beveled work
753-4199
and
Driveway
Sour 29th year col" eervIce'
raising with the help of 15 or so of plain. Also, Flea Market
Sealer
with hand crafted T-shirts
the neighbors.
AURORA Pizza Magic DeThe barn-raising was not the first and used furniture All at
licious hand-tossed pizza
M&G Complete Glass Co
to take place in the area in recent Dixieland Center
Across from Hitching Post
years. In fact, Hoover said he has 753-0180
Open 5pm Closed Mon
and Tues 474-8119
attended several since moving to
Kentucky about 18 months ago
from the much larger Mennonite
and Amish community in Lancaster
County, Pa.
threw it on her husband, the FBI
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — FedBut he did acknowledge that the eral authorities have arrested the statement said. An Army investigabarn-raisings in Kentucky have dif- wife of an Army sergeant and tor found a can of gasoline and a
fered from any he saw in Pennsyl- charged her with dousing her hus- cup in the Smiths' kitchen, accordvania. A lack of manpower here band with gasoline and lighting ing to the affidavit.
makes it impossible to stay with him with a match.
At Diane Smith's hearing Monpure tradition — and a crane has to
Diane S. Smith, 28, charged with day, Magistrate Judge C. Cleveland
be used to help the men raise the assault with intent to commit mur- Gambill, cautioned the woman not
wooden frames and set them in the der, appeared before a federal to speak about the charge until she
ground.
magistrate in U.S. District Court in had a lawyer. He ordered that she
"Here, they just don't have Louisville on Monday.
receive a court-appointed lawyer
enough people (of the faith,"
Her husband, Staff Sgt. Ronald after Smith said she couldn't afford
explained Phares Martin, who lives Smith, was transferred Sunday one.
in Pennsylvania but was visiting from Ireland Army Community
his son's family in Kentucky. The Hospital at Fort Knox to the burn
88-year-old Mennonite said Hoov- unit at Brooke Army Medical Cener's was the first barn-raising he ter in San Antonio, Texas, accordhas seen where a crane was used. ing to Fort Knox spokesman MasMennonite and Amish families ter Sgt. Ken Distler.
number in the thousands in PenThe sergeant was badly burned
HILL ISLAND, Ontario
nsylvania, and, therefore, there is over about 40 percent of his body, A 22,000-pound aluminum (AP) —
coil fell
usually a larger turnout for barn- mostly on the neck, back, shoulders off a truck and smashed
into
a car,
raisings.
and arms, according to an affidavit killing four family members and
A number of families have filed in court by FBI agent Phillip critically injuring
a fifth, police
settled in western and central sec- E. Lewzader. Smith was burned said.
tions of Kentucky because the price about 6:15 a.m. Sunday outside the
Tractor-trailer driver Harold
of land is much lower than the typ- couple's military quarters, the Meagher, 50, of
Cape Vincent,
ical S10,000 per acre in Lancaster statement said.
N.Y., was charged with dangerous
County, Pa. There, the men are
Distler said Ronald Smith, 30, driving causing death in the acciable to raise a barn entirely by recently returned from Saudi dent Monday just north of
the
themselves using long sticks with Arabia, where he served in Opera- border, Ontario Provincial U.S.
police
points to push up the frames.
tion Desert Storm, and had been said today.
"We ought to have about 50 reassigned to Fort Campbell. Diane
Killed were the driver of
men to be able to do that," Hoover Smith was still living at Fort Knox. William Quinlan, 59, of the car,
Rochester,
said.
According to the FBI affidavit, N.Y., his wife, Margeurite, 57,
Many of those taking part in two witnesses told a military police their son-in-law, Robert
Hoover's recent barn-raising had officer that they saw Diane Smith 34, of Abilene, Texas, andHomola,
his son
also helped him raise a smaller come out of the living quarters on John, 8, police said.
barn soon after he moved to the Gaffey Heights and pour liquid
Homola's daughter Jennifer, 12,
Fairview area. They also helped from a cup onto Ronald Smith. The was in critical condition today
at
him build a new addition to his witnesses said she lit a match and Kingston Hospital, he
said.
home and do some remodeling.
• • • •
(Distributed by The Associated
Press)

FAIRVIEW, Ky.(AP) — The social and religious aspects of life for
Mennonites and Amish in Kentucky are closely interwoven. The ways
in which they dress, live, work and worship are dictated by specific
Bible verses. Some customs vary from community to community:
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Simpler by choice

TUESDAY, AUGUST 6, 1991

rya.
050
Lost
And Found
LOST dog in vicinity of Wis
well Rd and Sherwood
Forrest Subdvn Small
--brown and white wearing
light blue collar 753-4053

060
Help
Wanted
ADMINISTRATIVE Assis
tant for the Wesley Founda
lion. Part-time, hourly
wage Send resume to Wesley Foundation, 1315
Payne St Murray, KY
42071 by August 10, 1991
AVON Representatives
needed in all areas Revised training-free insurance available Rebate
card on kit Unlimited earnings Glenda, Assistant
Manager 1-800-866-2243
BARTENDER/Waitress/
Cook Katman Doo, Puryear, TN Apply in person
Ask for James
BE on T V Many needed
for commercials Now hiring all ages For casting
info call (615) 779-7111
Ext T-428

I For your per,
onalized
7788 Your phone k-ompan%

1e3ne %on born,orte ha,ed
tll bill NOU"k.ent• J 111111111C

our own date of birth. call I -9011-010

I To order a rev oed and updated coçn of kane Diann', hest -selling hunk
esterdp . Toda) and Fore,er
Now Amnion Can Help You Find Your Place in OW'.Plan ...end Sit 9.5 phis SI pn4tace and handhng
Kansas
419150.
piton. cle Andre., and McMcel. P0 Hot
Cir), Mo f4 141 Make check, paal,Ir to
Andrew, and M.. Merl

210

Situation
Warded

FOR SALE house to be
removed from lot at 200
South Ninth Street Will be
sold to highest bidder Must
be removed by August
31st If interested, contact
administrator at MurrayCalloway County Hospital
762-1101

BUSINESS or house
cleaner available
759-1634
CALL 753-4590 for help
with sick/elderly Leave
message on answering
service will call back as
soon as possible
CLOWN TOWN CHILDCARE in Palmersville is
now taking applications for
children 6 wks to 12 yrs
Taking applications for alf
three shifts, Saturdays and
Part-time Have references Weekly, daily and
hourly prices whichever
fits your needs Call for
more
information
901-822-6955, Tammy
Perry
130
For Sale
Or Trade
COMIC books for sale o
trade 437-4725 after 5pm

WANTED part-time or full
time live-in with elderly
lady Call James at
435-4425
WILL babysit anytime in my
kirksey home Have refer
ences 489-2976
WILL care for your children
in my Canterbury home
Call Jennifer 753 5450

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
GOOD SEASONED fire
wood Order nowt Call
James Sills, 753-4120
OAK and Hickory firewood
$27 50/rick delivered
436-2778

220
*Weal
PIANO Kimball, French
Provencial Artists console
model
Like new
753-4.856
SOUND MASTER RE
CORDING 16-Tracks, al
bums, demos sound
tracks, jingles Benton KY
527-0453

240
Miscellaneous

140

Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece o
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm
CASH for mobile home
tires $7-$12 each We will
remove Will also buy axles 527-2932
USED and antique furni
ture, glass tools quilts
901 642-6290
USED or junk air condition
ers 436-2904
150

Articles
DRIVERS wanted Must be
For Sale
18 years of age have own
vehicle and proof of insur- 16HP Gilson lawn tractor
ance Apply in person 38" cut $500 492-8956
Domino's Pizza 117 S 286 12MHZ 1MB RAM
12th St Murray
40MB Hard Drive 1 2MB
GOT a car, need extra in- 5 25 Floppy Drive VGA
color monitor
Nea/
come'
) Call 759-9980
$99995 759-4526
INDEPENDENT Agents
Needed Company will 2 PAGEANT/Prom dres
train $1500 weekly aver- ses Size 4-5 Call after
age Investment required 4pm 759-9648
under $100 Free informa- 3000-3500 NEW and used
tion available Phone hardcover and paperback
1-800-835-2842, Ext books $500 firm 130
1250
Video tapes 901-247-3957
MID-SOUTH Credit Bu- pm
reaus, Inc. is hiring full-time ASHLEY wood. stove
Financial Counselors Ex- $185 Free standing gas
cellent benefits/salary stove for the whole house
Apply in person, 1410 In- $250 901-247-3957 pm
dustrial Park Rd, Paris, TN
COMPLETE Satellite sys
EOE
tem $400 753-6431
13 IMMEDIATE OPEN
INGS NEED a job? A LONGBED small pick-up
GED? Hope for the future/ topper, $75 Washer and
You may qualify if 'You do dryer, $75/ea 753-7580
not have your GED or high
MAGNAVOX console ste
school diploma. 'You are reo
Excellent condition
between the ages of 16 &
$150 492-8548
21. We are an E 0 E This
project is funded by the MATERNITY clothes fall
Western Kentucky Private winter, size small
Industry Council- J.T.P. A 753 5508
Call J T.P A Out Of School
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 . ORDER the sp...mresigned
for you Mettray Hot Tubs
Sa.m.-11,30a.m.
.
115 S 13t11 St
NEEDED part-time RN or
PACKARD Bell computer
LPN for private duty, pefor home or business In
diatric case, in Paris, TN
Excellent pay including ducting $2000 worth of soh
weekend differential For ware Used 6 hours $2700
more information call 901-247-3957 pm
901-664-5709 EOE
SLABS delivered to the
barn $12 75/bundle miniORGANIST needed
437-4261 weekdays, mum of 18 bundles
753-1834 Saturdays East- 502-376 2025
wood Baptist Church ask TAKING
bids on Playboy
for Greg
books and Hustler Call
PART-TIME Typists Ex- 489-2695 Three day bid
cellent pay, your own
WHIRLPOOL SPA Jahours
Call cuzzi spa
for
1 900-820 9988 $3/min
co
• SO1-9. •
PERMANENT Position

WEDNESDAY,AUGUST 7, 1991
HAPPY BIRTHDAY!IN THE Higher-ups are interested in promotNEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: ing people who show initiative. Spice
Much of your success will depend on up your love life by planning a spewho you know and how well you cial trip for two.
time a request. Enlist the aid ofexperts
VIRGO(Aug.23-Sept.22): Seek
if planning to market a new product. solitude if working on a complex
Financial backing comes from an project today. Frequent interruptions
unexpected quarter in December or will interfere with what you hope to
January. Make important personal accomplish. An old love is about to
decisions based on your intuition in be rekindled. Follow your heart.
early 1992. Next May is the best time
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Look
to travel for business. Self-improve- at your revised plans from a longment activities increase your chances range perspective. Dreams provide
for happy romance.
an important dile. Seek professional
CELEBRITIES BORN ON help if unable to solve a personal
THIS DATE: civil rights leader Dr. problem on your own. Put complex
Ralph Bunche, author Garrison assignments on hold.
Keillor, "New Kid- Donnie
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Wahlberg, runner Alberto Salazar.
Seek the advice of someone whose
Full-time, day shift now
ARIES(March 2I-April 19): Seek financial knowledge and expertise
available at Subway,
ways to broaden the distribution of surpass your own. Replacing bad
Olympic Plaza Serious
your ideas, goods or services. An habits with good ones will put you on
applicants only Apply in
imaginative approach produces fa- ,.the path to lasting security. Make
person Mon-Fn. 1-5pm
vorable results. Advertise in small regular savings deposits.
local newspapers to gain new busi- , SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. SAFETY Director Trucking
ness.
21): You may have -the answer to company needs competent, flexible individual with
TAURUS (April 20-ay 24.1): A someone's objections to a new policy
previous experience in
partner or associate may be overly or project. Your intuition is right on
transportation Please call
optimistic where career or financial target and your sense of timing is 90 1 - 6 4 4 - 00 4 0
or
matters are concerned. Your down- texcellent. A lost article surfaces in a 800-521-0316
to-earth leadership is needed. Weft: surprising place.
meaning friendscould offer the v.ronig.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan. 19): SHONEY'S INN Accepting
investment advice.
Slidden flashes of insight and an odd
applications for AM guest
GEMINI (May 21 -June 20): dream point out what is ahead of you. senice representative. Please
Many are involved with contracts or New beginnings are favored. A
appl) in person
legal documents, including loan pa- promising relationship will flourish
SHORT Term commission
pers now. Partnerships of all types if you nurture it. Be a good listener.
based protect for person
enjoy favorable influences. You gain
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): with promotional
the cooperation ofsomeone who may New financial gains are linked to real
organizational ability in
coordinating a pictorial hisbe essential to your success.
estate or a legal settlement. You now
tory book on Murray For
CANCER (June 21 -July 22): know what you truly value in your
Organize your time better and you loved ones. A romantic relationship information call Barbara
Jean Borkowski at Curtis
will accomplish much more. Try to -begins to heat up. Show tenderness.
Media Corporation
ignore petty squabbles between coPISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
1-800-798-4567
workers. Lending a sympathetic ear Those who have put time and energy
WANTED
Part time or Full
to someone's long tale of woe will into developing their special talents
time salespeople No exonly encourage further interruptions. get a chance to show them off now! A
perience necessary Work
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Your dream could prove prophetic. Keep
your own hours 753 4211
regular work should go smoothly in close touch with a supportive
now. Welcome new responsibilities. friend.
lue
090
m

TODAY'S CHILDREN are bright: articulate and inclined to take charge.
Wise parents w ill set some ground rules earls. These youngsters' need toe
loved is as great as their need to shower others wilh affection. They will go
all-out to win the approval of a favorite teacher. These Leos will show special
respect for those who have overcome tough disadvantages. They make
excellent counselors, lawyers and judges.

090

11HP Murray riding mower
$150 3HP front tine garden
tiller $75 Antique bathtub
claw feet $125 753-9826
ACREE Carports 12x21
Reg $1295 on sale for
$995 20x21 reg $1795 on
sale for $1295 Call Mayfield 247-7831
CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
is expanding' We now otter
stamps and stamp supplies
along with silver dollars,
proof sets. U S and foreign
coins and coin supplies
Coins and stamps are great
hobbies, they also make.
wonderful gifts and investments Visit us today at the
Ox-Yoke Antique Store
(Hazel), Treasure House
and Book Rack (Murray).
the Mercantile (Aurora) and
the Book Shelf (Paris). We
buy coins and stamps and
appraise estates
502-753-4161
FAVORITE beet recipes
Ten for $7 50 Riverside
Dept LT, Box 346, Murray
KY 42071
PEA
Shellers,
$19 99-$14999 Corn cutters $499 and $599 Tomato juice $37 99 Apple
peeler, $19 99 Wallen
hardware downtown Paris
Open all day Saturdays
TOPSOIL - pickup or we
deliver 753-0277 or
759-1090 Welch Sand and
Gravel Hwy 641N Almo
Ky
TOP Soil, good rich dirt
Ideal for yards and plant
beds 759-1828, 753-2446
Bogard Trucking & Excavating Inc
WATER heaters, electric 5
year guarantee on glass
lined tank Dual heating
elements Your choice, 30
40 or 50 gallon, $14999
Wallen Hardware, downtown Parts Open all day
Saturdays
WOODEN storage buildings 8x16 starts at $1095
1006 $142450, 12x24
$2395 Other sizes avail
able Aaee Portable Buildings 502-247-7831
250
Business
Services
PRIVATE Investigato
D B A Confidential Investigations, Southside Shopping Center. Suite *102
Murray, 753-2641
270

Appliances
USED refrigerator Excellent condition $150
753-0365
160
Home
Furnishings
COUCH and chair. $75
Kingsize waterbed. $125
753-3261 or 489-2440
FORMAL dining table with
6 chairs and hutch Excellent value $ 1 300
759-9872
HEPPLEWHITE oval 18th
century dining table 82's'
long Seats 12 when extended to 1306 - Striated
veneer inlays contrast to
the mahogany top Like
new Beautiful Table protectors included 6 side
chairs, 2 arm chairs
Lighted matching china cabinet 48' wide Scalloped
cut design cloth and napkins for seating of 12 included 753-0172
LARGE office desk dinette
set w/4 chairs, sofa chair,
all in good condition
753-0331 •%,
200

Sport.
EquIpiswat
ONE year old men's Pro
Line golf clubs Sand
wedge through 3 won Call
anytime and leave message 753-5904

Mobile
Homes For Sale
10x52 HOUSE trailer Partially furnished with extras
$3900 753-4285
12x70 2BR 1 bath appliances and furniture included Newly decorated
$6000 753-7573 after
4pm
1989 1480, BUCCANEER 3br, 2 bath, H-14
Coach Estates $15,000
7 5 3 - 38 5 5
or
407-253-1813
2BR trailer on 2 lots in
Crappie Hollow $6500
436-5005
1250 RICHARDSON
furnished
$2500
436-5255
280
Mobile
Homes For Rent
2BR 753-9866
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br,
electric or gas Walking distance to college 753-5209
285
Mobilo
Home Lots For

lamt

N the country 8 miles
north of Murray 753-5786
290

Ho*.
And Cooing
AIR conditioner repair
Free estimate 436-2904

•
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Business
Rentals
•
1800 Sq. Ft.
Warehouse

DAISY Grooming All
breeds of dogs and cats
Saturday only 753 7819

Storray or solirshop with
loadsne dock & elect r
icst y
iU

PEGS Dog Grooming
753-2915 ,

Allison Photography
753-8809

CANCEL

SQUIRREL Dog Pups
1 CAR shop with office Call (Feist). 436-2336
753-4509
dal)

320

Produce

Apartments
For Rent
1 or 2BDRM apartment
753-4109
2BR Duplex Ceiling fan
skylights,- garage Very
nice $475/mo If interested
call 753-5870
CABIN for rent by day,
week Lake front at Pine
Bluff Furnished, sleeps
4-6 'Deposit required
$50 /day, $250/wk
753-9658
NICE 1,2,3br apartment
Furnished, near campus
Also 1-3br house, 1-4br
house W/D hook-up Day
9-5 753-6111, night
753-0606
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1 2 & 3 bedrooms Apply Hilldale Apts
Hardin, Ky
or call
502-437-4113 EHO

2BEDRM bnck in town
Carport, 11
/
2 bath. central
H/A, appliances, yard
maintance included. No
pets. Deposit/reference
$400/mo 753-6397
3BR brick near Stella Appliances furnished
615-3849258
NEW 3br, 2 bath wicarport
No pets 530 Broad St
753-7457
SECLUDED 3br, lake area
home in Anderson Shores
New carpet and paint
$285mo + deposit Refrences 442-5647
37n
Livestock
& Supplies
2 HORSE stock trade
$750 Western saddle $85
134 hands black and
white spotted saddle horse
Works and rides good
$650 Also milk type goats
753-8965 after 4pm
HUDSON Company Saddles, Bridles & Horse supplies
759-1823 or
753-4545

SOLD
3an
Pets
suppaes
AKC Registered Cocke
Spaniel puppies $50 AKC
registered Dachund, male
3 years old, $100
489-2476

TAKING orders for fall ap
p4es damsons and prume
plums Ozark gold apples
ready now McKenzie Orchards 753-4725
U Pick Vine ripened tomatoes Very nice 489 2917
430
Real
Estate
37 ACRES $18,900
365-0145 after 6pm
BOB HALEY Real Estate
Sales and Appraisals
Roberts Realty 753-1651
or 489-2266
DO you have a Real Estate
need? Call for a competent,
knowledgable, caring
agent at Professional Real
Estate 759-1591

3BR, 11
/
2 bath Full base
ment gas heat Very good
location in town Must sell
753 0180
FOR only $6000 lb( house
on 100x150 lot on Watkins
St in Hardin 753-6556 or
753-2951
GENTLEMAN'S Estate
Three bedroom. 2 bath
home built from Oak
Stained glass windows
compactor, dishwasher
and all the extras Thirty
acres with crop bases and
pasture for horses South
west area $89,500 Fresh
on market' MLS4 3402
Kopperud Realty.
753-1222
NEW 3br, 2 bath home
Double car garage front
porch custom oak cabinets
w'full lighted ceiling Oual
ity throughout Near oaks
country club $82,000
Warkentin- Penner Homes
759-4422, 435-4013 or
345-2462
NEW home only 3 years old
on 2 acres Has 2br, 2
baths, central (gas) H A
Just 7 miles north of Murray
on old 641 437-4861

OWNER RELOCATING
very anxious to sell large
custom-built home located
on 21 acres, 2;', miles
KOPPERUD REALTY of- north of town Home sits
fers a complete range of back from road with 2 mile
Real Estate services with a paved private drive Front
wide selection of quality acreage has six figure dehomes, all prices
velopmental possibilRies or
753-1222, toll free run horses or cattle-has
1 -800-251 -HOME Ext
three springs, creek, or
711L
chard Landscaping includes fenced back yard.
Ida
hugh deck, fenced garden.
Lots
10x20 storage barn. Home
For Sale
has 4800 sq feet under
LOT near Lynn Grove, roof-energy efficient-two
heat pumps-3 ceiling fans
cheap 474-0116
Greatroom with vaulted
WOODED lots in Lyn- ceiling, 3 or 4 bedrooms 3
nwood Heights Subdivi- full baths, dining room, 2 full
sion 3 3 miles west of Mur- kitchens, 2 walk-in panray Hard surfaced roads, tries, in door bar-b-quer in
city water, natural gas, ca- sun room, den, two tireblevision reasonably re- places. Closets and storstricted for cottage only
age galore. Attached over753-5841 or 753-1566
size garage with workshop.
Other extras like satellite,
460
TV tower. security system
Homes
Priced below replacement
For Sale
value of house alone See
2BR 1 bath Good condi
to appreciate. Owner would
bon 3 miles from Murray on consider small in-town
Coles Campground Rd
house on trade 753-6869
753-5484
PRICE reduced on new
4BR,3 bath, LR, DR,family 3bdrm home at 1575 Mockroom,country kitchen, 2 car ingbird Walk-out baseattached + 3 car garage in ment could be completed
back Owner financing as additional living space or
available 753-0724
as an apartment for in-laws
ASSUME loan, price re- Call 753-3903
duced 3Br, brick, central SECLUDED
country home
H/C 11
/
2 acres, 5 minutes Brick, tri-level 3 or 4br,
2.
from Murray Bob Perrin bath 2500 sq ft
w
RE 759-1881 Evenings. approximately 5 acres
753-3509
Very nice $65 000
753-1932
BEAUTIFUL 5br brick, 3"?
bath 4 car garage On 4 SPACIOUS 5br, brick cenacres, 5 minutes from Mur- tral Heat(gas)and cool On
ray Will consider trade a wooded 1 acre lot much
753-3672 after 5pm
more Bob Perrin RE
Evenings
BE the Proud Owner' Of 759-1881
this outstanding, quality- 753-3509

built. 3br. 3 bath home
Situated on a wooded hillside just outside city Property includes horse barn
HAVE an obedient, safe and 11 acres Once in a
dog for show or home. lifetime opportunity' MLS
Classes or private lessons $3268 Kopperud Realty,
Serving Murray for over 753-1222
12yrs 436-2858
COME SEE A quality log
MINIATURE Poodle pup- home by Appalachin Log
pies AKC, 1 white female, Structures! Model now under
1 apricot male Born construction on Hwy 280 East
4/15/91 $100 OBO (Pottenown Road). For informauon call 753-6807.
753-2068

SPRING Creek Oaks Es
tate' Relax by the master
bedroom fireplace enjoy
the stylish family
room have a gathering in
the gorgeous kitchen Won
derfully decorated, this
home will expand your family's appreciation for the
good life' MLS$ 2801 Kopperud Realty, 753-1222
WATERFRONT Ky lake
subdivision 4br, 2 bath
w covered dock 354-6006
470

Motorcycles

YEAR—Describes this
ed 4 bedroom,21 h bath home in
ood. Beautiful hardwood floors, study
oosn,and fenced back yard with lots of trees are
a few of as many features. $115,000.

COLON1
ext
a

Kopperud Realty
711 Main

753-1222

WE STILL MAKE
HOUSE CALLS!
If you need any form of Life
Insurance, IRA, Major Medical,
Medicare Supplement or Nursing
Home Insurance just give us a call.
We will check with several
companies to give you the best
possible rate and benefits and
deliver the information to you at
your home. If you decide to buy a
policy from us, we also give you
free claim service.
Our office is in Hopkinsville Fed.
Savings Bldg., 7th & Main, but
when you need service, all you
have to do is call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

530

son

Homes
For Sale

1976 BMW motorcycle
Model 75 7 750cc 30 000
miles Orange and silver
Lots of new parts Very
good bike, very fast Must
sell $550 492-8873
1985 YAMAHA 125
3 wheeler Newly rebuilt
175 motor Fair condition
Quick, gun rack $300
OBO 753 0961 after 4pm
1987 YAMAHA Banshee
4-wheeler New tires and
fenders $1400 OBO
753-5377
1989 YAMAHA 350
4-wheeler 437-4791

1974 MAVERICK
759-4957

$300

1979 CAMARO V-8 Automatic, w/air Rally wheels
753-8165 after 6pm
1979 PONTIAC Grand
Prix A 1 condition $600
753-4146 after 5 30pm

1982 Z28 CAMARO
489-2978
1983 OLDS 98 Regency,
Brougham Light blue Has
been advertised for $3400
Wish to move car, will take
$2800 firm 753-2654 days
or 753-9980 evenings
1983 OLDS 98 Regency
One owner, extra nice
753-7269 after 4pm work
days
1983 PONTIAC 6000 LE
One owner, dean, runs
great 753-6402
1984 BUICK Regal Good
condition. Asking $1800
0130 753-4706 after 4pm .
Weekends call anytime

1989 RED Cavalier. 29,000
miles. 1 owner. Auto w/air,
p/s, p/b, cassette White
letter tires and sports package. Well serviced. $6850.
753-0978.
1991 CHEVROLET Cavalier, being sold due to death
of owner Only 500 miles.
$10,000. 354-6610
ALPINE AM/FM Compact Disc in-dash $399.99.
Sunset Boulevard Music.
15yr. Anniversary Special. Sunset Boulevard
Music, Dixieland Shopping Center, Chestnut St.
753-0113.
CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
Music Murray's Alpine Car
Audio Specialist, Dixieland
Center, 1 block from MSC
dorms.
FOR sale by owner 1990
Olds 98 Regency. 4-door,
white w/blue vinyl top.
Leather interior, loaded,
like new. 26xxx miles
247-6066 after 5pm.

YAMAHA YFP 350 Terrapro 4-wheeler 52 miles
$3200 firm 753-0681

1985 GMC
ton, 4x4 P/S,
P/B, A/C, power windows,
4-speed $6000 OBO
492-8824

BOGARD Paving Paving
and sealing driveways and
parking lots Over 20yrs
experience Free esti
mates 436-5501 or
437-4391

510
Campers
1968 AIRSTREAM 30ft,
rear bath Awnings allaround
Extra nice
753-0114
1976 SUBURBAN 454 trailering special Al condition 3rd seat, rear air, ps,
pb, cruise Also used trailer
hitches arid sway controlsReese, Easy Litt and Pull
Rite 753-0114
1991 NEWMAR Kountry
Star 26ft travel trailer Deluxe interior Thermal insulated. Forward kitchen
A/C. Never used because
of health. Many extras About $21,000 (502)
821-0219.
25FT Winnebago Chiettan
$4600 901-247-3957 pm

trade. 436-2289.
75HP EVINRUDE outboard motor. Excellent
Condition. $700. Call
James at 435-4425.
530
Services
Offered
A-1-A Landscaping Tree
trimming & removal Cleanup & hauling 492-8254_
Al TREE Service. Stump
removal and spraying. Free
estimates 753-0906 after
5pm; 759-9816, 753-0495
ALPHA Builders - Carpentry, remodeling, porches,
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting, maintenance, etc Free estimates
489-2303.
ANY remodeling, painting
& roofing. References.
759-1110
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers Most parts
in stock, on my truck All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works, 753-2455

BUILDER, residential
commercial, carpentry
Tripp Williams 753-0563
BULLDOZING and backhoe 354-8161 after 5pm
Financing available
CARPET and vinyl repairs
and installation Professional service Glen Bobber
759-1247, leave message
CHIM Chim Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior citizen discounts. We sell chimney caps and screens.
435-4191.
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete installation and service.Call Gary at
759-4754
DAVIDSON Roofing New
roofs and repairs Tear offs
and re roofs Written guarantee Local references
753-5812
DRYWALL, finishing, repairs, additions and blowing ceilings 753-4761
"DRYWALL Hanging
Commercial or residential
Rick Wilkerson 489-2117
LICENSED for electric,
gas refrigeration Installation and repair Free estimates 753-7203
EXPERIENCED Roofing
New roofs, re-roofs, tear
offs Free estimates
474-2021
EXPERIENCED alteration
lady Work from my home
753-1379

* Four Star *
Mobile Home
Parts & Service
Get Your Home
Ready For Summer!
Miller Air Conditioners
Doors & Windows
Vinyl Underpinning
White & Silver Roofs
Shingled Roofs
Floor Repair, Anchonng,
Decks, Room Enclosure,
Carport.
Ph. (502) 492-8488
Hwy. 641 S. Hazel

Best Prices
* Quality Results *

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs
GENERAL Repair plumb
ing, roofing. tree work
436-2642
GREEN THUMB LANDSCAPING All types of
landscaping and lawn ,
maintenance
Mulch,
schrubs and trees Custom
lawn mowing 345-2187
INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate

1980 TOYOTA Pick-up
5 speed long wheel base
One owner, $1200 OBO
759-9439

Services
Offered

SHEETROCK finishing,
textured ceilings Larry
Chrisman 492-8742

WILL clean and paint gutters Also, odd lobs
753-6616

T C Dinh Repair and Main
tenance Electrical- Clean
mg Sewer 1210/1212 Maw
Street 753-6111 office,
753-0606 after 5pm

WILL do plumbing, painting
and light hauling All guaranteed 435-4169

TREE and Bush removal
Also pruning, shaping,
shearing In-town only
753-0611
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, deaningserviang $15, most repairs
$35, all brands. 3rd Street,
Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon -Fri , 753-0530

WILL do yard work of any
kind Also, wood for sale
759 4401 Ask for John
WILLIAMS Concrete Service Low prices, free estimates 354-9397
560

Free
Column
FREE kittens 759-9655

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
.Drop by & see our showroom

MITCHELL Paving Seal
coating and hauling Over
30yrs experience Free estimates 753-1537 or
753-1221

409 SUNBURY-MURRAY (Ben.nd Bunny Bread)
753 5940

MOWING In-town only
Good cut, trim all objects &
perimeters, power blow all
walks. etc 753-0611 be
fore 8pm

APPLIANCE -REPAIR
Service on all brands: window air conditioners
refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers
microwaves -dishwashers - gas & electric ranges.

MURRAY Fence Co Chain
link fence, dog kennels, residential, commercial Free
estimates 753-9785 or
753-3254

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown
*All Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341 or 753-1270

PAINTING interior and exterior Quality work Over
20 years experience Ralph
Worley 759-4555

Steele•Allbritten,
, _ _ Inc.

PAINTING-Interior and Ex
tenor Free estimates
Small repairs Reasonable
rates 753-6844

Mathis Transmission
Service

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255 437-3034

623 N. 4th St., Murray

753-6374

PLUMBING - Free estimates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 492-8816

Specializing in

front wheel drive,
overdrive, automatic & standard
transmissions.

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing siding
painting, plumbing, concrete Free estimates Call
474-2307

* FREE ESTIMATES *
12 Month 12.000 Mile Warranty

ROGER Hudson rock hauling, gravel sand, dirt, drive
way rock 753-4545
753-6763 759-1823

Smith
Masonry
Block, brick, stone, complete foundation,
concrete work,sidewalks & patios covered
with brick. Fireplaces a specialty.

15 yrs. exp. Free Estimates.
Call 527-8275 or 489-2149

MURRAY
FIRE EXTINGUISHER

SALES AND SERVICE
225 N. 2nd St. Murray, Ky 42071 Phone (502) 759-1999
Water, CO', Dry Chemical, Smoke Alarms HALON • SAFETY EQUIPMENT

HAULING, yard work, tree
removal, mowing Free estimates 759-1683

•We Senoca Any Types

Certified Kentucky and Tennessee
AUTOMATIC FIRE SUPPRESSION SYSTEM
INSTALLATIONS AND RECHARGE
•INDUSTRY •BUSINESS .HOME
•MARINE

1974 CORVETTE Stingray Sharp Matching
number $6500 492 8824

Now that we are entering our "garage sale season," we
want you to be informed on our policies.

1978 MONTE Carlo. Needs
engine, fair condition
436-2052

For assistance call, 75371916 or come by
Charming 3 bedroom home neat as can be. Great
neighborhood, call the Home Team today!
$65,000. MIS 03277

Miltray
Ledger & Times

711

Main St.

FF1RIE

•J

440

Used
Cam

FOR
THESE

We do work 2 days in advance to better serve you.
Deadlines are 3 p.m. Mon.-Fri. and 10 a.m. on Saturday.
Yard sales do have to be paid in advance and are $7.50
per day.

NEW and used tires Key
Auto Parts Hwy 121S
753-5500

LUKE!
HERE?
TO BE A
PE.OPLE'5

For A Job Done Right Because We
Guarantee Our Work.

480

Auto
SeMcss

CALV

We Service What We Sell

BLOCK, brick, concrete finishing Basements footings, garages drives,
walks 30yrs experience
13yrs in Murray area
753-5476 Charles Barnett

BLUEGRASS Lawn Service Mowing, mulch, land1988 GMC S-15 Shortbed, scaping. hauling Free estimates 753-1221
$2700 435-4374
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CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOCIOWORKING

A LICENSED electrical
contractor JAMES C GALLIMORE ELECTRIC Commercial and residential, fast
courteous and efficient service 759-1835

GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and com- SEWING machine repair
mercial continuous gutters Kenneth Barnhill
installed for your specifica- 753-2674
tions Call Sears 753-2310
r—SUREWAY Tree & Stump
for free estimate
Removal. Insured with full
GERALD Walters. 20% dis- line of equipment including,
count vinyl siding 10% off 60ft. aerial trucks and brush
roofing Painting, all kinds chipper To assure a safer
remodeling Free esti- operation at a lower competitive cost. Free esti
mates Local references
mates without obligation
489-2267
Day or nite, 753-5484
HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling, painting, wallpaper, carpentry
floor covering No job too
small 436-2052
HANDYMAN will do plumbing, electric and carpentry
Reasonable rates
753-9838

530
Services
Offered

KITCHEN CABINET RECOVERY existing doors &
frames with woodgrain for
mica, all colors Free estimates. Wulff's Recovery
Murray 436-5560

HUDSON Company LandAPPLIANCE SERVICE
scaping For free estimates
Kenmore,
Westinghouse,
TAKE over payments. 1991
call 759-1823, 753-4545 or
Toyota Celica GT 5,000 Whirlpool 30+ years ex- 753-6773
miles, red, 5-speed w/ perience Bobby Hopper,
overdrive, loaded, sunroof, 436-5848
wheels, windows and A-Z services. Roofing,
spoiler. 753-1073 or fencing. painting, plumb436-5371.
ing, electrical, hauling, tree
work, landscaping All ar495
ound handy-man Free estimates 436-2868.
Van
BACKHOE Service - ROY
1985 DODGE Caravan. 7 HILL Junior Thorn, operapassenger. Approximately tor 30 years experience
200 miles on rebuilt, 2.6 Septic system, drive-ways.
engine. Automatic, cruise, hauling, foundations, etc
a/c Looks and runs excel- 759-4664
lent Arizona vehicle, no
BLACK TOP SEALER
rust. $4950 436-5811.
Protect your driveway from
the long winter months
1988 DODGE Caravan
Great shape 3 seater, low ahead For free estimate
mileage 759-1893 or call Robert Prescott at
753-9504
753-1493

1991 RM 250 Suzuki
$2200 492 8548
HONDA 1984 Sabre 700
Blaclvsilver. shaft Nice
$1300 753-7479

Services
Offered

1984 DODGE Daytona,
turbo, automatic $1400 1965 RUNABOUT in good
condition with 75hp EvinOBO 753-5377
rude OB in excellent condi1985 PONTIAC 6000 LE tion. $1000. Call James at
V-6, bucket seats, p/w, pi!, 435-4425
aluminum wheels, guages
1970 ASTRO boat 60HP
and more
$1800
Johnson Good condition
753-0961 after 4pm
$1150 OBO Must sell
1985 TRANS AM white, 753-2820 after 5pm, or
red interior
t -top, leave name and number at
753-6705
753-5086
1986 CAMARO IMOC-Z, 1986 RANGER 373V Bass
Shai p1 Must see to appreci- Master Classic 150HP
ate Loaded Red with T- Johnson GT,custom cover,
tops $7500 753-0675
ski tow bar. Ranger Trail
1988 BERETTA GT 46xxx trailer. Excellent condition.
miles, 5sp , AM/FM cas- Low miles. $13,500.
sette power, air, tilt, cruise 759-1850 after 5pm.
901-247-5737
1988 CHEETAH Ski boat,
1988 FORD Ranger XLT, 166 ft 130HP, I/O. Excelloaded $6800 753-2612 lent condition. $7500
753-2467.
1988 SAMURAI Suzuki 24' MONARCH Pontoon
4-wheel pull, 5-speed. Ex- with top and 35HP Evincellent condition 492-8429 rude motor. $950
after 7jxn Must sell.
753-4395
1989 CHEVY Cavalier. 36FT houseboat. Fully
Red, 2dr, AM/FM, air, new equipped Excellent conditires. Excellent condition, tion. Reasonably priced.
$6000. 753-2612.
Will accept pontoon in
1989 PONTIAC Bonneville
SSE Loaded, black New
Goodyear Ores Best offer
753-0318
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Today in History
Ten years ago
Work started Aug. 4 to pave all
the gravel areas in parking lots of
three Calloway County elementary
schools.
M.C. Garrott writes about Russell Terhune's careers as a teacher
of piano and music theory at Murray State University and now a aircraft mechanic at Kyle Field, Murray, in his column, "Garrott's
Galley."
Rainey Apperson has been
named to Citizens Advisory Board
and Robert W. Head to Kentucky
Arts Council in the Kentucky
Department of Arts by Kentucky
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.
The Blood River Blue Grass
Boys, composed of Murray musicians, were named as first runnerup at Devil's Elbow Fourth Annual
Fiddlers Contest at Land Between
the Lakes.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Flood, July

DEAR ABBY:Four years ago our
son,"Al," got his girlfriend, "Tara,"
pregnant.Tara was 15 and Al was 18
at the time. A week after our
grandson was born, Tara's parents
kicked her out of their house, so we
took her and the baby into our home
where we lived happily as a family.
As time went on, Tara got pregnant again — also from our son —
and when she became ofage to marry
without her parents' consent, she
and Al selected a date in September
(1990). Al was a college student EVing at our home with Tara and the
babies.

BLONDIE
I JuST 5Aw A
COMmtERCIA.L..
gOR ICE CREAM

CALVIN and HOBBES

NI

25, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert L. Cartwright, July 30.
Twenty years ago
Debra Tucker, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. James Tucker, was Purchase area winner and received a red
ribbon award in Kentucky 4-H
Dairy Foods Demonstration Contest held at University of Kentucky,
Lexington.
Stan Paschall, John Jennings,
Charlie Bazzell and Carol Teitloff
were winners of Summer Reading
Club at Calloway County Public
Library.
Coast Guard Cadet Patrick J.
Ryan, son of Mr. and Mrs. William
J. Ryan, began his four-year training at Coast Guard Academy, New
London, Conn.
Officers of Murray Middle
School Parent-Teacher Association
are Wayne Williams, Mrs. Lewis
Hudspeth, Mrs. Eli Alexander,
Mrs. Bill Harrell and Mrs. Marilyn
McCuiston.

Thirty years ago
The second reading of ordinance
of intent to establish a sanitary land
fill garbage disposal plan in Murray was at a meeting of Murray
City Council. Councilman Maurice
Crass Jr. reported on the garbage
plan.
The Brown family reunion was
held at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
R.M. Miller on July 30.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Maxey and
four sons of Memphis, Tenn., were
the recent guests of Mrs. Maxey's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jeddie
Cathey.
Ralph Kavanaugh directed the
program at the meeting of Murray
Rotary Club. A resolution was read
and a moment of silent prayer was
in memory of Verne 0. Kyle, who
died Aug. 2, was led by Dr. Ralph
H. Woods.
Forty years ago
In the August Primary Election,

Lawrence Wetherby was elected
governor; Emerson (Doc) Beauchamp as lieutenant governor;
Frank Albert Stubblefield as railroad commissioner; James M. Lassiter as state senator of Third Senatorial District; Owen Billinton as
state representative; George Weaks
as circuit court clerk; Joe McCuiston as magistrate of New Concord
District.
Dr. Robert Hahs caught a red
snapper fish, weighing three
pounds two ounces, while he and
his family vacationed at Daytona
Beach, Fla., to win $75 and diploma certificate in fishing contest for
first six months of 1951.
Margaret Campbell, critic teacher in history at Murray Training
School, is visiting relatives and
friends at Lebanon, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. R.W. Farrell and
children are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
C.R. McGavern at Shawnee, Okla.

Dear Abby

Daily Comics

'NEU_ ACTUAIIN
Ilk. STORM
ITSEI_C WASKI
53 FUNNV

not need to know her history. Or
widow.
Abby, we feel that it may be an ask Tara how she would like to
embarrassment to her when we in- be introduced and abide by her
troduce her as "Tara, the mother of wishes.
our grandchildren."Since she and Al
ate
were never married, she is not
DEAR ABBY: My heart went out
technically our daughter-in-law. So,
to "Guilty in Antigo, Wis." — th.
how should she be introduced?
AL'S FATHER IN GEORGIA smoker who was made to feel like a
leper by society because she smokes.
Lam not a smoker,but my mother
DEAR FATHER: Introduce
her as "Tara, the mother of our was. I have inhaled my share of
grandchildren."Yourfamily and secondhand smoke, which, in turn,
close friends will know the may have made me more tolerant of
background, and casual ac- smokers today. but non-smokers
quaintances and strangers do should check their own bad habits
before looking down their noses at
smokers.
Put me next to a smoker anytime
on an airplane, in a restaurant or
theater, before you put me next to a
In 12th-century Pisa, Italy, Ine construction firm of
squawling baby or a loud,obnoxious
person! Most of my friends who
Morrelli and Sons, whose members were all afflicted
smoke go outside to do so out of
with a genetic disorder in which the left leg was
consideration for .non-smokers, but
how many people do you see actually
- considerably shorter than the right, begin work "le
leaving a restaurant or a theater
on a new tower.
when their child acts up?
What I'm saying is, we all have
habits and/or actions that may annoy
others.
If smoking is the only bad habit
"Guilty in Antigo" has, I'd love to
have her over for coffee and a cigarette sometime. Ifshe can handle my
nail-biting and gossiping, I can
handle her cigarette-smoking.
NOT PERFECT IN
WESTMINSTER,CALIF.

One month before the wedding,
Al was killed in an auto accident.
During his funeral, we treated Tara
as his widow.
Tara has since reconciled with
her parents,and she and her children
have moved back with them. She is
now 19, but she doesn't date yet
because she's still grieving for Al.
We hope that one day she will have
a normal life, but she is not interested
yet.
She attends all of our family
functions, birthdays, weddings,
Christmas, Easter, Mother's Day,
etc., just as though she were Al's

s(s1P6 DRINKING MILle.
AND *MEN
C.AK_ W NIS NOSE!

IT WAS TI-IE. MAY
NE TOLD
NOW DID !-IE
111_1_ ?

tee

To get Abby's booklet "How to Write
Letters for All Occasions," send a long.
business-size, self-addressed envelope.
plus check or money order for $3.95(164.50
in Canada)to: Dear Abby,Letter Booklet.
P.O. Box 447. Mount Morris, III. 61054.
(Postage is included.)
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CATHY
LUKE .r WHAT ARE 40U DOING
HERE ? ZENITH WAS SUPPOSED
0 SE AT HER PRESCHOOL YOUNG
PEOPLE'S CONCERT UNTIL ZOO!
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Looking Back

Today is Tuesday, Aug. 6, the 218th day of 1991. There are 147 days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Aug. 6, 1945, the United States dropped an atomic bomb on Hiroshima, Japan, killing an estimated 140,000 people in the first use of a
nuclear weapon in warfare.
On this date:
In 1787, the Constitutional Convention in Philadelphia began to debate
the articles contained in a draft of the U.S. Constitution.
In 1806, the Holy Roman Empire went out of existence as Emperor
Francis I abdicated.
In 1825, Bolivia declared its independence from Peru.
In 1890, the electric chair was used for the first time as convicted murderer William Kemmler was executed at Auburn State Prison in New
York.
In 1890, Cy Young gained the first of his 511 major league victories as
he pitched Cleveland to a 6-1 win over Chicago.
In 1914, Austria-Hungary declared war against Russia and Serbia declared war against Germany.
In 1926, Warner Brothers premiered its Vitaphone sound-on-disc movie
system in New York. (A short film introducing the process was shown
along with a feature film, "Don Juan.")
In 1926, Gertrude Ederle of New York became the first American
woman to swim the English channel, in some 14%2 hours.
In 1948, Bob Mathias won the decathlon at the London Olympics.
In 1978, Pope Paul VI died of a heart attack in his summer residence at
Castel Gandolfo at age 80.
Ten years ago: As the Reagan administration continued to fire striking
air traffic controllers, about three-quarters of the nation's scheduled
flights were reported operating normally in all but the 22 largest airports.
Five years ago: William J. Schroeder, the world's longest-surviving
recipient of a permanent artificial heart, died after living 620 days with
the Jarvik-7 manmade pump.
One year ago: The U.N. Security Council ordered a worldwide embargo
on trade with Iraq to punish the Baghdad regime for invading Kuwait.
The president of Pakistan dismissed Prime Minister Benazir Bhutto and
her government, alleging rampant corruption, and declared a state of
emergency.
Today's Birthdays: Actor Robert Mitchum is 74. Entrepreneur Sir Freddie Laker is 69. Actor Peter Bonerz is 53. Actress Soleil Moon Frye is 15.
Thought for Today: "There are philosophies which are unendurable not
because men are cowards, but because they are men." — Ludwig Lewisohn, German-born novelist-critic (1883-1955).

TOMMY TOO A NNW?
510R1 AT SC.I-IC)01_ TODAI
I ALMOST DIED'
\,

I LESDA1 , ALGLSI 6, 1991

514 11.15, ZENITH HAD TAKEN
Off, ALL HER CLOTHES, BITTEN
THE CONDUCTOR IN THE KNEE
AND GOADED THE KLEIN TWINS
INTO A SHRIEKING CONTEST.

COMING THIS SOON AFTER THE
POTTERY WORKSHOP INCIDENT,
HER TEACHER SAID SHE HAD NO
CHOICE BUT TO, QUOTE, "EXPEL
THIS 1.11TLE 1-u-N-A-T-I-C !"

SHE
ISN'T
POTTYTAN
YET,

Crosswords
ACROSS
1 Wheel tooth
5 Move from
side to side
8 - Springs
Calif
12 Palo
Texas
13 Bother
14 - code
15 Motto
17 - With

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
riRkieE. HE frliSSES
Mic.HRE.1.. HE'S
NEVER BEEN FiWRY v.do
FIR.3f.1 HOiME THIS
1-ONG eE-FORE
TI-ERE:S Fl
Ece-r OF EtIPTV
FEELING
FIMUND
HERE

Wolves
19 Sheets of
glass
20 Approaches
21 One of
HOMES
23 Pattern
24 — Moon
Rising
26 Home-run
king
28 Guido s high
note
31 Guido s low
note
32 The sun

GARFIELD

Answer to Previous Puzzle

33 -- Living
34
36
38

39
41
43

Color"
Lair
Flower part
Shea
Shadium
player
Sinister
Actors forte
Surgical
thread
Jumps

SP T S
FAN
P E.T
R.U.E.
REASONS
. . . .
ANTS
AFT
LO
L E
S0 W
HOE
T A .M'S
RT
ATE S
DIE L E
ER. 1 E

45
48 Second of
two
50 Heavenly
body
51 -- of Man
52 Tint
54 Withered
55 Reward
56 Harvest
goddess
57 Allowance
for waste

Fitzgerald
2
3 mds
amends
4 Moore of
mees Bond
tJaam

DOWN
1 Strain for

5 Pale
6 Commercial

breath

WE LOSE MORE

HERE WE ARE OVERLOOKING THE

TOURISTS
THAT WAY

GRAND CANWON

4

1

5

6

8

7

9

11

10

14

12

13UU

15
1617I8UUUU

20

19

24

trim PAvl

25

36
39

WHERE ARE
%.(OU 601N67

I'M 5TARTiN6 SWIMMING
LE55aN5 TODAY..

DON'T BOTNER LEARNING)
TNE CAT PADDLE..

28

10

34

PEANUTS

•U43
UUU52

30

38
42

di

40

29
33

UU
UUU17
U

46

04

47

45UU

50

49

1.c?'

UUU

2

2

31

b

23

22

21

48UUUU

51

56
1991 United Feature S nclicate
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DIAL-A-WORD'
Clues for
loday's crousi*ord puzzle.

7 Oh
8 Jury list
9 Covered way
between
shops
10 Condescending look
11 Church
service
Minor
16
18 Presently
22 Artist s
stand
23 Tooth
24 Lou
Costello s
partner
25 Consumed
27 Decay
29 Falsehood
30 Pismire
35 Irritate
36 Evergreen
tree
37 Lounge about
38 More
contemptible
40 Cast a ballot
42 Smallest
number
43 Slender
44 Comfort
46 Father to
Pierre
47 Let it stand
49 Greek letter
50 Footlike part
53 Above

1-900-454-3535
'Extension 4702

n r-,nusr

*wry i•

Peter H. Gott, M.D.

DEAR DR. GOTT I take Lanoxin
and Norpace for cardiac arrhythmias What side effects do these drugs
have on my system, and will I have to
take them forever' My doctor is very
uncommunicative.
DEAR READER Lanoxin (digoxin.
a purified form of digitalis) is a heart
stimulant. It increases the strength of
cardiac muscle contraction and slows
the passage of electrical impulses
that trigger a heartbeat. The drug.
which has been in use for centuries,
can produce miraculous effects on a
weak heart, as well as stabilizing the
cardiac rhythm so as to avoid an ineffectual rapid pulse or runaway
heartbeat.
Despite its benefits, however. Lanoxin has one serious drawback It can
be toxic to heart muscle Moreover,
the difference between a therapeutic
level and a toxic one is very narrow

Toxicity usually produces characteristic symptoms: nausea, vomiting.
loss of appetite. yellow vision, slow
pulse and malaise Thus, patients taking this medication should be closely
supervised by their doctors, such
monitoring should include blood tests
to measure the level of Lanoxin in the
system.
Norpace (disopyramide) is used to
prevent extra heartbeats that can
cause heart stoppage or cardiac damage if they occur frequently. Hence.
Norpace is classed as an anti-arrhythmic drug that is used for specifically

defined irregularities
Norpace can worsen

heart failure
and may cause considerable side effects, including urinary retention, dry
mouth, constipation, nausea, vomiting. impotence. rash and jitteriness

By and large, when used in appropriate doses, the drug is safe for the majority of patients who take it.
My answer to your question is purposely general because your own doctor is the person who should be giving
you answers He or she knows why

you have been prescribed Lanoxin
and Norpace, the doses, the possible
hazards in your individual case and
the length of time you will require the

medications Therefore, I urge you to
meet with the physician for clarification. If the doctor is unable or unwilling to be more communicative, find
another - or request referral to a
cardiologist
To give you more information, I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Consumer Tips on Medicines - Other readers who would like
a copy should send $1.25 plus a long,
self-addressed, stamped envelope to
P.O Box 91369, Cleveland, OH 441013369 Be sure to mention the title.
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Caring for kids

Six members of Amish family killed,
four injured after highway accident
MOUNT GILEAD, Ohio (AP)
— A man who police believe had
been drinking was arrested after his
pickup truck slammed into a horsedrawn buggy, killing six members
of an Amish family, authorities
said.
Four others were injured when
Douglas A. Lions of Fredericktown, 26, struck the rear of the
buggy on a state highway shortly
after 10 p.m. Monday, said High-

way Patrol dispatcher Teresa Ash.
Arresting officers believe that
Lions had been drinking, said
Highway patrol Lt. Ken Wellendorf. He refused to submit to a
blood or breath alcohol tests, Wellendorf said.
Highway Patrol investigators
planned to present the case to a
prosecutor later this morning, said
Trooper David Schultz. He said he
expected Lions to be charged with

aggravated vehicular homicide.
Morrow County Court Judge Le
McClelland said he did not expect
Lions,to appear for a bond hearing..-'
until Wednesday.
Four Victims died at Morrow
County Hospital, said administrator
Bill Jenks. They were identified as
Aden Yoder, 28; his wife, Esther
Yoder, 27; her mother, Sarah Miller, 54; and the Yoders' 6-year-old
son, Eli.
Miller's 16-year-old daughter,
Clara, died at Grant Medical Center in Columbus, and her 14-yearold son, Noah, died at Ohio State
University Hospitals in Columbus,
hospital officials said.
Four of the Yoders' other children were flown to Children's Hospital in Columbus. Atlee, 1, and
Anna, 2, were listed in fair condition early today and Susie, 5, and
Lydia, 4, were in critical condition,
according to hospital spokeswoman
Betty Diaz-Holmes.
Lions was treated for facial cuts
at Morrow County Hospital. He
was being held in the Knox County
jail.
The horse pulling the buggy also
was killed, Ash said.

Magazine sends out letters
to correct sugar cookie recipe
NEW YORK (AP) — Keep your
hands out of the cookie jar — if it
holds Aunt Vertie's sugar cookies.
Gourmet magazine sent 750,000
letters to subscribers last week
because a recipe in its July issue
called for wintergreen oil.
Wintergreen oil is used to ease
sore muscles and should not be
ingested. The recipe should have
called for wintergreen extract,
Melissa Small, an assistant editor
at the magazine, said Monday.
"We thought we should inform
our readers of this. Some people
can be allergic to it," Small said.
In her original recipe, writer
Helen Gustafson had called for
wintergreen extract. The mint flavoring, she wrote, made "Aunt
Vertie's sugar cookies" terrific
with lemonade.
Gustafson "grew up in Midwest,
and extract is more available
there," Small said. "It's hard to
get extract here, and we substituted
wintergreen oil."
All recipes are tested in kitchens
at the magazine. Gourmet employees ate the cookies, and no trouble
resulted, Small said.
But after publication, a reader
who bought wintergreen oil from
her pharmacist learned it should
not be eaten and mailed the label to
the magazine.
No warning label appeared on
the wintergreen oil bought at a
pharmacy in New York for the
recipe testing, Small said.
The letters "urge" readers to
immediately "block out the reference to "/4 teaspoon wintergreen
oil (available at some pharmacies),-' to make sure no one uses
the oil.
They include a sticker of the corrected recipe and suggest they be

Kim Poole, a sophomore at Calloway County High School, helps
care for infants at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital's
Child Care Center. The center
provides day care for hospital
employees' children. Poole
assisted in the Child Care Center, Long Term Care Unit activities and fourth floor as part of
MCCH's summer teenage volunteer program. Also pictured (left)
is Cole Hurt, son of Brenda Hurt,
LPN, and Courtney Billington,
daughter of Dana Billington, RN.
The TAV program recently concluded and involved 38 area
teenagers.

pasted over the original. The recipe
originally suggested vanilla or
almond extract could be substituted
for wintergreen, but Gustafson
noted, "the taste is less
sensational."
The magazine has not heard
about any problems resulting from
the error, Small said.
Notices of the recipe correction
will run in the September and
October issues, she said.
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TOTAL Design Center
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Generra® and Union Bay® Tops

25% OFF
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Pictured above: Lori Vincent, Interior Designer
Allied Member, A.S.I.D. -

Interior designer on staff to assist you
with your design needs.
L.R., D.R., BR. Furnishings
Accessories: Area Rugs, Silk
Greenery, Lamps

In-Stock Carpet & Vinyl
Access to Wallpaper, Paint &
Window Treatment Fabrics
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All New Bum®

30(Y° OFF
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$3500

As Low As $2995
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Union Bay' & Pepe Jeans.... Selected Styles 1/2 PRICE

Bugle Boy® Jeans

I,ots At Only

Guess' Jeans

A Growing Net Worth of $10,912,171.16

50% OFF

As I ow, As

Girbaud® Jeans

We are proud to be a local mutual savings bank
with our customers sharing in ownership
each of our offices is locally controlled
and managed by hometown people.

$2895

As Low As $4995

OUR BIGGEST
JEAN SALE
EVER!!!

OFFICERS & EMPLOYEES
MURRAY OFFICE
Seventh and Main
Bruce Thomas
Executive Vice President and
Chief Executive of Murray Office

TELLERS
Joyce Nunnally

Large Group

# Edwin Jeans

LIABILITIES
June 30, 1960 June 30, 1991
Savings Deposits.
6141,449,979.01 $146,233,640.51
Advance horn Federal Home Icon Bank._.___
NONE
NONE
Borrowed Money
NONE
NONE
Loans in Procass
644,245.71
373,006.16
Other Liabilities ......_........
1,907,655.2E
2,232,038.72
......
Specific Reserve*
30,286.78
2,948.69
General Reserves (Net
9,938,094.63
10,912,171.16
TOTAL UABIUTTES and NET WORTH... ;153,971,160.91 ;159,754.003.24

Helen Foley
Vice President - Operations Officer

NOW 20% OFF

753-6575

Get Used® Jeans

June 30, 1990
June 30, 1991
Mortgage Loans
$82,126,837.12
689,518,672.87
Other Loons
6,313,989.50
6.948,713.39
Investments and Securnses.
41,700,104.32
32,381,483.69
Cash on Hand and on 13811111111-..----.
21,900,286.32
29,108,543.24
Deferred Charge* — Other Assets..
1,290266.38
1,380,455.69
Fixed Assets., Less Deprecletiof,_-.
414,9E13 57
396,049.84
Reel Estate Owned
...........
224,891 70
122,104.92
TOTAL ASSETS
8153,971.1806, ;159,754,003.24

ONLY $1400 Ea.

Come In and Check Out
Our New Hyper Color Shirts!!!

FURNITURE MART
Hwy. 641 South Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center

25'° OFF

Bugle Boy®

Special Orders Available—
(I

Guess® Tops

Crested Solid Mocks

STATEMENT OF CONDITION

Everything on Sale, Unbelievable Prices,
All the Brands. . . You Just Gotta See!!!

Peggy Bazzell
Assistant Treasurer

SOMETHING ELSE NEW
Visit Our

•

BOY'S DEPARTMENT

Pat Willett

The brands
they like...
The stuff
they want!!!

ADVISORY DIRECTOR
W.R. Bob Perry
Businessman and Farmer

•Generra
/13 •Union Bay
°
•Get Used
*Guess

SAVE 20

CORN AUSTN ®

HOPKINSVILLE FEDERAL
SAVINGS BANK

7th & Main
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Storewide
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THE CLOSE OF THE FIRST SIX MONTHS OF 1991
FINDS THIS 111-YEAR-OLD INSTITUTION
STRONGER THAN AT ANYTIME IN ITS HISTORY
ASSETS
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Murray • Paducah • Paris

SALE STARTS...NOW! SALE ENDS AUG. 31st!

753-7921
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12 Reasons To Go

fl All my friends are in school.El I
get to pass out papers in study hall.
Ell Morning recess. LI Sometimes we
get to go on field trips to fun places.
El Mom lets me have cup cakes in my
lunch box.

Gym class. Bin my art

class we get to use fingerpaints.
el Afternoon recess. El The final

A SPECIAL SECTION OF

Wierray Ledger 84c Times
August 6, 1991

bell rings at 2:46 and I still haw
time to play. 10 Dad says education is important.al Mom says
learning is exciting, and besides,
I don't want to grow up to be
a dummy.1E1 tf I didn't go to
school,

have to stay home

and clean up my room.
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FAMILY JEAN SALE
Just In Time
For School!

SAVE ON
ALL
JEANS FOR THE
ENTIRE FAMILY!
Including These Famous Names:
'Levis®
*Lee®
•Jordache®
'Union Bay®
•The Original Arizona
Jean Company®
•Apparatus®
•Mixed Blues®
•Rio® and Many More!
ATHLETIC FOOTWEAR

Regular prices appearing in that ad are
offering prices only. Sates may or may not
have been made et regular prices.

Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 10-9
Sun. 12:30-5:30

Saban Hours
Mon -Tuft -Wed 10-8
rhurs & Fri 9-8
Sat. 9-6, Sun. 1-5

EPenney
FashioChestnut
n comes
to life
Hills • Murray

Sale prices effective through July 31st
unless otherwise noted Percentages off
repreSent savings on regular prices of
onginaltbrices Intermediate markdowns May
have been taken on original prices
Reductions on onginal priced merchandise
effective until stock is depleted All saiec
exclude JCPenney Smart Values

Office Phone:
759-1400

Catalog Phone
759-4080
1-800-222-6161
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Murray Elementary Schools announce registration plans

,

1

Final registration plans for each
of the three schools in the Murray
Independent School District for the
1991-92 school year have been
announced by building principals.
The fu-st day of school for students will be Tuesday, Aug. 20,
1991.
Students intending to enroll in
the Murray schools who are not
preregistered are asked to call the
school as soon as possible.
Telephone numbers are as follows: Murray High School, Principal Bill Wells, 753-5202; Murray
Middle School, Principal Roy
Weatherly, 753-5125; Murray
Elementary School, Principal Jean
Hurt, 753-5022 (Robertson Center,
Grades K-2) and 753-5512 (Carter
Center, grades 3-4).
Registration for students who
have preregistered is as follows:
Murray Elementary School:
Parents will register and pay
school fees for children who will
attend grades K-4 on "Fee Day",
Wednesday, Aug. 14.
Parents are asked to observe the
following schedule: Those with last
names beginning with the letters
A-D, 8-8:30 a.m.; E-J, 8:30-9:30
a.m.; K-P, 9-9:30 a.m.; Q-S,
9:30-10 a.m.; and T-Z, 10-10:30
a.m.
Students not preregistered may
do so at "Fee Day.'
The school fee is $25 for students in grades 1-4; $20 for kindergarten students; and $25 for halfday kindergarten students. There is
also a snack fee of $25 for kindergarten students.
Principal Jean Hurt said that
parents of children who did not
attend Murray Elementary last year
should bring an up-to-date immunization certificate, official birth certificate, and completed physical
examination form.
Children will receive classroom
assignments on the first day of
school.
All elementary grades, including
all-day kindergarten, begin each
day at 7:55 a.m. and dismiss at
2:30 p.m. Parents are requested not
to bring their children to school
prior to 7:30 a.m.
Murray Middle School:
For the first time, special
registration and orientation nights
are planned for Murray Middle
School fifth, sixth and seventh
grade students.
Fifth graders and their parents
are asked to meet in the auditorium
on Tuesday, Aug. 13 at 7 p.m.
After a short assembly to explain
-ncw programs and introduce teachers, students will move to the second floor of the Austin building to
complete registration forms and
pay school fees.
Registration for sixth graders
will take place on Thursday, Aug.
19 at 7 p.m. The process will be
similar to that planned for fifth
grade.
A registration night for seventh

grade students is tentatively scheduled for Monday, Aug. 19 at 7
p.m. Eighth graders will register
and have their first day of school
on Tuesday, Aug. 20.
Principal Weatherly said that all
students and their parents (or legal
guardian) arc expected to attend the
special registration times for their
grade level.
The general school fee for the
1991-92 school year is $20. There
is an additional activity fee for
fifth graders of S3.50, for sixth
graders of $5.50; and for seventh
and eighth graders of $7.50.
All middle school students are
asked to bring a three-ring looseleaf notebook with them on the
first day of school.
Murray Middle School hours are
from 8:25 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Murray High School.
Murray High School's "hasslefree" registration will be held on
Monday, Aug. 12 - Wednesday,
Aug. 14.
Students will register for classes

and pay the general student fee
(S20) by the following schedules:
Seniors: Monday morning, Aug.
12, H -N, 8:30-9:30; O-Z,
9:30-10:30, and A-G, 10:30-11:30.
Juniors: Monday afternoon, Aug.
12, A-G, 1-2 p.m.; H-N, 2-3 p.m.:
and O-Z, 3-4 p.m.
Sophomores: Tuesday morning.
Aug. 13, O-Z, 8:30-9:30; A-G.
9:30-10:30; and H-N, 10:30-11:30.
Freshmen: Tuesday afternoon.
Aug. 13, H-N, 1-2 p.m.; O-Z, 2-3
p.m.; and A-G, 3-4 p.m.
New students and students who
are unable to come at the time
scheduled for their classes can
register on Wednesday, Aug. 14.
between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m.
Students - win- receive their
1990-91 yearbooks after they
register.
Murray High principal Bill Wells
said that members of the Murray
High School PTO will assist with
all three days of "hassle-free"
registration.

Representatives of the student
council will be on hand to assist
freshmen with registration and
tours of the building.
Murray High School hours are
8:25 a.m. to 2:55 p.m.
Enrollment in the Murray Independent School District is open to
all students, regardless of residence. A student who lives outside
the boundary of the city of Murray

ATTENTION
Teachers, Students
and Parents
All hi-Stock
/0 Off Supplies
(Wall ('.kupon)

p.m.; and O-Z, 3-4 p.m.
Sophomores: O-Z, 8:30-9:30
a.m.; A-G, 9-30-10:30 a.m.; and
H-N, 10:30-11:30 a.m.
Freshmen: H-N, 1-2 p.m.; O-Z,
2-3 p.m.; A-G, 3-4 p.m.
Registration on Wednesday,
Aug. 15, between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m.
is reserved for new students who
are unable to come at the time
scheduled for their classes.

4

T-Squares• Paints• Chalks• Paper
Canvas • Markers and More!
,.414

rtlines

Murray High adopts 'hassle-free'
registration for Aug. 12-14
Murray High School has scheduled its "hassle-free" regsitration
for Monday through Wednesday,
Aug. 12-14.
Seniors will register Tuesday
morning and freshmen will register
Tuesday afternoon.
Students are asked to observe the
following schedule.
Seniors: H-N, 8:30-9:30 a.m.;
O-Z, 9:30-10:30 a.m.; and A-G,
10:30-11:30 a.m.
Juniors: A-G, 1-2 p.m.; H-N, 2-3

.pays tuition of S40 per semester for
one child; S20 per sememster for
the second child, and S20 annually
for the third child or more in a
family.
Parents and students are welcome to contact individual schools
or the Central Office of the Murray
Independent School District
(753-4363) for more information
on the city schools.

Sale Good thru
August 30th

Full Framing and Matting
Ser%ices Including Vacuum
Ntounting and Shrink Wrapping

1409 Main (Next to Owen's) 753-0017

L.

(Cont'd on Page 5)

Endless Summer...
Going Back-to-School
Doesn't Mean Losing Your Tan!

(5

Visits for $9•9
Good through August 31
Under new ownership and management.
All previous specials good through Sept. 30. 1991.

gAEsit

IVA:*
-ci)

Wolff System
Tanning Center
1-11.11ur. 8-110: Fe 1. 8-8; Sitt

,i111•

Olympic Plaza

••••

Megan Haverstock, Brent Norsworthy, Leigh
Haverstock,,Lori Sexton and Todd Sexton will be
ready for school in fashions from...

LAD & LASSIE
"Children's Clothing"

5: Sun. 1-5
75:1-WOLF

Southside Shopping COhter

•
OP

-1•1011r"...".111Pqmoulior_

111111111F MOW

ra„,

753-3456
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\
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Preschool/Head Start registration set

Back-To-School Sale 1

Bedspread Sale

Don't Miss Out
Stop By Today!!

Save 10% On Already
Discounted First Quality
Bedspreads!!

Prices Good Thru Month of Aug.
•Sheet Sets

Twin $1599 ea

'Comforters
(Slightly Irregular)

. Full

•Window Shades
371/4" Wide (White)

'34" ea

Only

$0399
...)
ea

•Pillow Shams
Assorted

Now $499 ea

•Toss Pillows
Large Selection

Only

We've reduced a large portion of our huge
selection of bedspreads. Choose a complete
ensemble for any bedroom, and replace those
ordinary window treatments with exciting new
looks. Now is the perfect time to redecorate
and save!
:iitirt1 • -E".Att","';47S
...'.s.

‘-.

7•. r
t=99
.,,
ea.

$099

-Mini Blinds
Only
23" W-36" W (White & Alabaster)

'Kitchen Swags
Natural, White, Rose, Blue, Green

•

,, •

)

.

•
A.,1.

--.:
3

,..1

....
zt; •.......-,, .,• -......_:.,

ea.

$999

..,..4„,
.:

REEVES DRAPERY OUTLET
Downtown
Paris, TN
(800)748-9342

r_____,,
'11ffi.1 ..„., c,, mem
i
, iL. — 4

Murray Preschool/Head Start will hold registration for children who
will attend preschool classes this fall today from 9 am to 4 p.m. The
Early Childhood Program has achieved accreditation by the National
Academy of Early Childhood Programs.
Registration will be on the first floor of Murray State University
Special Education Building, across from the Boy Scout Museum on
North 16th Street.
All persons whose children will be enrolled must attend registration.
This includes parents of children who attended the program last year
and will be attending the four year old program this year. Children
enrolled in Head Start whose parents do not attend will be placed on a
waiting list.
Head Start is a federally funded program which serves children who
are three and four years old on or before October 1, and whose families meet the federal poverty guideline. This year, for a family of four.
that is $13,400. Ten percent of the families which Head Start serves
may earn above that level.
Four year old children who do not qualify for Head Start, but whose
families meet the guidelines for free lunches, are eligible to attend the
school district's four year old program. This year, for a family of four,
that is $17,420.
Parents of children who are applying for Preschool or Head Start
must bring the -following items of information for registration:
*Child's birth certificate
*Social Security Numbers for all family members
*Child's medical card or insurance card
*Proof of income for either all of 1990 or the last 12 months. Proof
can be in the form of W-2 forms, 1040 tax forms, letters from employers or the unemployment office, welfare, or Social Security office, a
court statement of the amount of child support received.
Proof of income must be brought for all family members who have
any income.
For additional information contact the Murray Preschool/Head Start
program at 762-3896 or 753-6031.
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20.
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GOOD LUCK!
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Tigers and Lakers
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with the
latest
styles in
Children's
Shoes
Pictured: Jennifer and
JoAn na Anderson
Stanley and Rhonda Anderson,
Parents

Study These Bargains!
SAV4

50
-7
5%
STOREWIDE

(Co,

Call Us On Our
Wedding Specials

6

Bill
Mw

r

asSil
"has
Jr. & Wish) Apparel

COW

TWO LOCATIONS FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
Mayfield Plaza
Olympic Plaza
Mayfield, KY 42066
Murray, KY 42071
247-1500
753-1300
Mon.-Sat. 9:00 a.m.-800 p.m.
Sun. 100 p.m.-500 p.m.

pilldrea's Shoo

Southside Shopping Center
753-4383

111(

Tuxedos For Sale Or Rent

Mm's Wear & Tuxedos

7.6eopteat4ft

N4)
22
23
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Murray Independent Schools
issue 1991-92 school calendar
The calendar for the Murray City Schools calls for 175 instructional
days for students with the first day of school on Tuesday, Aug. 20.
This is a full day for all students.
The calendar is as follows:
AUGUST
12-15
MHS registration
13
MMS fifth grade registration
15
MMS sixth grade registration
15
Murray Elementary "Fee Day"
19
Opening Day (staff)
20
Opening Day (students)
SEPTEMBER
2

Labor Day (no school)

OCTOBER
14
18
23

Inservice (no school)
End of nine weeks
Report Card Day

NOVEMBER
28-29

Thanksgiving Break

DECEMBER
20
23-Jan. 5

End of semester
Christmas break

JANUARY
6First day of second semester
8

Report card day
Inservice (no school)

10

FEBRUARY
17

Inservice (no school)

MARCH
11.
12-13
18

End of nine weeks
Mini-break
Report card day

Nouveau Knit Pants

Les Sweaters

For Him:

Campus Sweaters

21."

• •t(1

e.

.4;

***

... 4F

Euro Trousers
$26.99

•••••.::`

-••

MAURICES
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center

Open Mon,-Sat. 10 a.m.-9 p.m.; Sunday 1-5 p.m.

hiservice (no school)
Spring Break

MAY
22
23

Final day for students
Closing day (staff only)

Note that the city school system has scheduled inservice days on
Martin King's Birthday (Jan. 20) and Presidents' Day (Feb. 17). This
means that students will not attend on these federal holidays.
Any make-up days will be added to the end of the calendar. This
means that the date given for the last day of school may change if
school has to be cancelled for bad weather or flu.

Murray High adopts•••
(Cont'd from page 3)
Murray High School principal
Bill Wells said that members of the
Murray High School PTO will
assist with all three days of the
"hassle-free" registration.
Representatives of the student
council will be on hand to assist

freshmen with registration and
tours of the building.
Students will receive their
1990-91 yearbooks after they
register.
Students who are unable to
attend the scheduled registration
days are asked to contact Principal
Wells at 753-5202.

Chuck's
Thunde
rBird
Music Center
Recording
-rug

m1 sic

to everyone"

1411 Main St.

Kyle Covington
Owner

YOU WANT WHAT'S
\ BEST FOR -YOUR
liemga ENVIRONMENT
Personal Wheelwriter 2
Typewriter

;
11,7,14:21

"We bring

For Her:

(Cont'd on page 22)

APRIL
3
6-10
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'Harvest of Fashions'

New registration
procedures are
in effect at MMS
New orientation and registration
procedures are in effect at Murray
Middle School for the beginning of
the 1991-92 school year.
Special orientation and registration nights have been established
for fifth graders, sixth graders and
seventh graders.
"In the past we have scheduled
special registration nights for fifth
grade only," explained Murray
Middle School principal Roy
Weatherly. "The smaller group
approach has proved so effective
that we want to extend this opportunity for more personal time with
teachers to other grade levels."
Registration night for fifth grade
students is Tuesday. Aug. 13. Students and their parents are to
assemble in the auditorium of Murray Middle at 7 p.m. Principal
Weatherly said that their will a
short but important assembly where
new programs will be explained
and home room teachers will be
introduced.
Parents and students will then
meet with teachers on the second
floor of the Austin Building, where
the fifth grades are housed.
There they will receive homeroom assignments, complete
registration forms and pay the
school fees.

TUESDAY, AUGUST 6, 1991

753-3682

All you need for smaller
environments
The Personal Wheelwriter 2Typewriter
is smaller than the other Wheelwriter
Series 0 Typewriters But that doesn't
dirriinish its power in the environment
it was built for-an office, a classroom
or the home Among its features are a
1,500.byte butter, Spell Check, Word
Erase, Tab and Underscore It also
has express cursor keys and a semi
automatic paper feed They'll come
in handy whether you're typing a letter
or preparing a proposal Bold and Auto
matic Underlining and Proportional
Spacing features let you give all your
work a professional look With the
Personal Wheelwriter 2 Typewriter you
can even type in a foretgn language and
different type styles-thanks to an alter
nate language keyboard and a choice
of print wheels
.
.

CHOOSE the
Personal Wheelwriter 2
for all your
Back To School
Needs
"Ask Your Neighbors About Their Toshiba"

••

_

118 N. 7th

Call: 1-800-633-7296
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Murray Elementary begins school Aug. 20
The first day of school for Murray Elementary School students is
Tuesday, Aug. 20, 1991.
Murray Elementary has scheduled its annual "fee day" for Wednesday, Aug. 14, from 8:30 a.m. to
11:30 a.m.
At Fee Day, parents will register
their children, pay the general
school fee and receive information
about the school year.
Teachers will be on hand to
answer questions about classsroom
procedures, textbooks, special classes, the school volunteer program,
the lunchroom and other areas of
interest.
Fees are 525 for students in
grades one through four, $20 for
full-day kindergarten students and
$15 for half-day kindergarten students. There is also. a snack fee of
S25 for kindergarten students.
Murray City School students
who do not live within the city
school district may pay tuition on

Fee Day.
Parents are asked to observe the
following schedule on Fee Day:
Those with last names beginning
with the letters A-D should come
during the half hour 8-8:30 a.m.;
E-J, 8:30-9 a.m.; K-P, 9-9:30 a.m.;
Q-S, 9:30-10 a.m.; and T-Z, 10 to
10:30 a.m.
Students not preregistered may
do so at Fee Day.
Principal Jean Hurt said that
parents of children who did not
attend Murray Elementary last year
should bring an up-to-date immunization certificate, official birth certificate and completed physical
examination form.
Parents of children who attended
Murray Elementary last year are
not required to bring any documentation with them.
All elementary &rades, including
all-day kindergarten-,'begin each
day at 7:55 a.m. and clismiss at
2:30 p.m. Parents are requested not

to bring their children to school
prior to 7:30 a.m.
Principal Hurt said she anticipates there will be no changes in
school personnel. Currently there
are five sections of kindergarten,
five sections of first grade, five
second grades, five third grades
and four fourth grades.
Kindergarten teachers are Mary
Gail Johnson, Rebecca Cunningham, Marilyn Dill, Matlene Cross
and Genese Reid.
First grade teachers are Tina
Ratterree, Holly Bloodworth, Shirly loon, Janet Ward and Lynda
Purcell.
Second grade teachers are Carolyn Colson, Carla Rexroat, Jane
Taylor, Lashlee Foster and Sandy
Cantrell.
Third grade teachers are Cyndi
Cohoon, Lee Pinkson, Mary Ann
Carter, Barbara Wildey and Lenora
Roberts.
Fourth grade teachers are Nancy

EASTWOOD
KIDDIE KOLLEGE
"Christian Daycare"

Where Learning
and Lots of Love
is Emphasized!
One
Child

For Two
Children

753-1812
1/2 Mile East On 94

BACK TO
SCHOOL
CHILDREN'S
PROGRAM
•$100.00 Complete
•Lenses & Designer Eyewear

LA OPTICAL
For Your Eyes...
310 N. 12th St.

753-8641

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 10 a.m.-6 p.m.; Sat. 10 a.m.-1 p.m.

Thurman, Beryl Whaley, Barbara
Cain and Faye Beyer.
Student-teacher ratios continue
to be below those established by
the state.
Students will learn the name of
their classroom teacher on the first
day of school. Class lists will be
posted by the classroom doors.
Members of the elementary PTO
will be on hand to help direct stu-
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dents and parents.
Questions about Murray Elementary shoudl be directed to Principal
Hurt at Robertson Center
(753-5022) or Carter Center
(753-5512).
School secretaries for Murray
Elementary School are Janice
McClard for Carter Center and
Janice Howe for Robertson Center.

Murray enters year with
a few changes in personnel
The Murray City School System
enters the 1991-92 school year with
few changes in personnel.
The only new teacher on the
faculty is Rachel Walborn who
joins Murray Middle School as the
music teacher for grades five
through eight and will also direct
the Murray High School chorus.
Walborn has nine years of experience as a music teacher in Paoli,
Ind. and has relocated to Murray
with her husband and family.
Several teachers have accePted
new assignments within the school
system, both to replace teachers
who have left the school system
and also because of varying enrollments with grade level.
Scott Turner, who has taught
social studies at the eighth grade
level for several years, will move
to Murray High School, where the
will teach freshman English. Jimmy Harrell, who has taught physical education and driver's education at Murray High School, has
moved to Murray Middle School,
where he will teach eighth grade
social studies.

Pa

Also leaving Murray High
School for Murray Middle School
is Joe Keeslar, who will teach
seventh and eighth grade industrial
arts. Dan Blankenship will continue teaching fifth and sixth grade
industrial arts and will also teach
computer technology classes for
grades five through eighi
Another newcomer to the Murray Middle School this year is Ann
McKeel, who has assumed the position of seventh and eighth grade
special education teacher left vacant by Betty Wagar. Wagar retired
at the end of the 1990-91 school
year after twenty-four years with
the Murray school system. Cindy
Clemson has assumed McKeel's
half-time position at Murray High
School and will continue teaching
half-time at Robertson Elementary.
Kaye Warner, who last year
taught English at Murray High
School, has accepted the new halftime position of writing consultant
at Murray Elementary School.
Funded through a grant to the
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Excitement. Fear. All will be experienced on the first day
ERIE, Pa. (AP) - Excitement.
Fear. New experiences and friends.
Knotted stomachs. The first day of
the school year is a mixed bag of
pressures for students at all levels.
Young children may act up as
the first day of school nears,
explains Dr. Susan Loss, assistant
dean of the school of education at
Gannon University. "They may
show their school anxiety by
engaging in behavior that is different than usual."

Loss advises talking it out. Ask
children what's on their minds and
what they are looking forward to.
Listen with empathy, and don't
preach about what they should do
at school. "Share good feelings as
well as feelings of apprehension."
She suggests taking a child on a
"walk-through" of a school-day
routine, including a tour of
classrooms.
Students attending high school
for the first time and facing hectic

and challenging changes can benefit by keeping a few simple things
in mind, says Donald Tronetti,
Gannon's director of student
teaching.
"Attend class regularly. If
you're not in class, you can't learn,
and the teachers can't teach."
Trona' observes that teen-aged
students are at that stage of life
when education seems to be an
obstacle to their immediate needs.
Set goals, he advises, and
"Approach high school as an

- Create the right atmosphere
for homework. Find a study spot
away from radio, TV, or
socializing.

Murray enters.

••

(Cont'd from page 6)
school system from the Department
of Education, the new position is
intended to encourage writing in all
curriculum areas. Warner will also
teacher Chapter One reading classes. Lynn Griffiths has assumed the
position of elementary gifted-

talented instructor left vacant by
the resignation of Kathy Purdom.
New to the Central Office administration is Debra Billington Braddock, secretary to school Superintendent Paul Jones. Braddock is a
Murray native who has returned
after several years' absence.

iv'SCHOOL
SPECIALS
83
.
99

Try any of our charbroiled
one-third pound burgers
below with French Fries
and Slaw.
ALL AMERICAN
Topped with mayonnaise,
let tece and tomatoes.
BACON
Topped with lettere tomatoes. mayo and two strips of
bacon.

OLD FASHIONED
Topped with lettece. tomatoes. mustard and a tangy
slice of onion.
PATTY MELT
Topped with melted Swiss
Cheese and grilled onions.
served on grilled wheat
bread.

TERIYAKI CHICKEN

$6.
29

CHICKEN STIR-FRY

$6.29

CHARBROILED CHICKEN
CHICKEN N'SHRIMP

86.29
$7429

SEAIRS Murray

independence can be both satisfying and frightening, he says.
"It is the student's responsibility
to ask questions, seek advice and
discover options available. Be
active in your pursuit of knowledge; it will pay off."
Conscious time management at
college is essential to keep up with
lectures and study, Miele points
out. "Time, like money, is not a
limitless resource. It must be used
wisely to get the most out of the 24
hours available each day."

SAVE 10%
OR MORE
ON EVERYTHING IN THE STORE!'

• MANA •WHIRLPOOL •TAPPAN •R A •ZENITH •MA NAV X •

homework and recreation times,
and don't accept "I'll do it later,"
or "I'll do it when I have a
chance." Orlian says that some
children have short attention spans,
and these children should be allowed breaks between subjects.

ENMORE •

NEW YORK (AP)-The school
may teach the subject, but the
parents teach their children to
learn, says an educator.
Parents should encourage their
youngsters to give school top priority and think of it as their full-time
job, says Ethel Orlian, dean of
Stern College for Women of Yeshiva University. She offers these tips
for parents:
- Establish a structure for

•VE

Parents teach more than school

opportunity for achieving personal
and academic goals."
It's also a time to expand horizons with extracurricular participation, he says. "Clubs, sports, the
band, drama and other activities
offered by the school allow students to spend their spare time cultivating new experiences."
Then comes college, which Gerard Miele, director of new student
services at Gannon, describes as a
window to the world for freshmen.
Relying on themselves in this new

ED-D
ALE
ENDS AUGUST 31st

PRE INVENTORY

CLEARANCE

YES!

SAVE BIG

WE WILL MEET OR BEAT ANY PRICE

ON ONE-OF-A-KIND ITEMS AND
DISCONTINUED ITEMS!'

THAT OUR COMPETITORS ADVERTISE!'
STOCK
NO.
ITEM DESCRIPTION SAVE

WAS

NOW

r
BOAT MOTOR

58150 15 HP

674.00 1349.00 675.00

VACUUMS

39865
38710
38751
'20350

Eureka
Kenmore
Hoover
Kenmore

35 97 164.97

20 00

119 51

40.00

349.99 30919

650 00 999.00
800 00

Pair

GE
41641

93-

Dryer

Dented

n ''...901..v. • •fly)

60 00

81 00

359 99 299.99
479 99 398.35

MICROWAVES

88246 Kenmore
89966 Micro-Convection

89 00

339 99

250.99

41 00

340 00

299.00

829 90 699.00
919 68 819.68

CAMCORDERS

5376

RCA

201 76

1000 76 799.00

PORTABLE TV'S

99.51

LADY KENMORE
451 00

REFRIGERATORS
70441 24 Cu. Ft wiice 130 99
60561 25 Cu Ft
100 00

129.03

110 00 254 99 144.99

wipower maie

60945 EX-LG Cap Dryer
20945 EX-LG Cap
Washer

STOCK
NO.
ITEM DESCRIPTION SAVE WAS NOW

40843
40619
40704
40811
42905

LXI 13"
Sharp 13"
RCA 13"
LXI 13"
LXI 27"
42904 LXI 26"
42897 Magnovox 27"
42877 Toshba 27'
1

130 00 339 96

209.96

19 99

209 95_

190.00

21 92

229 99

207.37

29.56

305 64

276.08

47.76

487 66

439.90

47 80

487 80

440.00

49 59

505 90

456.31

51 65

526 59

474.94

70 98

69987

648.89

CONSOLE TV

4969 RCA 27"
54471 LXI 46"

290 00 1889.00 1599 00'

STEREOS

9332 Sony 100 W
93016 LXI 100W

100 00 614 98 514 98
200 00 799 00 599.99

-

SOWS Brand Cover Pncsnq Pledge Yes en* •••• meet of heat ?Ile comperlehon ciete04 odvecliSed puce on Ito deohcal *ern Just bring P.
COMPP.00
,$ CUMOM
Soars Catlin Brand Canso Skis Fscludes compete& s ciewance. cibseouhi Red Dol clearance appies lo its Pock only Ouwillimis
Wiled
Sono Aims may be one o4. hind. mold as n Appliances orris colors e.t.a ElecInc dryei requires cord

0:110 IOW

All dinners are served with dinner bread and our All-You
Care-lb-Eat Soup. Salad & Fruitlar.

SRN%

SEARSC

BRAND ENTER
Bel-Air Center

Murray

f=1
MOST ITEMS
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IN-STOCK FOR
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
*own shown we

noi ,01 display

753-2310
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BACI

Murray Independent Schools announce bus routes
Bus service for the Murray
schools begins on Tuesday, Aug.
20, the first day of school for students in the city school system.
Bus schedules are based on those
established at the end of the

1990-91 school year. Willie Jackson, the transportation director for
the Murray City Schools, said that
alterations in the bus schedules
may be made in the next few weeks
if the need becomes apparent.

LgiuLiu Cackuut
&
twee
Ggituta
a
Boys & Girls
Ages 3 and up
-Tapp-Ballet-Pointe
Jazz-Acrobatics

REGISTRATION
Tuesday, Aug. 13th
9:30 a.m .-5:30 p.m.
Corner of S. 9th Ext.
& Fairlane

•Equipment
-Tumbling &
Cheerleading

For Information
753-4647

*35 Years Teaching Experience *5 Qualified Instructors
*Complete Line Dance Supplies
*Member of: SADM, CNADM, DEA, USGF & ASCAP

M
Drivers for the 1991-92 school
year are Eva Mohler, Bus 8;
Eugene Peal, Bus 10; Elizabeth
Oliver, Bus 11; John Lane, Bus 12;
O.T. Stalls, Bus 8201; Rubena
Peal, Bus 8601; and Curtis Gream,
8801.
Parents with questions or comments about the bus service are
encouraged to call Jackson at
753-4363.
The following is a list of bus
routes for the Murray Independent
Schools:
MURRAY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Bus No. 8, Eva Mohler, driver starting
at 720 a m. and arriving at 7 50 a m. (all
stops are in order): 1610 Main, Johnson
between Minerva and Seventeenth, 1608
Magnolia, Seventeenth at Keenland,
Catalina and Kirkwood, Holiday at Plainview, Holiday at Doran Road, 1712 Plainview, Melrose at Belmont, Belmont Court
at Belmont Or, Catalina at Catalina Ct..
1706 Melrose, Melrose at Melrose Court,
1205 Doran Rd, Gatesborough at Westgrate, Gatesborough at Brookhaven,
Gatesborough at Edinborough, Gatesborough at Berkshire, Gatesborough at
Westgate, Doran Rd. at Keenland, Thirteenth at Vine (p.m. only), Woodlawn and
Vine (p.m. only), Fifteenth at Vine, proceed to Robertson, unload grades K, 1
and 2, proceed to Carter, unload grades
three and four, stop at 15th and Vine
(a.m.).
Bus No. 10, Eugene Peal, driver,
starting at 7:20 and arriving at 7:50 a.m.:
406 S. Eighth, 418 S. Eighth, Broad at
Nash, 735 Nash, Nash at Ninth, 806 S
Ninth, Goodman at Bagwell, 805 Guthrie,
Hurt at Fairlane, Hurt at Broad, Southside Manor Apts. (first driveway), 1124
Circarama, 1109 Circarama, Circarama
at Fairlane, 1104 Pogue, 521 S.
Eleventh, 1019 Story, Pogue at Ninth,
803 Sycamore, Sycamore at Lafollette,
506 S. Sixth, 402 S. Sixth, 708 Poplar
(p.m.), 905 Poplar, proceed to Carter,
unload grades three and four, proceed to
Robertson, unload kindergarten, one and
two
Bus No. 11, Elizabeth Oliver, driver,
starting at 720 a.m , arriving at 150
a m . Twelvth at Sharpe, 1013 Payne,
Tenth at Payne, Eighth at Payne, Beale

at Payne, Pine at Fifth. Ash at Cherry,
Ash at L.P. Miller, Ash at First. First at
Pine, Cherry at Spruce, Olive at Eighth,
Olive at Ninth. Olive at Tenth and Wee
Care, 15th at Poplar (a m.), proceed to
Carter, unload grades three and four.
proceed to Robertson, unload grades
K-2
Bus No. 12, John Lane. driver, starting
at 720 a.m , arriving at 750 a m Kids
Korner (15th at Olive), 1316 Olive, Olive
at Thirteenth, College Farm at Kentucky
Ave., Tiny Hearts Day Care, Sixteenth at
Valentine, 902 College Courts, 1201 College Courts, Special Services Building
parking lot (p m.), Kids, Kids, Kids (pm.),
Leta's (p.m.), Dodson at Seventeenth,
806 N. Eighteenth, 824 N. Ninteenth,
1707 College Farm Rd., 1712 Wells, 302
Oakdale, Olive at N. Seventeenth (p m.)
and 1627 Hamilton.
Bus No. 8201, 0.1. Stalls, driver,
starting at 7:20 a.m., arriving at 7:50
a rn., Wee Care Daycare (p m.), Sixteenth at Sunset, Sixteenth at Cardinal,
806 S. Sixteenth, Sixteenth at Parklane,
1208 S. Sixteenth, 1714 Wiswell, 1617
Wiswell, 1505 Oxford, 1527 Oxford, 1543
Oxford, 1549 Oxford, 1558 Oxford, 1532
London, 1510 London, 1506 Chaucer,
1506 Canterbury, 1512 Canterbury, 1608
Tabard, 1618 Tabard, 1581 Mockingbird,
1566 Mockingbird, Mickingbird at Whipporwill, 1554 Mockingbird, 1549-B Mockingbird, 1546 Canterbury, 1558 Canterbury, 1527 Beckett, 1502 Parklane, Sixteenth at Henry, 805 S. Sixteenth,
Sixteenth at Story and Sixteenth at Sycamore, proceed to Robertson, unload
grades three and four
Bus No. 8601, Rubena Peal, driver,
starting at 720 a.m , arriving at 7:50
a.m.: M.C.C.H. Child Care Center, Vine
and Tenth, Tenth at Eleventh, Mulberry
at Eleventh, Vine at Eleventh, Elm at
Eleventh, Eleventh and Poplar, 1116
Poplar, 508 S. Thirteenth (p.m. only), 700
Meadow Lane, Meadow Lane at Kirkwood, 1503 Kirkwood, 1202 E. Dogwood,
1517 Clayshire, 1511 Clayshire, 1503
Clayshire, 1307 Peggy Ann Drive, 221
Irvan (a.m.), 314 Irvan, Vine at Woodlawn (a.m.) after leaving Carter, proceed
to Carter, unload grades three and four
Proceed to Robertson, unlod, grades
K-2.
Bus No. 8801, Curtis Gream, driver,
starting at 7.20 a.m., arriving at 7:50
a.m.: 710 Elm, 605 Elm 300 S. Sixth, 306
N. Sixth, 406 N. Sixth, Seventh at Payne,
Seventh at Olive, 503 Olive, Olive at L P.

Miller, 403 L P Miller, 727 S Fourth, 412
Sycamore, 604 Sycamore, 514 S
Seventh, Vine at Broad and Vine at
Eighth, proceed to Carter, unload grades
three and tour, proceed to Robertson,
unload K-2.
MURRAY MIDDLE SCHOOL
Bus No. 8601, Rubena Peal, driver,
starting at 7 50 a m arriving at 8 15
am.. 221 S Fifteenth, 1505 Sycamore,
Sixteenth at Cardinal, 700 S Sixteenth.
806 S Sixteenth, Sixteenth at Kirkwood,
entrance into Canterbury (a.m ), 1301 S
16th (p.m.), nursing home (second driveway, pm), 1506 Oxford, 1516 Oxford,
Oxford at Chaucer (p.m.), 1529 Oxford,
1542 Oxford, 1552 Oxford, 1558 Oxford.
Oxford at London, 1525 London, 1519
Beckett, 1546 Canterbury, Canterbury at
Tabard (p m ), 1517 Canterbury, 1514
Canterbury, Chaucer at London. 1502
Beckett, 1503 Beckett, Tabard at Mockingbird, 1549 Mockingbird, 1551 Whipporwill, 1611 Tabard, Tabard at Mockingbird, Greenbriar at Hermitage, 1506 Hermitage and Wiswell Rd. at Danbury,
proceed to Murray Middle, unload
Bus No. 10, Eugene Peal, driver,
starting at 7- 50 a.m., arriving at 8-15
a.m., Locust at Williams, 103 Williams,
Sixteenth at Sunset, Sycamore at Lynnwood, Entrance to Murray High, Johnson at Minerva, 1705 Johsnon, The Lane
(p.m.), S Seventeenth at Audubon,
Seventeenth at Magnolia, 1600 Keen land, Perrin at Holiday, 1720 Holiday,
Holiday at Doran Rd., Gatesborough at
Brookhaven, Gatesborough at Edinborugh, 2111 Gatesborugh (p.m.), 905
Doran Rd., 1711 Main and 1613 Main,
proceed to Murray Middle, unload
Bus No. 8201, O.T. Stalls, driver,
starting at 7:50 a.m., arriving at 8.15
a m.- 307 S. Thirteenth (a.m.), Sycamore
at Thirteenth (p.m.), 512 S. Thirteenth
(PM), 507 S. Thirteenth, 521 S. Thirteenth (a.m.), 1208 Peggy Ann Drive,
1503 Clayshire, 1511 Clayshire, 1517
Clayshire, Belmont at the church, 1608
Belmont, Belmont at Belmont Court, Belmont at Melrose, 1204 Melrose Drive
(p.m. only), 1701 Melrose, Melrose at
Melrose Court, 1205 Doran Road, 1706
Plainview, Parklane at Catalina, 1603
Parklane, Meadlow Lane at Dudley, Meadow Lane at Henry, Meadow Lane at
Oak, Meadow Lane at Johnson, Story at
Thirteenth (a m ), Eagle Inn Motel, proceed to Murray Middle, unload

(Cont'd on page 22)
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Murray enters 1991-92 year with new programs
The Murray City Schools enter package ot laws passed by the
the 1991-92 school year with sev- Kentucky legislature earlier this
eral new programs in place.
year to improve the quality of the
Once again, Murray Middle education our children receive.
School will have an artist-in - Among the reforms are extended
residence, supported by a grant school services, programs to serve
from the Kentucky Arts Council. at-risk four-year-olds, school-b
ased
The artist-in -residence program decision making, ungraded primary
brings Kentucky artists to the schools, performance-based
student
schools to work directly with assessment, and new emphasis
on
teachers and students. Past residen- technology. Several of the reforms
cies have focused on creative writ- will be implemented
gradually,
ing and storytelling.
over a period of years.
This year's residency focuses on
The most radical departure from
music. It brings Blake Barker, who traditional schooling present
in the
constructs and plays traditional KERA is the concept of
the
Kentucky instruments, to work ungraded primary school,
which
with children in grades four must be in place in all
Kentucky
through six in a four-week residen- schools by 1996.
With the
cy beginning September 16. Plans ungraded primary, there is no
first,
for the residency call for Barker to second, or third grades, and no kinspeak with children about tradition- dergarten, either. Children enter
al instruments and songwriting. He school at age five, progress at their
will assist students in building own rate, and then enter fourth
simple instruments, and, if possi- grade when they are ready.
ble, work through the technology
The adavantage of the ungraded
education (industrial arts) programs primary, according to Doralyn
to build one or two dulcimers.
Lanier, the instructional supervisor
The school system has also for the Murray schools, is that it
received a grant from the Kentucky allows students to experience sucDepartment of Education to con- cess at the start. They feel good
tinue its efforts in encouraging about themselves, about learning,
enthusiasm for writing and the abil- and about school - and that
means
ity to write well. The effort this they are more likely to do well.
year concentrates on the elemenIn the Murray schools,
tary school and provides for teach- impemementation of the ungraded
er training, curriculum develop- primary begins this year, with a
ment, and the employment of a new system for teaching mathemawriting consultant to work with tics to children in grades one
teachers and students. This is the through three. Throughout the sumthird grant to the city schools on mer, teachers have been meeting to
this project, previous grants have establish objectives and lesson
concentrated at the middle and high plans to replace the traditional
school levels.
grade-by-grade instructional sysMany of the new programs in tem. The new approach has each
place in the Murray city schools child working at his own pace,
this year relate to the KERA (Ken- with assistance from teachers. A
tucky Education Reform Act), the computerized record-keeping sys-

mark

tern will allow teachers - and
parents - to keep up-to-date on the
child's progress.
The KERA also has applied
funds fdr schools to offer
"extended school services," that is,
teaching beyond the hours in the
regular school day. In Murray, that
has taken the form of after school
tutoring for elementary and middle
school students. Any child who is
not achieving the goals set for him

can work one-on-one or in a small
instructional group with a teacher.
At Murray High School. where
there are so many afterschool activities, extended school services have
taken the form of summer school.
This summer Murray High School
has offered English I. II, and Ill,
and American history.

enrichment classes. Proposed for
this year are classes in chess, Spanish, French, creative dance, art
appreciation, creative writing, and
songwriting. Anyone who is interested in working with children in
an afterschool class is urged to call
the school system's Central Office.
If you have questions about any.
of the programs outlined above,
The school system plans to con- please give the school system a call
tinue its series of after-school at 753-4363.

Welcome students, faculty and staff to
Murray and Pier 1 Imports
Let us help you decorate your home, apartment
Itit
or dorm with attractive home furnishings at ?
equally attractive prices.

Featuring Wicker & Ratton Furniture.
University Plaza on
Chestnut St.

Hours: 9-6 M-F; 9-5 Sat; 1-5 Sun.
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Calloway schools „Calloway County
to post homeroom announces 1991-92
lists on Aug. 16
schedules, calendar

A/4:4%ns

Dexter
con6le

Tretorn

The Calloway County
Elementary Schools will not be
publishing homeroom assignments for the 1991-92 school
year.
The placement of students in
classrooms will be done by a
design-committee which reports
to the site-based council.
Final placements will not be
completed until the beginning of
school. Homeroom lists will be
posted by each homeroom on
the first day.fafachool, Aug. 16.
If youedilltilits not enrolled
in the elementary schools K-4 in
prior years, you need to contact
the school immediately in the
area in which you live.
They are as follows: East Calloway Elementary, 753-9972;
North Calloway Elementary,
753-9776; and Southwest Calloway Elementary, 753-5843.

Keds
Soft
Spots

Step in Class
with the best
Fall Footwear
from the
Olympic Plaza
759-4795

Naturalizer
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GOOD LUCK
STUDENTS!

A Preschool Program Known Nationwide As The Best!
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The following are both the
daily schedules and 1991-92
calendar for Calloway County
High School.
Daily schedule 7:50 - teachers report; 8:05 - warning bell;
8:10 to 9:10 - first period; 9:15
to 10:10 - second period; 10:15
to 11:10 - third period; 11:15 to
12:10 • fourth period (last
lunch); 11:40 to 12:35 - fourth
period (first lunch); 12:40 to
1:35 - fifth period: 1:40 to 2:35
• sixth period; 2:35 • riders dismissed; 2:40 - non bus students
dismissed; 3:15 - faculty
dssed.
1991-92 calendar: Aug. 15 Opening Day; Aug. 16 - First
day for students; Sept. 2 - No
school; Oct. 11 - No school;
Oct. 14 - In-service (no school);
Nov. 28-29 - Thanksgiving vacation; Dec. 19-Jan. 1 - Christmas vacation; Feb. 17 - Inservice (no school); March
12-13 - Mini-break (no school);
April 3-12 - Spring Break; May
20 - Students last day; May 21 Closing day.
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CCMS maintains positive climate
a

Maintaining a positive school
climate where students can grow
intellectually, socially and personally is Calloway County Middle
School's most important objective
and this year the school is totally
restructuring programs to better
meet that goal.
Following the recommendations
of the Carnegie Foundation for
exemplary middle school practices,
CCMS students and teachers will
be organized into families for
learning with teams of approximately 125 students working with
the same group of teachers for all
academic subjects.
Each team will have English/
reading, science, math, social studies and special education teachers
who will be able both to form close
relationships with both students
and parents on their team and to
closely coordinate programs. Each
grade has two teams for a total of
six teams schoolwide.
Both sixth grade teams will be
structured the same way with students moving through their day on
a regular schedule. All students
will participate in a -new program
called PLUS, which is designed to
meet individual student needs such
as developing good study skills,
pursuing special interests through
interdisciplinary projects, improving basic skills and mini-courses
in a variety of areas. Emphasis is
placed on supporting every student
in making successful transition to

middle school.
The two different types of teams
available for seventh and eighth
graders are called STP (Subject
Team Power) and TNT (Teams 'n
Topics), more commonly known as
"Subjects and "Topics."
Seventh and eighth grade STP
teams will follow a middle school
model that is more traditional while
TNT teams will learn the same
core curriculum presented in a different way.
TNT students will learn through
interdisciplinary topics, with English, math, science and social studies skills interwoven around common themes. Student schedules
organized by the team faculty are
flexible and change according to
instructional activities.
With tracking eliminated at
CCMS, a top priority has been to
make sure all teams are balanced
academically and arc equally
strong. Students have been carefully placed in teams according to student and parent request, CTBS test
scores
and
faculty
recommendation.
Use of technology for learning, a
longtime priority at CCMS, is
receiving even greater emphasis.

Every student in grades 6-8 will
participate in a developmentally
sequenced computer program that
is continually expanding to include
new technology and new
applications.
Intramural sports, art that is integrated with academics, personal
health improvement programs,
library skills emphasizing accessing and integrating information
through regular means and technology, high tech exploration program
and experiences beyond the classroom are among the new programs
available to students. Strong exploration programs, band and chorus
will continue.
Parent involvement remains a
top priority and teams will be looking for new ways to involve
parents in their child's education.
The Reward Day program
emphasizing good behavior and
attendance will continue on a
monthly basis.
Calloway County Middle School
students and parents can look forward to an exciting year with a
wide variety of opportunities for all
students to learn and grow in a
positive, healthy school climate.
It's going to be a great year!
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Boys and Gels - Ages Three through Adult
Classes grouped tor more Individual Instrucoon

Specializing in Tap, Ballet, Pointe, Jazz,
Gymnastics, and Baton

Welcome Back to School!
Makeup Registration Tues., Aug. 13, 3 p.m.-6 p.m.
Watch paper for registration details.
753-5352 If no answer 753-0605
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Blushing Powder in Matte Rose, Luxiva Night Creme
with HC-127 Luxiva Collagen Clarifier and a Total Finish
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so you won't have to.
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Everycosmeticscompanyoffers
luxuries you can'tafford.
We offer the kind you cantresist.

North Elementary
joins National
Fitness Campaign
North Calloway Elementary
has joined the National Fitness
Campaign_
The goal of the new physical
education program is to motivate students to take part in
healthful activities.
The National Fitness Campaign has become America's
largest public and, private partnership in support of fitness.
The program is centered
around a state-of the art Gamefield, Gamefield Curriculum,
Gamefield Training and Testing
Kit and Awards Package.
The Gamefield's colorful sign
theater is set to offer an exciting
self-guided fitness adventure for
students of all ages.
Johnny Gingles, physical education teacher at North, has
been designated coordinator of
the program. The matching
monies for the fitness program
was made possible by the Calloway County Board of Education,
Notth P.T.A. and North
Elementary.
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East goes through renovations
When the students return to
school at East this year, they will
see many changes. The school has
gone through major renovations.
Not only has the floor space been
increased, but the building has
completely been recarpcted, a new
heating and air-conditioning system
installed, the parking lot paved,
'playground equipment expanded
and all new furniture in the new
addition.
, The new addition increases the

size of the school by approximately
13,500 sq. ft. It will house three
sections of kindergarten, two sections of first grade, an IBM computer lab and the TMH-Family Living
Unit. Also, the library is moved to
the addition and increased in size.
It will allow room for expanded
programs and extra library utilized
by teachers and students.
The rooms offer several benefits
such as built-in cabinets with storage for students and teachers. In
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NORTH BRANCH
N. 12th and Chestnut

Levels program
in math adopted
at East Calloway

SOUTH BRANCH
S. 12th and Story

PEOPLES
0/BANK
MURRAY

KY.

MAIN OFFICE — 5th and Main — 753-3231

MEMBER FM!

with

STIFFER
PRODUCTIONS
247-6906
DJ Service 247-9423
PARTIES • DANCES • PROMS • REUNIONS

THREE QUALITY PROGRAMS
"A traditional classroom approach in a family type atmosphere."

c5choet
Kindergarten classes offer a delight ful learning experience for your
child. This enjoyable program is
designed to provide a good educational foundation . Kindergarten
meets 1/2 day Monday thru Friday.
An extended school day is available
at additional cost.
.5 -year old kindergarten
830 a.m.-11:30 a.m.
-4-year old kindergarten
noon-3 p.m.
-extended school day available
6:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
-all children learn to read
-charactes training
-accent on enjoyment
and

Great emphasis is placed on fundamentals of education. A strong
phonics program that begins in first
grade enables all students to learn
to read. Homework, report cards.
concerned teachers, and informed
parents are the rule and not the
exception.
-excellent facilities
*concerned, dedicated teachers
-strong emphasis on basic
fundamentals of education
-patriotic emphasis
-limited class sin
-strong phonics emphasis

Christian High offers the high
school student the best in academic
education, with college prep courses
requirement for graduation

•family-centered values reinforced
-high academic standards
-competitive sports
-positive peer pressure

Please call for more Information

753-7744

•colotful appealing
E
T 6 • CHRISTIAN ACADEMY
Located One Mile East on Hwy. 94 East

Iir

the new addition and other sections, there is a tiled art area. The
kindergarten and first grade rooms
have water fountains and the kindergarten rooms have restrooms.
The TMH-Family Loving section
not only has a restroom, but other
items needed to teach life skills
including kitchen and bath
facilities.
Renovations of the older section
of the building allows for additional room for the new three and fouryear-old program called for in the
Kentucky Reform Act. Also, the
cafeteria has been increased in size
to improve the atmosphere in the
eating area and allows for more
space for special meetings as well
as serving the nutritional needs of
the students.
The faculty and staff are looking
forward to utilizing these new
facilities to better meet the needs
of the students at East Elementary.

As a first step toward the
ungraded primary mandated by the
Kentucky Education Reform Act of
1990, East Elementary School will
begin a levels program in math
during the coming year. The program will be based on sound educational principles and extensive
research.
The world of math should be one
of inquiry, exploration and discovery. Teachers provide a good
foundation for future mathematical
understanding by presenting young
children with the realization that
math is a lot more than counting
and recognizing numerals.
Young children learn best
through manipulation because concrete activity precedes abstract
activity in the sequence of child
developmeni The levels program
takes into consideration the needs
and abilities of young children,
providing activities that are age
appropriate as well as appropriate
in terms of motor development and
attention span. Many areas of the
curriculum can be included in the
math program. Cooking, art, music,
large and small motor skills,
games, language, science and
social skills are examples.
Realizing that education works
best when it includes parental support and involvement, teachers
should communicate with parents
about "hands-on" experiences and
learning. Follow-up ideas that reinforce the concepts presented will
result in take-home materials that
communicate learning to parents
and provide a transition using items
commonly found around the home.
East Elementary expects to have
a successful levels program in math
in 1991-92 and plans to include
other areas of the curriculum the
following year.
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Calloway joins Effective Schools Program
The school year 1990-91 marked
the first year of Calloway County
Middle School's participation in
the Effective Schools Program.
Effective Schools is a nationally
recognized program which provides
a research-based means of evaluating all aspects of a school, its presonnet and curriculum and identify-

ing ways that schools may improve
1. Positive self-esteem
achievement
or become more effective in each
2. Ability to work with others
6. Citizenship
of these areas.
3. Decision making and critical
7. Long term vision and goals
Through the cooperation of thinking skills
In order to meet the challenges
parents, community members, stu4. Life-long learning
of a changing world, students must
dents, faculty and staff, a plan has
5. Academic and physical be provided with a broad base of
been written and put in to action
which will address student growth
;
lIT
ik
in the following seven areas:
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experiences and instructional practices. Through participation in the
Effective Schools Program, Calloway County Middle School gives
the students the necessary tools to
achieve this.
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to
help
first
'Writing
to
Read,
must
nutrition
a
school
Good
grade, kindergarten in Calloway
NEW YORK (AP) — The brown
bag is better than the big buttery
buffet at school, a nutritionist
points out. And your child is capable of knowing why.
If your child's cafeteria is like
most, the lunch tray will be filled
with fat-laden helpings of gravy,
cheese sauces, ice cream and cake,
say Rita Fishman, a registered dietitian who coordinates nutrition services for the Health Insurance Plan
of Greater New York.
A brown-bag lunch can be more
healthful, and she thinks most
youngsters prefer homemade sand-

wiches to hot meals anyway.
Ms. Fishman says that youngsters are capable of learning nutritional basics, and those who can
count to 10 can take an active part
in planning their food intake.
"When children understand that
the foods they consume at breakfast and lunch affect the way they
feel, learn and behave during the
school day, they are more likely to
take an active role in determining
what they eat," she says.
Unless a child is overweight or
must maintain a special diet for
health reasons, don't worry about

counting calories or computing fat,
Ms. Fishman says. Instead, put a
simple chart on the refrigerator
door that children can use to track
how often they eat starches, fruits,
vegetables and dairy products.
If they reach the recommended
daily goals of four or more servings of fruits and vegetables, two
or three servings of milk and milk
products, four or more servings of
bread, pasta or cereals, and three
small servings of meat, fish or
other high-protein foods, their
nutritional needs will be covered.

Register Now To WIN a
$100.00 Shopping Spree
GIVEAWAY!
Register to win at Behr's.
One Giveaway per store. No purchase necessary.

0.00 Deicoot Wide - 411d
,excet triettoety/
1ttt01119

Writing To Read is a computer- er, along with the program
based program created by Dr. John software.
Henry Martin, that will help deveThey are encouraged by the
lop the writing and reading skills classroom teacher along with the
of kindergarten and first grade stu- computer center aide who are in
dents of Calloway County schools. the lab to provide support as the
Writing To Read is designed to children progress through the ten
teach children how to write what cycles of the program at their own
they can say and to read what they individual pace. The children also
write using a selected set of 42 work side by side with their peers
phonetic sounds of the English on some parts of the program.
The Writing to Read program
language.
The children come to the Writing has proven to be a successful part
To Read lab approximately one of the kindergarten and first grade
hour per day. They are taught how curriculum in the Calloway County
to use an IBM computer and print- School System since 1987.

Calloway kindergarteners 'learn by doing'
The kindergarten program of
Calloway County is designed to
help children "grow in independence, solve problems, develop
skills and live comfortably with
others."
We believe that all children "can
learn and do learn by doing." One
of our main goals is to provide a
safe and secure environment which
will make each child feel accepted
and help develop a child's positive
self image.
Major parts of our programs pro-

vide experience that will help prepare children intellectually, physically, socially and emotionally.
We provide opportunities for
parents and the community to
become an active part of all children's learning. This is achieved
through each school's parentvolunteer program, school-business
partnerships, community guest
speakers and local field trips.
It is our overall goal to accept
children as they are and to provide
each child with a program designed
to meet individual needs.

docrecaed

It Pays to Save for Their

Misses Coordinates &
Misses Separates

EDUCATION

Take An Additional

25% Off
Choose from a beautiful selection
of Fall Misses Coordinates & Separates
including Alfred Dunner & More!

2-Piece
Skort Sets
'Take An Additional

20% Off
Fall assortment of 2-Piece Skort
Sets in Rayon, m ovens & knits.
Junior & Misses sizes.

111
XTRA FALL VALUES EXTRA FALL VALUES EXTRA FALL VALUE

•Twill Pants
* Shirts
* Sweaters

Dress Sale!
Take An Additional

Fleece Outerwea
Jackets

19.99

Your Choice:
Fall & Summer Clearance Dresses
In Junior, Misses & HansIzes.

12.99
Reg. To 24.99

Reg. 29.99
Great looking Jackets for Back
to School at this bargain price,
Junior & Misses sizes.

Summer Bargains

50% To 75% Off!
These bargains are going fast! Hurry In while selections are
still good! Sweaters, shirts, tops, pants, leans, swimsuits, dresses & more'

Central Shopping Center - Murray

Mon.-Sat. 10-8, Sun. 1-5

753-7991

The cost of a college education increases more and more each
year. So now is an excellent time to start an education fund for
your children. Our friendly, helpful employees will be happy
to explain the savings plans we have to offer. its an investment
that will pay off for yeah to come.
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Schedule pickup at CCMS announced
FAMILY SIZE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

COLUMN I
FREE MEALS
If Family Income is Within
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

8,606
11,544
14,482
17,420
20,358
23.296
26,234
29.172

COLUMN II
REDUCED PRICE MEALS
11 Family Income is Within
8.607
11,545
14,483
17,421
20.359
23,297
26,235
29.173

to
to
to
to
to
10
to
to

12,247
16.428
20,609
24,790
28.971
33.152
37,333
41,514

FOR EACH ADDITIONAL FAMILY MEMBER, ADD 2,938 PER YEAR TO THE INCOME LEVEL FOR FREE
MEALS AND 4,181 TO
THE INCOME LEVEL FOR REDUCED PRICE MEALS.
RED. PR. LUNCH COST.

ELEMENTARY
MIDDLE/JR. HIGH
HIGH SCHOOL

.40
.40
.40

RED. PR. BtlEAK.

Cost ELEMENTARY
MIDDLE/JR. HIGH
HIGH SCHOOL

.25
.30
.30

Sixth graders at Calloway County Middle School can pick up schedules Monday, Aug. 12, any time
between the hours of 5:50 p.m. and
7:30 p.m.
Seventh and eighth graders can
get schedules Tuesday. Aug. 13,
between 5:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.
Parents and students will also
pay fees, complete student information forms, locate rooms, meet
teachers and practice opening lockers (sixth graders).
Pre-paid lunch tickets are available for the first time and will be

sold as either five day tickets or
monthly tickets.
Meal prices have not changed
from last year's prices (Lunch —
$1.20, breakfast — $.65, reduced
lunch — $.40, reduced breakfast —
$.30).
Purchased meal tickets, reduced
meal tickets and free meal tickets
will be identical so students will
feel comfortable using them.
Students who pay regular price
on a daily basis will not need any
ticket this year.

Dan's...the clothes that make you go hmmmm!

106
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Hearing loss can hamper learning
Help us protect our nation's
most valuable resource...
our children.

NEW YORK (AP) — Inability
to hear can affect your child's
development and learning potential,
even in babyhood.
The first two years of a child's
life are critical for speech development, and if the hearing problem
goes undetected it could adversely
affect speech and word-recognition
development, says Dr. Walter A.
Petryshyn, medical director of the
Deafness Research Foundation.
"Be vigilant. Vigilance in monitoring a child's hearing decreases
the child's chances of being one of
the 10 million children who are
afflicted with some form of hearing
loss."
One of the first screening tests
can be made before the baby leaves
the hospital after birth. The auditory brain stem response (ABR) test
can alert to the possibility of hearing loss or risk for progressive
hearing loss in a newborn.
Parents should be alert to signs

•
•
•
/
1
4

of hearing problems as the baby decreased attentiveness, call the
grows, Petryshyn says. By the time doctor immediately, he advises.
a baby is 6 months old, he should
If OM has caused a severe hearturn his eyes and head toward the ing loss, a child
— even a baby —
source of sounds; if he doesn't, can benefit
from a hearing aid as
there may be a hearing loss. By 10 he begihs to
explore the world of
months, the baby should respond to sound,
Petryshyn says.
his name or common words as
"no" or "bye-bye." At 15
months, he should be able to imitate simple words and sounds, and
by 18 months should be able to
understand spoken directions and
begin to speak. A child should be
able to use 10 or more single words
by the age of 2 and start speaking
in phrases and sentences at 3.
CLEARWATER, Fla. (AP) —
Otitis media (OM) often causes Youngsters with special problems
hearing problems, Petryshyn points may need special attention, but
out. Damage can occur when germs they can be helped to maintain
from colds or sore throats move up good study habits, says Dr. Ruth A.
the eustachian tube to the middle Peters, a clinical psychologist who
ear, which becomes inflamed, serves as study skills advisor to
swollen and painful. If your child Sylvan Learning Centers.
shakes his head, has fever, disAmong these are children with
turbed sleep, irritability and Attention Deficit Disorder (ADD),
who have difficulty in concentrating and organizing. They often act
up in class, disrupting other students and sabotaging their own
/
school work.
Peters worked with one youngster whose parents asked her to try
to help him without using prescription medication — a standard treatment for ADD. By establishing an
academic structure with clear behavioral guidelines, she managed to
achieve what she describes as a
"75 percent success."
"(The child) is still distracted on
)
occasion, but he does care about
doing his school work because of
the daily report card and the prizes
he gets for sticking to it."
She recommends using an immediate gratification system of
rewards for ADD children when
they complete work assignments.
"I call them trunk prizes, because
the mom or dad keeps a sack of
goodies in the trunk of the car, and
when the kid gets to the car with
all of his assignments written down
and all work turned in to the teacher, he gets a prize right out of the
trunk before he even leaves
school."

Special problems
can be helped
with special
attention: advisor
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Calloway Co. Middle School offers fun as well as academics

1

If you are attending Calloway
County Middle School, don't let
the fun pass you by. We offer athletics as well as academic teams
and have a wide variety of clubs
sure to suit anyone's taste.
If you like sports, try football,
girls and boys' basketball, girls'
and boys' track, girls' and boys'
soccer, cheerleading, tennis, golf,
or the new intramural sports
program.

in service projects and special
activities.
History Club - features guest
speakers during club time and field
trips after school and on weekends
to sites of historical interest.
Industrial Arts Club - for all students who are interested in finding
out how things work and participating in activities such as field trips
to Briggs and Stratton, the Corvette
Plant in Bowling Green and racing
CO2 cars.
Just Say No - promotes drug-free
communities with many enjoyable
and meaningful activities.
Pep Club - helps promote school
spirit, organizes pep rallies, takes
bus trips to games and attends
sports events.

If academics are your thing, you
may be interested in the following:
Academic Team - for students
with an interest in competition such
as Quick Recall, Computer Competition, Written Competition,
English Competition, Math Competition, and Future Problem
Solving.
Math Counts- for strong math
students who want to work as a
team competing with other teams.
Speech/Drama Team - for students who want to participate in
tournaments throughout the state in
events such as Drama Contest, Duo
Acting, Solo Acting, Poetry and
Prose, Dramatic and Humorous
Interpretation, Storytelling, Public
Speaking, Radio Broadcasting,
Extemporaneous Speaking, and
Lincoln-Douglas Debate.
Clubs are quite popular at
CCMS, probably because there is a
club for almost everyone. Examples are:
Beta Club - for students with
high grades who want to participate

Science Club - works with special science-related projects and
special trips of interest to the science field.
Student Council - members are
elected by students after a weeklong campaign that includes making speeches to the student body on
closed circuit television. The Student Council helps to express student opinions, does service projects
and sponsors social activities.
Skateboarding Club - enjoys
practicing skateboarding, learning
new skills, and discussing skateboard design and tricks.
Baseball Card Club - club members share collections and trade
cards on special club days and

learn more about trading.
Model Car Club - students with a
knack for building model cars enter
competition and share interests.
Outdoorsman's Club - students
who enjoy hunting, fishing, and
outdoor sports meet to learn skills,

r,

safety and share the joy of outdoor
interests plus participating in special trips.
Horsemanship Club - students
who are interested in horses learn
more about them and participate in
special activities involving horses.

.1 here are lots of things to
choose from at Calloway County
Middle School, and you can always
try to start a new club if you are
interested. Find some things you
like and join the fun.
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Need Some Back-To-School Ideas?
1. Pack those lunch boxes with lunch meats &
cheesesfrom our Deli and apples and oranges
from our produce department.
2. Our video rentals are always a hit after
school.
3. We always have a selection of paper, pens &
pencils for the home or office.
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Look Your Best
with Boot
and Shoe Selections
from The Shoe Tree
We carry such brands as...
• DeLiso •

• Many More
Southside Shopping
Center
753-8339
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Calloway County lists faculty, staff for 1991-92
The following is a list of faculty
and staff for Calloway County
schools:
Calloway County High School
Jerry Ainley, principal, Patricia Al'britten, librarian; Fred Ashby, band, Dorothy
Ann Assad, math, Marlene Beach, home
economics; Fannilee Buchanan, special
education; Brenda Call, math and physics; Lynda Coleman, English; Roy
Cothran, physical education and health,
William Cowan, ROTC; Linda DeVoss,
English, Elizabeth Douglas, home economics, George Dowdy, history,
Melissa Hamilton, math, Nell Eanvood,
chorus, Rose Elder, math; Vanda Elliott,
math; Larry England, communications;
Ruth Ann Futrell, English. Larry Gilbert.
agriculture, Gary Mullins, band, Melissa
Green, science; Luna Greer, English;
Karen Heim, special education, Bobby
Holland, ROTC; Wanda Johnson, history:
Glenn Leckie, art: Randy McCallon, special education, Rebecca Miller, special
education: William Mitchell, drop out

prevention;
ton, teacher aide; Steve Aran!, Don DarBill Nix, industrial arts; Brenda Nix, den, Dennis Harper, Ron Joiner, Cindy
business; Marion O'Rourke, counselor; Lassiter, Phyllis Tucker, Marilyn Willis,
Sue Outland, typing and physical educa- vocational school; Glenda Byerly, Jeantion; Larry Paschall, guidance; W.T. Pat- nie Carroll, Sandra Stephens, Geraldine
terson, typing; James Pigg, history; Lisa Mathis, Sherri Garland and Lou Jean
PoWick, journalism; Jamie Potts, horti- Pierce, cafeteria workers; Carol Rogers,
culture: Yvette Pyle. science; Cindy Norman Carroll, Carlos Crouch, Jim DodReichmuth, speech; Margaret Richter, son and Joe Rob Haley; custodians
foreign language: Susan Williams, proEast Elementary
ject win, Jane Sisk, science; Ruth Smith, Jim Feltner, pnncipal, Jimmie Stubblemath, Johnnie Stockdale, adult farmer field, secretary; Janice Rose, Marjorie
education.
Grady and Debbie Puckett, kindergarten;
Joe Stonecipher, health, physical edu- Martha Leet, Mary Janice Cooper, Fonda
cation and English; Kathy Stubblefield, Grogan, first grade; Doll Redick, Martha
English, Christina Thompson, foreign lan- Smith and Sheila Nance, second grade:
guage; Bobby loon, driver education; Maxine Pool, Shirley Wall and Linda
Douglas Tucker, science; Russ Wall, Hendrick, third grade; Diane Patterson,
assistant principal, Jean Watkins, special Sally Scott and Betty Cassidy (fourth and
education; Judy Williams, computers; fifth grade resource), fourth grade; StaStephanie Wyatt, science; Carol Kelly, cey McCuiston, Linnie Hooks, Diana
secretary; Phyllis Robinson, bookkeep- Cothran and Judy Barber (fourth and fifth
ing: Peggy Hoke, teacher aide;
grade resource), filth grade. Janice Hasty
Millie Curd, JTPA coordinator; Cindy and Barbara McCuiston, resource (firstHarris, speech and hearing therapist, third);
Tonya Morris, guidance aide; Joyce MorSusan Blackford speech and hearina;

Debbie Ernstberger, librarian: Linda
Stalls, music; Eddie Morris, physical education, Marjorie Gardy, resource (third,
fourth and fifth grade); Reed Rushing,
TMH: Melissa Stark, guidance; Lynn
Warren, art (12-week block); Greg Delaney, communication (fifth grade, 12-week
block): Pat Anderson, nurse; Debbie
Smith, pre-school, Jane Potts, computer
and WTR: Candy Webb, computer (Apple
Ile);
Shirley Garrison, kindergarten — sec .
Betty Carroll, lunchroom duty, Rita
McCuiston, kindergarten; Alison Shelby,
special ed., TMH - breakfast program: Jo
Pritchett, pre-school; Cleo Olson, Betty
CaroII and Slinda McCuiston, custodians;
Carlene Torsak - mgr. cafeteria employees, Barbara Lovins, cashier and cook,
Lorene Geurin, Betty McPhail, Janet
Prescott and Janetta Garland, cook; Gail
Herndon, W.T. Patterson, Ramona Parrish, Dan Galloway, Pat Skinner, Linda
Cullup, Roy Gene Dunn, Tonya Lee,
Shirley Raspberry, Bonnie Burkeen,
Reed Rushing, Velda Miller and Herbert
McClure; bus drivers
North Calloway
Elementary School
Ronnie L. Walker, principal; Cheryl
Dunn and Joan Weber, preschool: Patricia McCuiston, preschool-speech.'
hearing; Suzanne Schroader, Donna
Whitfield, Tammie Crouch and Sherida
Gentry; kindergarten; Sharon Arant,
kindergarten/special education; Karen
Kelso, remediation; Jackie Cassity,
Karen Falwell, Anita Harper and Becky
Gore, first grade; Becky Vance, Karen
Crick, Marnam Ferguson and Debbie
Pardue, second grade; Toni Bohannon,
Cheryl Dailey, Rita Price and Nancy
Lovett, third grade; .Randa Cunningham,
Johnny Wilson and Janis Hicks, fourth
grade; Beverly Galloway, Mary Alice
Humphries and Ila Brown, fifth grade.
Charlotte Colson, Marie McMillen,
Lesa Watson, Rachel Johnson and Nona
Tabers, special education; Wanda
Roberts, speech/hearing; Jeannie Harrison, Chapter treading; Karen Bolls, music, J.W, Jones, librarian; Johnny Gingles,
physical education; Lynn Warren, art,
Jeri Harrell, guidance counselor; Pat
Anderson, school nurse; Brenda Hosford,
Parent Resource Center, Carolyn Enoch,
secretary; Cyndy Caroll, writing-to-read
lab aide; Beth Durbin, Apple II-e lab aide,
Tonya Wells, Mitzie Coursey, Claudia
Carson, Cindy Cleaver and Dawn Kin solving, instructional aide; Eugene Reed,
preschool instructional aide; and Freda
Carroway, Chapter I reading aide
Bobby Rowland and Ronnie Kimbro,
custodians. Melissa Rowland, cashier.
custodian:
Ernestine Hargis, cafeteria manager,
Debris Boggess, Margie Woodall, Charlene Melvin, Lagenia Bazzell, Vickie

Herndon and Beverly McGehee, food
services, Vickie Knight, Wanda Futrell,
Reba Childress, Phyllis Hill, Rita Grizzard, Judy Black, Billy Blakely, Carmeleta Norvell, Robin Davidson, Sue Thweatt,
Brenda Wyatt, Judy Lamb and Jewell
Dunn, bus drivers
Calloway County Middle School
Marilyn Willis, principal. Pat Seiber
English/assistant principal: Carole Marine, secretary, Jackie Abbott, Alanna
Garrison, Ginnie Pratt Harper, Tom Kelly.
Janay McGee and Debbie Rogers, spe
cial education
Patricia Albritten, Rebecca Frizzell,
Sue Heiss, Bill Miller, Gary Mullins, Nancy Schempp and Christy Walker, math.
Fred Ashby, band; Mac Coleman, Patricia Lassiter and Lynn Melton, language
arts; Judy Darnell, Linda Feltner, Betty
Lyons and Peter O'Rourke, social studies, Susan Darnell. David Foley, Rachel
Neale and Stan Waller, science
Elizabeth Douglas, family living; Nell
Earwood, chorus; Tommy Greer, physical
education; Jenny Geurin, art; Sarah Hill
and Mary Ruth McCuiston, language
arts/social studies; Angie Murdock,
science/social studies; Linda Patterson,
science/English; Vicki Patton, language
arts/chapter one math; Jamie Potts.
exploration; Wilda Purdom, chapter one
reading; Vicki Ragsdale, librarian, Susan
Taylor, computers; Steve Welter, technology; Sheila Lencki, aide; Eugene Kirk,
Johnny Ahart and Caileen Felts,
custodian
(No list for Southwest Calloway
Elementary was available.)

CCHS schedules
become available
Calloway County High
School students may pick up
their class schedules on Aug.
5-6 (seniors)., Aug. 7-8 (juniors),
Aug. 9 and 12 (sophomores) and
Aug. 13-14 (freshmen) at the
school's guidance office.
The office is open from 8
a.m. to 11:30 a.m. and 1 p.m. to
3 p.m. each day.
Any new students should
begin registration on Aug. 6.
Freshman orientation will be
held Thursday, Aug. 15 at 6:30
p.m. in Jeffrey Gymnasium for
all CCHS freshmen and parents.
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Calloway Summer School Program is positive addition
Though brand new this year, the
Calloway County Summer School
Program for grades K-8 has been a
positive addition to the regular
school year. It gave students an
opportunity to participate in activities that enriched and extended the
regular school year.
Emphasis was placed•on the basics — reading and math. These
basic skills were reinforced by utilizing all areas of the curriculum —
science, social studies, art, drama
and comouter.
•..e•ON. 4.Y\

Smaller class sizes assisted
teachers in providing the extra help
in the basic skills, when students
were in need of more help.
Students were provided with a
rich variety of experiences —
weekly field trips, daily computer
time in the Apple Lab, individual
computer time in the classroom,
learning centers with hands-on
activities such as growing plants
and recording observations of plant
growth, writing activities such as
language experience stories, jour-

Rob',hilititti

A

Both.
SUPPLIES
• Dictionaries
• Cliffs Notes
• Pen & Pencil Sets
• 1992 Desk, Pocket
& Wall Calendars
• Paper Supplies

v

nal writing and creative writing.
Older students worked with younger students by listening to them
read self-selected stories and
books.
Another positive feature of the
summer program was the opportunity for teachers from all three

elementary schools and middle
school to work collaboratively.
The half-day, three week sessions allowed enough time for
teachers to reinforce students'
skills; yet not infringe upon students enjoying a summer vacation.

Some children enjoyed the first
session of summer school so greatly that they enrolled in the second
three-week session. Students came
away from summer school feeling
positive about themselves and
school.
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Eastwood Christian Academy opens Aug.19
Eastwood Christian Academy
will have an orientation day Monday, Aug. 19, at 7 p.m. at the
school located on Kentucky 94 one
mile east of Murray.
All students are expected to be at
this very important meeting and at
least one parent of each student
should attend. The first day of
school is Wednesday, Aug. 21.
This will be a half-day.
The purpose of the school is to
give a solid academic foundation in
the basic fundamentals of learning
along with Christian training.
The teachers are of the higilest
caliber and are educationally prepared to give each student a thorough scholastic background. There

is a distinct emphasis on patriotism
and character training. Classes
meet in a modem, air-conditioned
carpeted building.
Limited enrollments are still
being accepted. Enrollments are
taken at the school office and a
registration fee is due when the
enrollment card is filled out.
Eastwood offers three quality
programs including kindergarten,
elementary school and Christian
high.
The kindergarten is not a babysitting service or a playschool, but
an enjoyable learning program
designed to provide children with a
good educational foundation on
which to build.

Kindergarten classes meet for
five year olds from 8:30 a.m. until
11:30 a.m. each day. Kindergarten
for four year olds meets from noon
until 3 p.m. A lively, academic
program gives children an enjoyable foundation and a desire to
learn more.
An extended school day is available from 6:30 a.m. until as late as
5:30 p.m.
At the elementary school level,
great emphasis is placed on the
basic fundamentals of education. A
strong phonics program produces
no non-readers. A mathematics
program that combines the best of
the modem and traditional systems.

provides an excellent mathematics
base. Homework, report cards,
orderly classrooms, concerned
teachers and informed parents are
the rule, not the exception.
Christian high school offers the
high school student the opportunity
to receive an outstanding academic
education from a Christian perspective. College preparatory courses
are required for graduation, in
acceptance with state guidelines.
This year Eastwood will add a
sports program with competition in
soccer, volleyball, basketball and
baseball.
Eastwood will also be competing
in Februrary in a state-wide
academic tournament.

Eastwood's Kiddie
Kollege daycare
program provides
home atmosphere
The Eastwood Christian
Academy Kiddie Kollege provides a "home away from
home" atmosphere that strives
to fulfill the needs of love and
understanding in a Christian
environment, according to the
school.
Eastwood offers an innovative
program to provide a positive
environment for children. The
professionally-trained staff
offers infant stimulation and a
pre-school program to enhance
the social, physical and educational growth of each child.
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God, this is a lonely place!
If it seems that way to you, maybe
you haven't really mentioned it to
Him. Try the Christian Church
(Disciples of Christ) next Sunday. It
could change your entire point of
view.
We have all sort of things going on
that will offer you an opportunity to
meet some nice,friendly people. Try

Sunday morning services, a Sunday
school class, or (C.F.F.) Christian
Family Fellowship is for young people of all ages. It's fun. It's minnidinner. It's exciting programs. Its
campanion ship. It's safe and secure.
You'll have a ball at 5 or 85.
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MSU gearing up for fall semester
Students and faculty will become
part of the usual hustle and bustle
of a new school year at Murray
State University when they begin
returning to the campus for the fall
semester the week of Aug. 19.
Faculty members will gather for
the traditional faculty luncheon at
noon on Tuesday, Aug. 20, in the
Curris Center ballroom.
Residence halls open at noon
Wednesday, Aug. 21, and late
registration is scheduled from 8
a.m. to 6 p.m. Aug. 22-23 on the
upper level of the Curris Center.
Classes begin Monday, Aug. 26.
Enrollment for the fall semester
is expected to be up slightly over
last fall's figure of 8,097, according to Dean of Admissions and
Records Phil Bryan.
Among the special dates for the
fall semester are:
— The university will observe
the Labor Day holiday Monday,
Sept. 2, with classes dismissed and
administrative offices closed.
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— The Racers will open the
1991 football season with a home
game against Southern Illinois
Saturday, Sept 7, at Stewart Stadium. The 11-game season includes
six home games — Sept. 7 and 21,
Oct. 12 and 19 and Nov. 9 and 16.
— A dedication and ribbon cutting for the new Martha Layne Collins Center for Industry and Technology is planned for 3 p.m. on
Saturday, Sept. 7, in front of the
center on the corner of 16th and
Chestnut streets.
— The university will observe
Founder's Day Sept. 11 at 2:30
p.m. in Lovett Auditorium.
— Homecoming 1991 on Oct.
11-12 will feature a variety of
activities for alumni, students and
friends of Murray State with a
"Star-Spangled" theme. Among the
highlights will be the traditional
parade and a 2:30 p.m. football
game with the University of Tennessee at Martin.
— Students will enjoy a one-day

fall break from classes Friday, Oct.
25. University offices will remain
open.
— Parents Weekend is planned
Nov. 8-9 in conjunction with the
Eastern Kentucky vs. Racer football game. The Outstanding Parent
Award will be presented at
halftime.
— Robert Kennedy Jr. will present a lecture Nov. 21 in the Curris
Center ballroom.
— The Racers will open their
1991-92 basketball season Nov. 26
at Racer Arena, trying for another
Ohio Valley Conference championship under the leadership of new
head coach Scott Edgar. The season continues through Feb. 29.
— The university will kick-off
the Christmas season with the
annual Hanging of the Green Sunday, Dec. 8, in the Curris Center.
— Fall semester final exams are
scheduled Dec. 12-18.

Limited spaces left for fall Montessori Center season
The Murray Montessori Center,
located at 212 N. 15th Street, is a
preschool offering a caring and
protected environment with a high
level of individual attention and
instruction for each child.
A visit to any American Montessori school will show that considerable socializing and grouping takes
place naturally in the environment
and that the children behave in a
socially responsible and orderly
manner.
The Montessori approach eliminates many of the discipline problems found in more conventional
environments. There are a few
well-chosen ground rules which are
consistently reinforced.
The children learn to help one
another and to care for one another
as well as taking care of their environment. Children are free to talk
and move around, are treated with
respect and are not controlled by
fear or punishment.
Eileen Fitzgibbon, director of the
center, received her Montessori
training and pre-primary credentials from the Memphis Montessori
Institute and Christian Brothers
College of Memphis. She also
holds a bachelor of arts degree
from Sangamon State University
and has pursued studies at the University of Louisville and Bellarmine College in Louisville.

1

Melinda Kelly and Elizabeth
O'Brien are assistant teachers.
They completed their Montessori
training at the MECASETON training course in Hinsdale, Ill.
Murray Montessori is the only
preschool in western Kentucky will
full American Montessori Society
affiliation and accreditation and it
is one of 10 schools in the entire
which has met the high standards
required by the AMS.
To earn AMS accreditation a

school must have teachers trained
at approved educational facilities,
pass inspections by Montessori
specialists who review classroom
practices and curricula, have a full
complement of Montessori learning
material, adhere at the AMS code
of professional ethics and have an
open door policy for visitors.
Murray Montessori School offers

Your Car Care Specialists

two half-day sessions and a fullday session for the kindergarten
children.
The morning session is nearly
full for the fall 1990 session. There
are a limited number of spaces
available for the afternoon session.
For more information about
Murray Montessori, please telephone 753-8380.
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Terry Byerly. Paul Freeze. Ronnie Green.
Coleman Benefiel and Don Rowlett

"For ALL Your Automotive Needs
Call On One of Our Professionals."

Complete Auto Repair
of Murray, Inc.
514 South 12th

753-8868
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HEY SENIORS
We Can Save You Money!
When You Rent Your
Prom Tuxedo From Us
We Will Give You

30%OFF
Graduation Invitations
•
—Top Quality—
*Invitations *Thank You Notes
*Name Cards
One Week Processing

Look Your Best For School
With Fashions from...

tMr Tuveclo.

uvunG
Children's Fashions

OUR NAME SAYS IT ALL
304 Main St.

759-4073

Sizes Preemie 14

641 North 408 South 12th 753-0005
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SPECIALS-

Over 100 Selected Styles
Of Men's, Women's &
Children's Shoes

20-110'110
Off

Registration...
(Cont'd from page 5)
Registration night for sixth graders is Thursday, Aug. 15, beginning at 7 p.m. The process will be
similar to that of the fifth grade.
The tentative date for the
seventh grade registration is Monday, Aug. 19 at 7 p.m. Eighth graders will register and have their first
day of school on Tuesday, Aug. 20.
The general school fee for the
1991-92 school year is $20. There
are additional activity fees for fifth
grade of $3.50, for sixth grade
$5.50, and for seventh grades of
$7.50.
Principal Weatherly said that all
students and parents (or legal guardians) are expected to attend the
special registration and orientation
nights.
Those unable to attend are asked
to call the school at 753-5125.
Principal Weatherly reminds
parents of sixth grade students that
students will need a measlesmumps-rubella booster shot this
year; they are asked to check with
a private physician or the Health
Department before the first day of
school.
All middle school students are
asked to have a three-ring looseleaf notebook with them on the
first day of school.
Any middle school students new
to the school system is urged to
"contact the school office as soon as
possible.

Bus routes..
(Cont'd from page 8)

Select From These Famous Name Brands:
s/Reebok
%/New Balance
%/Head

f

%/Nike
%/Tiger
%/K-Swiss

%/Converse *
%/Saucony
%/Rockport

%/Tretorn
%/Diadora
%/Mitre

DENNISON-HUNT
SPORTING GOODS

"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE"

Murray
Kentucky
753-8844

BACK 1

MURRAY MIDDLE AND HIGH SCHOOL
Bus No. 11, Elizabeth Oliver, driver,
starting at 7:50 a.m., arriving at 815
a.m Broad at Nash Drive, Broad at Fairlane, 810 Broad, Broad at Glendale,
Ninth at Goodman, Ninth at Fairlane,
Fairlane at Circarama, 1107 Circarama,
1127 Circarama, 1100 Rivenvood Rd.,
Riverwood Circle, Ron Christopher's,
Peggy Ann at Kirkwood, 1301 S. Sixteenth (last driveway prior to nursing
home), 1501 Oxford, 1537 Spring Creek,
1525 London Drive, proceed to Murray
High School, unload, proceed to Murray
Middle School, unload_
Bus. No. 8801, Curtis Gream, driver,
starting at 7-50 a m., arriving at 8-15
a rn. Sixteenth at Farmer, Sixteenth at
Olive, Boy Scout Museum, 1602A Calloway Ave., Kentucky and Calloway Aye,
Seventeenth at Calloway, Seventeenth at
Ryan, 801 N. Eighteenth, Seventeenth at
Dodson, MSU Special Services Budding,
College Courts, NAPA Auto Parts (p.m.),
Riviera Courts (p.m). 905 N. Sixteenth,
809 N Sixteenth, 824 N Nineteenth, 815
N. Twentieth, Eighteenth at College Farm
Rd, 311 Oakdale, Oakdale at Lincoln,
Olive at Seventeenth, Miller at Seventeenth, Farmer at Seventeenth, proceed
to Murray High School, unload, proceed
to Murray Middle School, unload.
MURRAY HIGH SCHOOL
Bus No. 12, John Lane, driver, starting
at 7-20 a.m., arriving at 7:50 a.m - Payne
at Beale, Sixth at Ash Alley, Fourth at
Andrus Dr , Ash at Cherry, Ash at L P.
Miller, Ash at First, First at Pine. Pine at
Cherry, Spruce at Cherry, Spruce at LP
Miller, 508 S. Cherry, Sycamore at Lafollette (pm), Thirteenth at Sycamore, pro
coed to Murray High, unload
Bus No 8, Eva Mohler, driver, starting
at 7.50, arriving at 8 15 am Poplar at
Fourteenth. Poplar past Twelvth St., Poplar at Eleventh, Eleventh at Elm, Vine at
Eighth, Elm at Seventh, Elm at Sixth,
Sixth at Poplar, Sixth at Olive, Eighth at
Olive, Ninth at Olive, Twelvth at Olive,
Fourteenth at Olive, Fifteenth at Poplar,
1.4eed4ow Lane at Johnson, Meadow
Lane at Henry, proceed to Murray High,
unload
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Drive
Carefully!

Western Kentucky
Insurance, Inc.
302 N. 12th

Auto • Home • Lite
Health • Commercial • Farm & Barns

Don Henry State Farm
Insurance Agency

753-5842

302 Main St.

1.

ADVANTAGE:

sIIIIP
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CHRYSLERPLYMOUTH•DODGE•JEEP-EAGLE

2.

All&

Be prepared to stop
quickly when near schools
and playgrounds.
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f
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DRIVE SAFELY!

Adhere to all speed restrictions in school zones.

3. Exercise extreme caution
when driving in bad weather.
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8 a.m.-8 p.m.
Independent General Insurance Agent
Representing 8 Insurance Companies
"Free help in filing claims for my clients."'
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Your Best Insurance
Policy is a Good Agent
Wed like to have the opporshow you what we
mean with quality protection
and service Call us today

!unity to

759-9245
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ConespanOe
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Insurance

PURDOM, THURMAN & McNUTT
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753-4937

Lou V. McGary

MARTIN DAVENPORT, R.Ph.,
Owner
200A N. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

-Homeowners -Auto

753-7890

Watch for children suddenly darting out into the
street.

6. Look for and obey all
school zone signs.

Bob Nanney
Insurance

INSURANCE

4. Never pass a school bus
that is loading or unloading
children.

Serving Murray/Calloway Co. for over 35 years
uth 12th at Sycamore, Murray
7531651

Office: 753-9935, Home: 753-1540

Including Young Driver Coverage
107 N. 4th St.

Hwy. 641 N. • Murray, Ky. - (502)753-6448
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Tony Boyd

753-4451

Be Extra Careful
Out There!
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The Sharpest!
The Newest!
The Coolest!
CORN-AUSTIN 8

Can't Touch Our Price, Can't Touch Our Style —
ALWAYS NEW...ALWAYS DIFFERENT!!!
American Express-Visa-MC-Corn Austin Charge
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